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Independent Audit Scope
1.

2.

3.
4.

The scope of the audit was to conduct an independent environmental audit and provide a subsequent report
of findings as required by Conditions 12 and 13 in Schedule 4 of State Significant Development Consent
Number 7538 (MOD 2).
The scope of the audit included all relevant conditions (but excluding Definitions and Appendices unless
otherwise specified in this report) specified in SSD Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2), approved by the
delegate of the NSW Minister for Planning and Public Spaces on 31 July 2019), Environment Protection
Licence Number 2683 as at 6 July 2018 (issued by the NSW Environment Protection Authority), and
Consolidated Mining Lease Numbers 4 and 5 as renewed on 8 July 1987.
The scope of the audit was limited to the site of the Broken Hill North Mine, Broken Hill NSW 2880.
The audit period for this audit was from 18 August 2018 (the date of commencement of construction of the
development) to 16 August 2019 (the last day of the auditors’ on-site attendance at this audit).

PBHL Actions and Status
This document is prepared in accordance with the NSW DPIE Independent Audit Guideline; specifically Section 6 of
the same which requires Perilya to prepare an action plan within four weeks of the submission of the Independent
Audit Report.
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Broken Hill North Mine – Compliance Status and Action Plan from 2019 Independent Environmental Audit
State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Schedule 2 – Condition 1 –
Obligation to Minimise Harm to the
Environment

Not verified

Construction of the development commenced on 18 August
2018. Mining operations commenced on 22 December 2018.

In addition to meeting the specific
performance criteria established under
this consent, the Applicant must
implement all reasonable and feasible
measures to prevent and/or minimise
any material harm to the environment
that may result from the construction,
operation, or rehabilitation of the
development.

Observation
Observation
Observation

Perilya has implemented various measures (e.g. an
Environmental Management Strategy and Environmental
Management Plans, and installation of environmental monitoring
equipment) to prevent and/or minimise environmental harm that
may result from the construction, operation or rehabilitation of
the development.
Not verified – In respect of the audit period (18 August 2018 to
16 August 2019) the Auditors could not verify that Perilya has
implemented ‘all’ reasonable and feasible measures to prevent
and/or minimise material harm to the environment that may
result from the construction, operation or rehabilitation of the
development. This audit finding takes the following matters into
account:


the majority of the ‘non-compliant’ and ‘not verified’ findings
in this audit report relate to Perilya being unable to provide
evidence of implementation of mitigation measures;



during the audit period no exceedances of environmental
performance criteria in the SSD Consent were attributable to
the North Mine operations; and



during the audit period none of the environmental
complaints that Perilya received were attributable to the
North Mine operations.

PBHL Required Actions and Status
N.V.
PBHL notes that zero exceedances of the license or
other statutory conditions, no relevant public
complaints, no statutory action despite routine
agency inspections indicates the minimisation of
environmental harm. The generic nature of the
condition is also acknowledged.
Obs. 1
Management Plan Risk Registers are updated in
accordance with PBHL Management of Change
Process.
Obs. 2
PBHL to action.
Obs. 3
Noted.

Observation No. 1 – To enable significant environmental risks
to be proactively identified and addressed to prevent and/or
minimise any material harm to the environment, Perilya could
implement a program to regularly review and update the
environmental risks identified in each Environmental
Management Plan.
Observation No. 2 – For ease of reference, review and
updating, Perilya could integrate the environmental risks and
mitigation measures identified in each Environmental
Management Plan into a ‘live’ (i.e. kept up to date) North Mine
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Site Environmental Risk Register (e.g. an Excel spreadsheet).
Observation No. 3 – Perilya could develop an Environmental
Obligations Register to ensure environmental obligations in the
EIS, Response to Submissions, Environmental Management
Plans, Licences etc. are captured. Commercial software could
be used to maintain these obligations, with tasks and
responsibilities assigned to each obligation.
Schedule 2 – Condition 2 – Terms of
Consent
The Applicant must carry out the
development:
(a) generally in accordance with the
EIS; and
(b) in accordance with the conditions
of this consent.
Note: The general layout of
development is shown in Appendix 2.

the

Compliant
Observation

SSD Consent No. 7538 was granted on 22 December 2017, with
MOD 1 being approved on 7 September 2018 and MOD 2 being
approved on 31 July 2019.
During this August 2019 audit the Auditors conducted field
inspections of the North Mine site (excluding underground
operations) and sighted a selection of documents relating to
SSD Consent conditions.
There was evidence during this August 2019 audit that Perilya is
carrying out the North Mine development generally in
accordance with the EIS and in accordance with the conditions
of this SSD Consent. For example, the ROM shed was
observed to be operational in accordance with SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 3(f) in that:


the crusher and ROM pad (including all stockpile areas) was
enclosed within the ROM shed which is equipped with a
negative pressure dust extract and collection system, and



ore crushing, stockpiling and the unloading/loading of trucks
only occurred within the ROM shed.

Obs. 4
The current Health Risk Assessment (in progress)
is a determination of potential impacts from the
operation from actual and not modeled data. These
results along with the current emissions from the
vent exhaust and ROM stacks monitoring are
pending. In the event that the HRA displays a level
of impact, re-modeling of the #2 shaft vent will be
performed.

Observation No. 4 – In relation to paragraph (a) of this
condition, the Auditors identified a potential discrepancy
between the emissions point location used for modelling in both
the EIS Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Assessment (Pacific
Environment, January 2017) and AQA update (Pacific
Environment, August 2017) and the current use of Shaft No. 2
(which appears to be located approximately 671m away) as an
exhaust shaft (emissions point). It appears that the No.3
headframe location (MGA55 coordinates; 546626 E 6465107 N)
has been the basis for the vent point source emissions for both
modelling assessments. If this discrepancy is confirmed, and as
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

the exhaust vent shaft is the dominant source for metals, Perilya
should consider whether updated Air Quality Assessment
modelling (and subsequent Human Health Risk Assessment) is
required in relation to predicted air quality impacts of emissions
from the North Mine.
Schedule 2 – Condition 3 – Terms of
Consent

Compliant

The potential for inconsistency between the documents listed in
condition 2 of this Schedule, and the prevailing nature of the
conditions of the SSD Consent, is acknowledged and
understood by Perilya personnel.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

If there is any inconsistency between
the documents referred to in condition
2 above, the most recent document
must prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency. However, the conditions
of this consent must prevail to the
extent of any inconsistency.
Schedule 2 – Condition 4 – Terms of
Consent

In the audit period the DPE assessed Perilya’s MOD 1 and MOD
2 applications. The DPE’s assessment reports of 7 September
2018 (MOD 1) and 30 July 2019 (MOD 2) which recommended
approval of the MOD 1 and MOD 2 applications did not impose
any requirements other than the conditions which were
subsequently included in the SSD Consent.

The Applicant must comply with any
reasonable requirement/s of the
Secretary
arising
from
the
Department’s assessment of:
(a) any strategies, plans, programs,
reviews,
audits,
reports
or
correspondence
that
are
submitted in accordance with this
consent (including any stages of
these documents);
(b) any reports, reviews or audits
undertaken or commissioned by
the
Department
regarding
compliance with this consent; and
(c) the implementation of any actions
or measures contained in these
documents.
Schedule 2 – Condition 5 – Limits
on Consent – Mining Operations

Compliant

Construction of the development commenced on 18 August
2018.
Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

The Applicant may carry out mining
operations on the site for 25 years
from the date of commencement of
construction.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

understood that under this condition, mining operations on the
site must cease by 17 August 2043 (i.e. 25 years after the
commencement of construction).

Note: Under this consent, the Applicant is
required to rehabilitate the site and perform
additional undertakings to the satisfaction of
the Secretary. Consequently, this consent
will continue to apply in all other respects
other than the right to conduct mining
operations until the rehabilitation of the site
and these additional undertakings have
been carried out satisfactorily.

Schedule 2 – Condition 6 – Limits
on Consent – Ore Extraction and
Transport

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

The Applicant must not extract more
than 4.2 million tonnes of ore over the
life of the development.
Schedule 2 – Condition 7 – Limits
on Consent – Ore Extraction and
Transport
In any calendar year, the Applicant
must not extract, crush or transport
more than 300,000 tonnes of ore.

Observation

Obs. 5
Noted

In Perilya’s “Modification Report” (R.W. Corkery, Ref No. 938/24,
July 2019) as submitted to the Secretary for the MOD 2
application, section 2.2 records that in the period from January
2019 to June 2019, 139,743 tonnes of ore was transported from
the North Mine, compared with the budget estimate of 101,823
tonnes.
Perilya’s crushing and haulage contractor, Consolidated Mining
& Civil (CMC), maintains records of ‘crushing’ of ore. For
example, CMC’s June 2019 “North Mine Crush & Haul Monthly
Report” indicates that 22,768.13 tonnes of ore were crushed in
the month of June 2019.
Observation No. 5 – Perilya could prepare records of
cumulative totals for ‘extraction’ of ore (as distinct from ‘crushing’
and ‘transport’ of ore) to monitor compliance with the extraction
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

aspect of the annual tonnage limit.
Schedule 2 – Condition 8 – Limits
on Consent – Ore Extraction and
Transport
The Applicant must ensure that the
development does not generate more
than:
(a) 32 ore laden truck movements per
day;
(b) 4 ore laden truck movements per
hour; and
(c) 16 ore laden truck movements per
day when averaged over a
calendar year.

Not verified

Section A1.3 in Appendix 1 of Perilya’s “Modification Report”
(July 2019) details the transportation performance of the North
Mine from January 2019 to June 2019 and summarises the data
as follows:


The maximum number of laden vehicle movements per
day was 32.



Transportation rates in January was substantially higher
than in February to June as a result of transportation of
ore that had been stockpiled underground.



Average laden vehicle movements during Q1 2019
were 15.6 per day.



Average laden vehicle movements during Q2 2019
were 11.4 per day.

N.V.
This information is now available on the Perilya
website.

Not verified – In this August 2019 audit the Auditors could not
verify whether Perilya had complied with the requirement in
paragraph (b) of this condition due to the lack of data for the
months of February 2019 to June 2019. In the months when
data for truck movements per hour was sighted (i.e. December
2018, January 2019 and July 2019) the operation was compliant
with paragraph (b).
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 1 – Ore laden truck on route from North Mine to Southern
Operations

Schedule 2 – Condition 9 – Limits
on Consent – Hours of Operation

Compliant

Unless
the
Secretary
agrees
otherwise, the Applicant must comply
with the operating hours in Table 1.

During the construction stage of the development (i.e. from 18
August 2018 to 21 December 2018), the requirement for Perilya
to strictly comply with the operating hours for construction
activities (the first row in Table 1 of this condition) was specified
in Table 11 of Perilya’s Construction Environmental
Management Plan (Revision No. 3, dated 10 August 2018).
Responsibility for strict compliance with the construction activity
hours rested with the North Mine Manager.
Since the commencement of mining operations on 22 December
2018, the requirement for Perilya to strictly comply with the
operating hours in Table 1 of this condition is specified in Table
9 of Perilya’s Noise Management Plan (Revision No. D dated 7
December 2018).

Schedule 2 – Condition 10
Notification of Commencement

–

The Applicant must notify the
Department in writing of the date on

Compliant

Perilya notified the Department in writing under this condition as
follows:


by letter dated 17 August 2018, of the commencement of
construction on 18 August 2018; and
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding


which it will commence:
(a) construction; and
(b) mining operations.
Schedule 2 – Condition
Structural Adequacy

11

–

Administrative
noncompliance

The Applicant must ensure that all new
buildings and structures, and any
alterations or additions to existing
buildings
and
structures,
are
constructed in accordance with the
relevant requirements of the BCA.

–

Condition

12

–

Unless the Applicant and the
applicable authority agree otherwise,
the Applicant must:

by letter dated 21 December 2018, of the commencement of
mining operations on 22 December 2018.

During the construction stage of the development, Perilya
re-established various surface infrastructure required to support
the mining operation, including office and store, workshop and
fuel store, change house and car park, services (power, water,
air and communications), surface magazine and other ancillary
infrastructure.

ANC
PBHL is awaiting provisional construction and
occupancy certificates from the registered
development certifier.

Administrative non-compliance – During this August 2019
audit Perilya was unable to provide documented evidence of
compliance with this condition in relation to the ROM shed or
other relevant buildings and structures.

Compliant

The Applicant must ensure that all
demolition work is carried out in
accordance with Australian Standard
AS 2601-2001: The Demolition of
Structures, or its latest version.

Schedule 2 – Condition 13 –
Protection of Public Infrastructure

PBHL Required Actions and Status

The ROM shed was the largest new building constructed during
the audit period.

Notes:
•
Under Part 4A of the EP&A Act, the
Applicant is required to obtain
construction
and
occupation
certificates for the proposed building
works.
•
Part 8 of the EP&A Regulation sets out
the requirements for the certification of
the development.

Schedule 2
Demolition

Supporting Evidence/Comments

It was stated that no demolition works have been carried out on
the North Mine site during the audit period.
In relation to heritage listed structures on the North Mine site,
Perilya’s Annual Environmental Management Report (AEMR) for
2017/18 states (in section 5.1):
“No renovation or demolition of heritage interest structures
occurred during the nominated reporting period, however
during the period a geotechnical assessment of the
Drainage channel (LEP I314) was performed to identify
those areas that may require rehabilitation.”

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period:


no public infrastructure was damaged by the development
other than during the works carried at the Potosi Haul
Road/Barrier Highway intersection and other road upgrades
authorised under SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 25.;
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

(a) repair, or pay the full costs
associated with repairing, any
public
infrastructure
that is
damaged by the development;
and
(b) relocate, or pay the full costs
associated with relocating, any
public infrastructure that needs to
be relocated as a result of the
development.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

and


no public infrastructure was relocated as a result of the
development.

Note: This condition does not apply to any
damage to roads caused as a result of
general road usage.

Schedule 2 – Condition 14 –
Operation of Plant and Equipment

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Plant and equipment maintained in a proper and efficient
condition

The Applicant must ensure that all
plant and equipment used on site or to
monitor the performance of the
development is:
(a) maintained in a proper and
efficient condition; and
(b) operated in a proper and efficient
manner.

Observation

In relation to paragraph (a) of this condition, Perilya uses the
IBM ‘Maximo’ software system to record its plant and equipment
assets, and for maintenance planning and scheduling. A
selection of completed preventative maintenance work orders for
various items of plant and equipment was sighted including:

Observation
Observation
Observation



Work order 1237770 (wheelwash inspection) for the Tyre
Wash (front) at the North Mine Services Buildings
(completed on 5 July 2019);



Work order 1237771 (wheelwash inspection) for the Tyre
Wash (back) at the North Mine Services Buildings
(completed on 5 July 2019);



Work order 1247773 (wheelwash inspection) for the Tyre
Wash (front) at the North Mine Services Buildings
(completed on 15 August 2019);



Work order 1247774 (wheelwash inspection) for the Tyre
Wash (back) at the North Mine Services Buildings
(completed on 15 August 2019);



Work order 1250814 (oil separator inspection no.1) for the
Fuel Bay at the North Mine Services Buildings (completed
on 15 August 2019);



Work order 1250815 (oil separator inspection no.2) for the

Observation
Observation

NC(L)
PBHL notes that non-compliances observed have
no potential to result in material or serious
environmental harm.
Since the audit the following has been progressed:


A maintenance request has resulted in the
fuel leak at the fuel farm having been
rectified.



The wheel wash failure at the South Mine
during the audit has been also been
rectified.



A work request has been raised for the 57
pump infrastructure replacement.



Waste management notices have been
issued for North Mine landfill, workshop
and storage areas.



The unsealed track across the clean water
diversion drain has been cleared to
reestablish the drainage line.

Obs. 6
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
Fuel Bay at the North Mine Services Buildings (completed
on 15 August 2019);


Work order 1250816 (fuel bay inspection) at the North Mine
Services Buildings (completed on 15 August 2019);



Work orders 1223135 and 1223136 (Volvo Twin Steer
Water Truck service, and brake test) at North Mine Services
(completed on 17 May 2019).

Observation No. 6 – As at the end of the audit period (16
August 2019) there was no environmental monitoring equipment
recorded in the Maximo system.
Observation No. 7 – As at the end of the audit period (16
August 2019) preventative maintenance inspections for water
management infrastructure (e.g. dam pumps) and dust control
equipment (e.g. ROM shed extraction units) had not been
recorded in the Maximo system.
Plant and equipment operated in a proper and efficient manner
In relation to paragraph (b) of this condition, Perilya manages
the operation of plant and equipment through measures which
include an area-specific induction for the North Mine site (a 23
page Northern Operations Induction Manual, Doc No.
H03S05MNL0174, Revision 8 issued 15 April 2019, was
sighted). The Northern Operations Induction Manual includes
information regarding waste, noise limits and blasting limits
(section 20), wash bay and wheel wash (section 21) and speed
limits (section 23).

PBHL Required Actions and Status
Environmental monitoring equipment is maintained
by the Environment Dept. and calibrations of the
real time units are undertaken using NATA
accredited external service providers. The %
availability of monitoring data, compliance against
calibration and routine monitoring requirements
from manufacturers, is evidence of the success of
the current system maintained by PBHL
environmental personnel.

Obs. 7
PBHL to action.

Obs. 8
PBHL to action

Obs. 9
Noted.

Observation No. 8 – Perilya could review the stated maximum
noise levels in section 20 of the Northern Operations Induction
Manual against the current North Mine noise limits in SSD
Consent 7538 and EPL No. 2683. The maximum noise levels in
the Manual relate to the Potosi Mine (refer to EPL condition
L3.1).
Observation No. 9 – During this August 2019 audit Perilya
provided a 12 page Surface Water System Inspection Procedure
(Doc No. H02S03SOP0077, revision 1.1, issue date unknown).
This Procedure relates only to Perilya’s Southern Operations.
Perilya could either expand the scope of this Procedure to
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

include the North Mine site or develop a separate Procedure for
the North Mine site.
During this August 2019 audit the Auditors observed selected
operational aspects of the North Mine including the Mine Control
Room (located at Perilya’s Southern Operations) and the ROM
shed.
In relation to the Mine Control Room at Perilya’s Southern
Operations, the Auditors observed that personnel in the Mine
Control Room had real-time access to mine dewatering
information from the North Mine.

Photo 2 – Mine Control Room screen showing North Mine
dewatering status

The Auditors observed the doors to the ROM shed were only
opened while trucks were entering and leaving the ROM shed.
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 3 – Covered ore laden truck leaving ROM shed

Non-compliant (low risk) – In field inspections during this
August 2019 audit, the Auditors observed several examples of
plant and equipment not being maintained in a proper and
efficient condition (paragraph (a)) or operated in a proper and
efficient manner (paragraph (b)) including:


At around 9:45am on 15 August 2019 the Auditors observed
that the wheel wash station on the approach to the Gypsum
Street exit gate at Southern Operations was not operational.
Refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 26.



A road had been constructed across a clean water diversion
drain. Refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3 conditions 32 and
34.



The Auditors observed the following lapses in housekeeping
in and around the North Mine workshop:
o 20 litre drums of lubricants were not stored in bunded
containers and there was evidence of prior leaks on the
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
o
o

PBHL Required Actions and Status

workshop floor (see photo below);
there were lumps of grease around the refueling station
at the workshop (see photo below); and
a diesel fuel bowser fitting near the North Mine
workshop was leaking (see photo below).

Photo 4 – Storage of 20 litre drums of lubricants in North Mine workshop
(note damaged red container in middle of photo)
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 5 – Grease on ground around refueling station near
North Mine workshop
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 6 – Leaking diesel bowser fitting near North Mine workshop



Pump infrastructure on 57 Dam was not functional (i.e. pipe
was not connected).
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 7 – 57 Dam pump infrastructure not functional

Schedule 2 – Condition
Planning Agreement

15

–

Prior
to
commencing
mining
operations, unless the Secretary
agrees otherwise, the Applicant must
enter into a VPA with Council in
accordance with the terms detailed in
Appendix 3.

Compliant
Observation

Mining operations commenced on 22 December 2018. A
Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) between Perilya Broken
Hill Limited and Broken Hill City Council was signed on 7 April
2019.
It was stated that the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment (DPIE) was advised on the 29 November 2018 and
the 19 December 2018 that the VPA would not be approved
prior to commencement of mining operations. No objection was
received.
Not verified – During this August 2019 audit the auditors could
not verify whether the Secretary had agreed to the
commencement of mining prior to approval of the VPA.

N.V.
The Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment (DPIE) was advised on the 29
November 2018 and the 19 December 2018 that
the VPA would not be approved prior to
commencement of mining operations. No objection
was received.

Obs. 10
Noted.

The signed VPA was sighted and was observed to be in
accordance with the terms detailed in Appendix 3 of this SSD
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 2 – Administrative Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Consent.
As at August 2019 the VPA is not yet registered. It was stated
that Perilya is awaiting completion of a final survey of the North
Mine site.
Observation No. 10 – A survey plan prepared by Graham
Francis Howe (survey date: 8 August 2019) for the Voluntary
Planning Agreement shows Lot 4143 in DP 757298 as being
outside the eastern boundary of CML5 (see photo below).
However Appendix 1 of the SSD Consent and the EIS (Section
1.1, Figure 1.2 and Section 1.3, Table 1.1) both show Lot 4143
in DP 757298 as being within CML5 and partly within the
approved North Mine site.

Photo 8 – Part of survey plan of proposed VPA (8 August 2019) showing
Lot 4143 in DP 757298 outside the eastern boundary of CML5
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 3 – Environmental Performance Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Schedule 3 – Condition 1 – Air
Quality – Odour

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period no odour-related
complaints relating to the North Mine site have been received by
Perilya.

The Applicant must ensure that no
offensive odours are emitted from the
site, as defined under the POEO Act.

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Processing of ore does not occur at the North Mine site (ore is
transported by road to Perilya’s Southern Operations). There
are no flotation chemicals (a known source of potential localised
offensive odours) stored or used at the North Mine site.
It was stated that the occasional use of stench gas underground
(e.g. for emergency drills) has not resulted in odour-related
complaints from off site.

Schedule 3 – Condition 2 – Air
Quality – Air Quality Criteria
The Applicant must ensure that all
reasonable and feasible avoidance
and mitigation measures are employed
so that particulate matter emissions
generated by the development do not
cause exceedances of the criteria
listed in Table 2 at any residence on
privately owned land.

Compliant

Perilya implements reasonable and feasible avoidance and
mitigation measures to prevent exceedances of the air quality
criteria in Table 2 at any residence on privately owned land;
including:


installation of air quality monitoring equipment at the
locations specified in section 10.2 and Appendix 1 of
Perilya’s Air Quality Management Plan (Revision No. F
dated 21 December 2018); and



monitoring of the air quality criteria is carried out by
contractor, On-Site Laboratory Services according to an Air
Quality Monitoring Program set out in section 10.3 of the Air
Quality Management Plan.

It was stated that during the audit period there have been no
exceedances of the air quality criteria in Table 2 at any
residence on privately owned land, which were attribute to
operations at the North Mine.
During this August 2019 audit the installed air quality monitoring
equipment on the North Mine site appeared to be in serviceable
condition.
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State Significant Development Consent Number 7538 (MOD 2) Schedule 3 – Environmental Performance Conditions
Condition Number and Requirement

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 9 – BAM unit at EPL monitoring point 29

Schedule 3 – Condition 3 – Air
Quality – Operating Conditions

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Prior
to
commencing
mining
operations, the Applicant must:
(a) install wheel washing stations at
all access and egress points;
(b) seal the haul road between the
entrance to the mine portal and
the ROM pad, and ensure that the
width of the sealed road permits
trucks to pass, or includes sealed

Observation
Observation

It was stated that the mitigation measures required under this
condition were completed before the commencement of mining
operations on 22 December 2018.
The mitigation measures in this condition are described in Table
6 of Perilya’s Construction Air Quality Management Plan
(Revision No. 2 dated 16 July 2018) and Table 6 states each
mitigation measure in this condition requires evidence for
completion as follows:
(a) dated photographs;
(b) dated
photographs,
contract
completion/acceptance

NC(L)
PBHL to action by measuring the before and after
fugitive dust emissions associated with the
application of dust suppressant product using the
portable dust monitor referred to in EPL 2683.

Obs. 11
Noted.
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passing lanes;
(c) install a water spray system
alongside the haul road from the
tailings harvesting area to the
pastefill plant, and operate this
system when the road is used by
trucks transporting tailings;
(d) ensure that trucks transporting
tailings cover their loads at all
times;
(e) apply a chemical dust suppressant
(in accordance with an approved
program) to all ‘free areas’
identified in the figure in Appendix
2 to achieve an emission control
factor of 99.3% or better;
(f) enclose the crusher and ROM pad
(including all stockpile areas)
within a building equipped with a
negative pressure dust extraction
and collection system, and ensure
that ore crushing, stockpiling and
the unloading/loading of trucks
only occurs within the enclosed
building; and
(g) install a variable speed drive fan
within the No. 3 vent rise with a
maximum ventilation flow rate of
235 m3/second, and ensure that
the fan is operated at the minimum
rate required to ensure safe
operation.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
documentation;
(c) dated photographs;
(d) induction, Driver Code of Conduct, Standard Operating
Procedures, toolbox meeting notes, incident reports;
(e) dated photographs, daily mine records, monitoring results;
(f) dated photographs, construction certificate, commissioning
reports;
(g) dated photographs, commissioning reports, calibration
reports, stack monitoring reports.

PBHL Required Actions and Status
Obs. 12
Noted.

In relation to the mitigation measures in this condition, this
August 2019 audit identified the following:
(a) Wheel washing stations were installed at all access and
egress points.
(b) The haul road was sealed between the entrance to the mine
portal and the ROM shed and included at least two sealed
passing lanes. Refer to observation below.
(c) A water spray system was installed alongside the haul road
from the tailings harvesting area to the paste fill plant (the
system was not operational as at August 2019 because
harvesting and transport of tailings had not commenced).
(d) This requirement was not applicable as at August 2019
because harvesting and transport of tailings had not
commenced.
(e) Refer to ‘non-compliant’ finding below.
(f) The crusher and ROM pad was enclosed within a building
(i.e. the ROM shed) equipped with a negative pressure dust
extraction and collection system, and it was observed that
ore crushing, stockpiling and the unloading/loading of trucks
only occurred within the ROM shed.
(g) A variable speed drive fan was installed on top of the No. 3
vent rise as shown in Appendix B, Figure 11 of the Northstar
Air Quality Pty Ltd “Independent Audit of Air Quality and
Health Management” (report reference: 19.1053.FR1V1) of
19 March 2019. Refer to observation below.
Non-compliant (low risk) – In relation to paragraph (e) of this
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

condition, chemical dust suppressant had been applied on the
North Mine site on several dates starting on 10 November 2018
and ending on 18 December 2019. Consolidated Mining & Civil
(CMC) provided an email to Perilya on 14 January 2019 to
confirm details of dates of application “as per diagrams
supplied”, showing the roads and areas which were treated.
However, during this August 2019 audit Perilya was unable to
provide evidence that the application of chemical dust
suppressant achieved an emission control factor of 99.3% or
better.
Refer to table entry “Ref 55” in the Northstar
“Independent Audit of Air Quality and Health Management”
report of 19 March 2019.
Observation No. 11 – In relation to paragraph (b) of this
condition, in field inspections the Auditors noted, in addition to
the two existing sealed passing lanes, the existence of informal,
unsealed passing lane areas on: the haul road near the top of
the Cosmopolitan Open Cut Ramp (which links to a light vehicle
access road); and near the underground mine portal (see photos
below), both of which showed evidence of frequent use. Perilya
could consider either sealing one or both of these unsealed
passing lane areas or enforcing administrative controls to
improve compliance with paragraph (b) of this condition.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 10 – Informal, unsealed passing lane (on right) at the top of
the haul road from the underground mine portal
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 11 – Informal, unsealed passing lane (on right) near the
underground mine portal

Observation No. 12 – In relation to paragraph (g) of this
condition, it was stated that the variable speed drive fan was
removed from the No. 3 vent rise for operational reasons relating
to optimal design of the mine ventilation system. If Perilya
considers the installation location and/or specification of the
variable speed drive fan to be unsuitable for future operational
needs, Perilya could request the Secretary to amend or delete
paragraph (g).
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Audit Finding

Schedule 3 – Condition 4 – Air
Quality – Operating Conditions

Non-compliant
(low risk)

The Applicant must:
(a) minimise the off-site odour, fume,
diesel particulate, stack and dust
emissions of the development;
(b) minimise
the
release
of
greenhouse gas emissions from
the site;
(c) minimise any visible air pollution
generated by the development;
(d) operate a comprehensive air
quality management system that
uses a combination of predictive
meteorological forecasting and
real-time air quality monitoring
data to guide the day to day
planning of mining operations and
the implementation of both
proactive and reactive air quality
mitigation measures to ensure
compliance with the relevant
conditions of this consent;
(e) minimise the air quality impacts of
the development during adverse
meteorological conditions and
extraordinary events (see Note d
to Table 2);
(f) carry out regular monitoring to
determine
whether
the
development is complying with the
relevant conditions of this consent;
and
(g) adjust the scale of operations and
relocate, modify and/or suspend
operations to ensure compliance
with the relevant conditions of this
consent.

Supporting Evidence/Comments
In relation to the requirements of this condition, this August 2019
audit identified the following:
(a) Minimisation of off-site odours, fumes, diesel particulates,
stack and dust emissions of the development is currently
managed under Perilya’s Air Quality Management Plan
(AQMP), Revision No. F dated 21 December 2018. As at
August 2019 the following air quality monitoring equipment
is installed around the North Mine site:


a Meteorological station (EPL monitoring point 28);



two High Volume Air Sampler units (at EPL monitoring
points 26 and 30);



two Beta Attenuation Method units (at EPL monitoring
points 29 and 31); and



five Dust Deposition Gauges (at EPL monitoring points
17, 22, 23, 24 and 25).

(b) Refer to ‘non-compliant’ finding below.
(c) Visible air pollution is minimised by measures including the
ROM shed dust collection system and use of a 35,000 litre
capacity water truck on site.
(d) Perilya operates a comprehensive air quality management
system that uses a combination of predictive meteorological
forecasting and real-time air quality monitoring data to guide
the day to day planning of mining operations and the
implementation of both proactive and reactive air quality
mitigation measures to ensure compliance with the relevant
conditions of this consent, including the use of daily report
emails sent from the BoM meteorological station for forecast
predictions (wind direction and wind speed) and ‘red alert’
text messages sent to relevant managers and
environmental personnel.

PBHL Required Actions and Status
NC (L)
PBHL is a relatively minor contributor of GHG
emissions with NGERS reporting primary sources
of emissions resulting from diesel emissions and
electricity usage.
However, a current study to assess electric
remotely operated vehicles (for underground
operations) is being assessed which will decrease
diesel source emissions.
PBHL notes that electricity supply from the grid
used by PBHL uses a combination of solar and
wind powered energy sources.
A gas turbine generator is also in operation at the
South Mine which provides a lower carbon emission
source than diesel or coal generators of electricity.
Discussions are being held with regard to using a
compressed air energy storage system (A-CAES)
after decommissioning of the adjacent Potosi Mine.
This technology may also be applicable to North
Mine following decommissioning to further
renewable energy metrics.

(e) Perilya has implemented measures to minimise the air
quality impacts of the development during adverse
meteorological conditions and extraordinary events,
including Trigger Action Response Plans (TARPs) in Table
18 of the AQMP.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
(f)

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Perilya carries out regular monitoring to determine whether
the development is complying with the relevant conditions of
this consent (section 10 of the AQMP for air quality, and
Table 4 of Perilya’s Environmental Management Strategy,
Revision No. C dated 7 December 2018, which presents an
overview of all environmental monitoring).

(g) Perilya can adjust the scale of operations and relocate,
modify and/or suspend operations to ensure compliance
with the relevant conditions of this consent, as described in
Table 18 of the AQMP.
Non-compliant (low risk) – In relation to paragraph (b) of this
condition, during this August 2019 audit Perilya was unable to
provide evidence of measures to reduce the release of
greenhouse gas emissions from the site.
Schedule 3 – Condition 5 – Air
Quality – Air Quality Management
Plan
Prior to commencing construction,
unless the Secretary agrees otherwise,
the Applicant must prepare an Air
Quality Management Plan for the
development to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. This plan must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
the EPA and NSW Health;
(b) be prepared by a suitably-qualified
expert whose appointment has
been endorsed by the Secretary;
(c) describe the measures that would
be
implemented
to
ensure
compliance with the relevant air
quality criteria and operating
conditions of this consent;
(d) describe
the
air
quality
management system in detail;
(e) include an air quality monitoring
program that:

Non-compliant
(low risk)
Observation

During the construction stage of the project (i.e. from 18 August
2018 to 21 December 2018) Perilya’s Construction Air Quality
Management Plan (CAQMP) Revision No. 2 dated 16 July 2018,
addressed air quality matters. Revision No. 2 of the CAQMP
was approved by the Secretary on 16 August 2018 (letter of
approval is on Perilya’s website).

NC (L)

As at August 2019, Perilya’s current Air Quality Management
Plan (AQMP) is Revision No. F dated 21 December 2018. The
AQMP was approved by the Secretary on 21 December 2018
(letter of approval on Perilya’s website).

There were no detections of Hg in any sample and
levels of Ni were insufficient to warrant further
mitigation.

The CAQMP and AQMP were prepared by Perilya in conjunction
with R.W. Corkery and ERM (formerly Pacific Environment).
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) Section 3 of the AQMP describes consultations with NSW
Health and the EPA in relation to the CAQMP and AQMP.
(b) Section 1 of the AQMP states that: “Ms Judith Cox of ERM
was endorsed as a suitably qualified and experienced
person by the Secretary on 25 January 2018.”
(c) The AQMP includes the following measures that would be
implemented to ensure compliance with the relevant air
quality criteria and operating conditions on this consent:

PBHL has performed analyses for Hg and Ni (and
other metals) from dust deposition gauges and
high-volume air samplers associated with North
Mine for the past 6 months by ICP/AES analysis.

Further validation will occur in the stack emissions
testing scheduled for November 2019.
PBHL reviews each exceedance of the air quality
monitoring criteria to determine causality. During
the period as is evidenced by monitoring data all
exceedance events have been the result of regional
dust storms and not attributable to PBHL
underground operations.

Obs. 13
Noted.
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•
•

•

•
•

•

•

adequately supports the air
quality management system;
uses monitors to evaluate the
performance
of
the
development against the air
quality criteria in the consent
and relevant NSW criteria;
includes a combination of
fixed and real-time air quality
monitoring instruments to
guide the implementation of
air
quality
mitigation
measures
to
ensure
compliance with the relevant
conditions of this consent;
includes a program to monitor
all stack and vent shaft
emissions;
validates nickel and mercury
emissions
through
post
commissioning
monitoring,
and
proposes
additional
mitigation
measures
if
elevated mercury or nickel
occur;
evaluates
and
reports
annually on:
o the effectiveness of the
air quality management
system; and
o compliance with the air
quality
criteria
and
operating conditions in
this consent;
defines what constitutes an
air quality incident, and
includes a protocol for
identifying and notifying the
Department and relevant
stakeholders of any air quality

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments






A Standard Operating Procedure, H02FO3SOP3335 –
Procedure for Environmental Monitoring (referred to in
section 4 of the AQMP). Refer to observation below.
Air quality management will be undertaken with
reference to the EPA approved methods (General and
specifically relating to Ambient Air Monitoring,
Deposited Dust Monitoring, Total Suspended
Particulates, PM10, and Stack Monitoring (section 5.5).

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Obs. 14
Noted

Obs. 15
Noted

Section 9 of the AQMP describes management and
mitigation measures by reference to the dust
management prioritisation risk ranking in section
6.3.2.4 (with unpaved roads being the most significant
risk ranking of seven ranked dust risks).



Section 10 of the AQMP describes an Air Quality
Monitoring Program with details provided in Table 14
(Management and Mitigation Measures – Air Quality),
Table 15 (Monitoring Parameters) and Table 16
(Monitoring Locations and Equipment).
(d) Section 9 (Management and Mitigation Measures), section
10 (Air Quality Monitoring Program) and section 11 (Trigger
Action Response Plan) of the AQMP describe the air quality
management system in detail.
(e) The AQMP includes an air quality monitoring program
(section 10) that in conjunction with the AQMP:
•
adequately supports the air quality management
system (section 10.1);
•
uses monitors to evaluate the performance of the
development against the air quality criteria in the
consent and relevant NSW criteria (section 10.3);
•
includes a combination of fixed and real-time air quality
monitoring instruments to guide the implementation of
air quality mitigation measures to ensure compliance
with the relevant conditions of this consent (section
10.2 and 10.3);
•
includes a program to monitor all stack and vent shaft
emissions (section 10.8);
•
refer to ‘non-compliant’ finding below (regarding
“validates nickel and mercury emissions through post
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•

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

incidents; and
outlines
procedures
to
manage responses to any
complaints or issues raised by
the owners of affected
residences.

•

•

•

PBHL Required Actions and Status

commissioning monitoring, and proposes additional
mitigation measures if elevated mercury or nickel
occur”);
refer to ‘non-compliant’ finding below (regarding
“evaluates and reports annually on:
o the effectiveness of the air quality management
system; and
o compliance with the air quality criteria and
operating conditions in this consent”);
defines what constitutes an air quality incident, and
includes a protocol for identifying and notifying the
Department and relevant stakeholders of any air quality
incidents (section 13.1); and
outlines procedures to manage responses to any
complaints or issues raised by the owners of affected
residences (section 13.3).

Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit the
following non-compliances under this condition were identified:


In relation to the fifth dot point in paragraph (e) of this
condition, the Air Quality Management Plan does not
include information regarding validation of nickel and
mercury emissions through post commissioning monitoring
and does not propose additional mitigation measures if
elevated mercury or nickel occurs. Section 10.8 (in part) of
the AQMP states:
“During the air quality assessment for the development
application, a number of assumptions were made in
relation to both the concentration and composition of
the particulate matter entrained within the exhaust air.
These assumptions were made based on monitoring
results from the Southern Operations ventilation rises.
Of the three samples collected, one sample had
elevated mercury (Hg) and nickel (Ni) concentrations.
As neither Hg nor Ni form a component of the ore within
the Line of Lode, the significance of these results could
not be determined. As a result, PBHL committed to
undertake monitoring of exhaust air from the ventilation
rises to ensure consistency with the assumed air quality
modelling criteria identified in Section 8.2.”
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments


PBHL Required Actions and Status

In relation to the sixth dot point in paragraph (e) of this
condition, the Air Quality Management Plan does not state
‘how’ (e.g. by conducting a review) Perilya will evaluate the
effectiveness of the air quality management system or
compliance with the air quality criteria and operating
conditions in this consent. Section 12.3 of the AQMP only
refers to annual reporting as follows:
Annual Return (NSW EPA); Annual Environmental
Management Report for each calendar year (NSW
DRG); NGERS annual report for greenhouse gas
emissions attributable to the North Mine; and National
Pollutant Inventory annual report attributable to the
North Mine.

Observation No. 13 – The Standard Operating Procedure,
H02FO3SOP3335 – Procedure for Environmental Monitoring, as
referred to in section 4 of the Air Quality Management Plan,
could not be located during this August 2019 audit.
Observation No. 14 – Perilya could consider whether the Air
Quality Management Plan should include a detailed ‘Risk
Assessment’ table similar to Table 4 in the Construction Air
Quality Management Plan.
Observation No. 15 – The ‘non-compliant’ findings for this
condition and Schedule 3 condition 6 arise from the commentary
in the above extract of section 10.8 in the Air Quality
Management Plan, which includes an inaccurate sentence: “Of
the three samples collected, one sample had elevated mercury
(Hg) and nickel (Ni) concentrations”, when actual results
(Ektimo, 18 November 2016, report no. R003581) were no
elevated mercury results and two elevated nickel results. Perilya
has conducted post commissioning depositional dust laboratory
analysis, which from September 2018 to August 2019 has
yielded results for mercury and nickel below the limit of reporting
2
(<0.001 g/m /month).
Perilya could revise the Air Quality
Management Plan to reflect actual post commissioning
monitoring activities.
Schedule 3 – Condition 6 – Air
Quality – Air Quality Management

Non-compliant

During this August 2019 audit there was evidence that Perilya is
implementing aspects of the Air Quality Management Plan as

NC (L)
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Plan
The Applicant must implement the
approved Air Quality Management
Plan for the development.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

(low risk)

referred to in the supporting evidence/comments for SSD
Consent Schedule 3 condition 3.

Observation
Observation
Observation

Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit
Perilya was unable to provide evidence that it has implemented
the following aspects of the Air Quality Management Plan:


stack monitoring of the vent rise (section 10.8) within 3
months of commissioning as required in Table 15, or (given
that the variable speed drive fan has been removed – refer
to observation for SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 3)
stack monitoring at the No. 2 Shaft within 3 months of the
commencement of mining operations (section 10.8);



stack monitoring of the baghouse stacks (section 10.8)
within 3 months of commissioning as required in Table 15;



monitoring of the silt loading on paved roads (section 10.9)
on a quarterly frequency as required in Table 15; and



validation of nickel and mercury emissions through post
commissioning monitoring of exhaust air from the ventilation
rises and proposed additional mitigation measures if
elevated mercury or nickel occurred (a consequence of the
‘non-compliant’ finding in respect of the fifth dot point in
paragraph (e) of SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 5).

PBHL Required Actions and Status
Stack emissions testing have been undertaken by
the vendor of the dust extraction system on the
ROM shed and was within design specifications.
The delay was attributable to the delayed
commissioning of the same system.
Emission testing of stacks and vents is scheduled
for November 2019 for all PBHL mine sites.
Monitoring of the silt on North Mine roads has been
conducted since the completion of the audit and is
consistent with achieving a silt load of less than 2
2
g/m . PBHL does note that this metric is an unsafe
activity given the volume of heavy vehicle traffic on
the sealed haul roads. A review of fugitive dust
emissions generated by this traffic and using the
portable monitor referenced in EPL 2683 will be
commissioned based on the safety risks associated
with performing the current exercise.
Validation of Ni and Hg emissions has also been
completed with ICP/AES analysis of both dust
deposition gauges and HVAS samplers associated
with the North Mine development.

Obs. 16
Rev G of the AQMP has been completed and
submitted to DPIE during November 2019.

Obs. 17
Noted

Obs. 18
Noted
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 12 – ROM shed baghouse exhaust stacks

Observation No. 16 – Several of Perilya’s responses in the
Northstar “Independent Audit of Air Quality and Health
Management” report of 19 March 2019 refers to issues that will
be addressed in ‘Revision G’ of the AQMP. For example, in
relation to the following entry in Table 14 of the AQMP: “Operate
a deposited dust monitoring system as described in Section 10.7
and implement the procedures identified in TARP AQ5”, “Ref 38”
in the Northstar report recommended that Perilya should review
TARP AQ5 due to its reliance on dated monthly average DDG
data. Perilya’s response was that Rev G of the AQMP “will
remove TARP AQ5 to address this issue”. As at August 2019
there was no draft ‘Revision G’ of the AQMP in existence.
Calibration records were sighted for the following air quality
monitoring equipment:


the BAM units (model 5028i, dates of calibration 22 August
2018 (both units), 27 November 2018 (Argent Street unit),
28 February 2019 (both units), 22 May 2019 (both units) by
Lear Siegler Australasia);
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments


PBHL Required Actions and Status

the HVAS unit at North Mine (model HVS3000, date of
calibration 14 June 2018 by Lear Siegler Australasia).

Observation No. 17 – HVAS unit calibration records provided
by Perilya during this August 2019 audit pre-date the audit
period. Perilya could review the calibration schedules for air
quality monitoring equipment and ensure that calibrations are
conducted as per manufacturer’s requirements.
In relation to section 10 of the AQMP (Air Quality Monitoring
Program) the Auditors sighted field sheets for both HVAS units
from 18 December 2018 to 8 August 2019 (refer to observation
below) and field sheets for the Dust Deposition Gauges from
January 2019 to August 2019.
Observation No. 18 – In the field sheets to August 2019 for
each of the HVAS units, there appears to be a transcription error
in the last completed row, which refers to 2 July 2019 instead of
2 August 2019.
Schedule 3 – Condition 7 – Health –
Lead Monitoring and Education
Contribution

Non-compliant
(low risk)

The Applicant must contribute $50,000
per year (indexed to CPI) to NSW
Health to fund public health monitoring
and education campaigns with the aim
of reducing blood lead levels in Broken
Hill.

The “Meeting Notes” of the Perilya North Mine Community
Consultative Committee meeting held on 23 November 2018
refer to this contribution as follows:
“The $50,000 contribution will be allocated locally to fund
public health monitoring and education campaigns with the
aim of reducing blood [lead] levels in Broken Hill.”

NC (L)
PBHL has requested an invoice to process the
payment but have yet to receive a response from
NSW Health.

Non-compliant (low risk) – As at August 2019 (i.e. more than
one year after the original SSD Consent of 22 December 2017)
Perilya had not yet made any monetary contribution under this
condition.
Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 8.

Schedule 3 – Condition 8 – Health –
Lead Monitoring and Education
Program

Administrative
noncompliance

Prior
to
commencing
mining
operations, unless the Secretary
agrees otherwise, the Applicant must

Observation

As at August 2019, Perilya’s current, unapproved Lead
Monitoring and Education Program (LMEP) is Revision No. D
dated 31 July 2019. As at the end of the audit period (16 August
2019) the LMEP had been submitted to the Secretary (on 5
August 2019) but had not yet been approved by the Secretary.

ANC
The Lead Monitoring and Education Program was
approved by NSW Health in July 2019.

Administrative non-compliance – Perilya’s letter of 5 August
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prepare a Lead Monitoring and
Education
Program
for
the
development to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. This plan must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
Council, the EPA, NSW Health
and the other members of the
Broken Hill Lead Reference
Group;
(b) include a monitoring program for
blood lead levels in relevant
districts surrounding the mine;
(c) include a communication strategy
that:
•
outlines procedures to notify
and
inform
community
members about blood lead
level monitoring; and
•
includes
options
for
community members to seek
assistance
with
reducing
elevated blood lead levels;
and
(d) identify and describe potential
options to educate the community
on measures that can be
implemented to reduce blood lead
levels.
Note: Conditions 8(b-d) only apply at the
request of a resident located in District 5a
(see Appendix 4).

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
2019 to the Secretary, which attached the Lead Monitoring and
Education Program for approval, states that the LMEP was not
submitted by the Secretary’s approved extended deadline of 7
March 2019) due to Perilya only having received acceptance of
the LMEP from the EPA on 7 June 2019 and NSW Health on 30
July 2019.

PBHL Required Actions and Status
Obs. 19
PBHL to action the development an online
newsletter

The LMEP was prepared by Perilya in conjunction with R.W.
Corkery.
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) Section 3 of the LMEP describes consultations with the
Broken Hill Lead Reference Group (which includes
representatives from Council, the EPA, NSW Health and the
EPA) in relation to the LMEP.
(b) Section 7.4 of the LMEP describes a monitoring and
assistance program for blood lead levels to any resident in
District 5a on request. Section 7.4 states that Perilya does
not propose to duplicate the existing public service (i.e. the
Broken Hill Health Service through the Child and Family
Health Centre) for children under 5 years of age, but that if a
resident of District 5a is unable to access the public service,
Perilya would on request, undertake services consistent with
those provided to Perilya employees (e.g. blood lead level
monitoring by an external testing service).
(c) Section 7.3 of the LMEP includes a communication strategy
(in consultation and coordination with the Broken Hill Lead
Reference Group or any other organisation undertaking
lead-related education programs in Broken Hill) in the form
of proposed online newsletters that:


outline procedures to notify and inform community
members about blood lead level monitoring; and



include options for community members to seek
assistance with reducing elevated blood lead levels.
(d) Under section 7.3 of the LMEP, potential options (in the
form of links to additional resources) to educate the
community on measures that can be implemented to reduce
blood lead levels would be communicated in the proposed
online newsletters.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Observation No. 19 – Although paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) of
this condition only apply at the request of a resident located in
District 5a, section 7.3 of the Lead Monitoring and Education
Program states that Perilya would: “provide a newsletter within
three months of commencing mining operations and annually
thereafter to all residences within District 5a” (i.e. irrespective of
any request). As at August 2019, Perilya has not provided a
newsletter under section 7.3 of the LMEP.
Schedule 3 – Condition 9 – Health –
Lead Monitoring and Education
Program

Non-compliant
(low risk)
Observation

The Applicant must implement the
approved
Lead
Monitoring
and
Education
Program
for
the
development.

Even though it has not yet been formally approved by the
Secretary, it was stated that the LMEP has been implemented
according to the objectives in the LMEP. Perilya submitted the
LMEP to the Secretary for approval on 5 August 2019.
Under section 8 of the LMEP, Perilya’s Health, Safety,
Environment and Training Manager is accountable for
implementation of the LMEP.
Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit
Perilya was unable to provide evidence of implementation of the
Lead Monitoring and Education Program. For example, Perilya
has not published an online newsletter (section 7.3 of the LMEP)
or paid an amount of $50,000 per year to NSW Health for public
health monitoring and education campaigns (section 7.4 of the
LMEP).

NC(L)
PBHL has requested an invoice to process the
payment but have yet to receive a response from
NSW Health (Broken Hill).
PBHL to develop an online version of the
newsletter.
Obs. 20
Noted.

Observation No. 20 – As a means of recording implementation
of the Lead Monitoring and Education Program, Perilya could
include examples of implementation measures in environmental
reports and in presentations to the Community Consultative
Committee and discuss implementation of the LMEP at CCC
meetings.
Schedule 3 – Condition 10 – Health
– Updated Health Risk Assessment
Within 6 months of the independent
audit required by condition 12 of
schedule 3 of this consent, and every
five years thereafter, unless otherwise
agreed with the Secretary, the

Not triggered
as at August
2019

Compliance with this condition is not triggered until 18
September 2019, being 6 months after the date of issue of the
“Independent Audit of Air Quality and Health Management”
report (Northstar Air Quality Pty Ltd, report reference:
19.1053.FR1V1) on 19 March 2019.
It was stated that as at August 2019, SLR Consulting (Sydney) is
being engaged (but has yet to be formally commissioned) to
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Applicant must update the Health Risk
Assessment presented in the EIS to
the satisfaction of the Secretary. The
updated risk assessment must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
the EPA and NSW Health;
(b) be prepared by a suitably-qualified
expert whose appointment has
been endorsed by the Secretary;
and
(c) use the air quality monitoring data
collected under this consent, and
such other information as may be
relevant to the assessment
(including revised polices and
guidelines).
Schedule 3 – Condition 11 – Health
– Updated Health Risk Assessment

Within 1 month of commencing mining
operations, and every 2 years
thereafter, unless the Secretary agrees
otherwise,
the
Applicant
must
undertake an audit of the air quality
and health management measures
required under this consent. This audit

PBHL Required Actions and Status

update the Health Risk Assessment (previously conducted by
ToxConsult).

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel understood the requirement in this
condition that if monitoring data in the updated Health Risk
Assessment (yet to be formally commissioned as at the end of
the audit period) shows that the development is contributing to
increased blood lead levels, the Air Quality Management Plan
and the Lead Monitoring and Education Program would be
revised in light of that monitoring data.

Compliant

The Northstar Independent Audit of Air Quality and Health
Management report (of 19 March 2019) notes that an inspection
took place at the surface workings of the North Mine on 22
January 2019. It is considered that the 22 January 2019 site
inspection by Northstar satisfies the “within 1 month”
requirement in this condition.

The updated Health Risk Assessment
must inform the revision of the Air
Quality Management Plan and the
Lead Monitoring and Education
Program required under this consent if
monitoring data shows that the
development
is
contributing
to
increased blood lead levels.
Schedule 3 – Condition 12 –
Independent Audit of Air Quality and
Health Management

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Observation
Observation
Observation

In relation to paragraph (a) of this condition, the Northstar
Independent Audit of Air Quality and Health Management was
conducted by Gary Graham (Director and Air Quality Scientist,
BSc(hons), MSc, CAQP, CSci, CEnv). The Secretary endorsed

Obs. 21
PBHL notes that the reference to “Best Practice” is
consistent with the terminology from Katestone
(2011) report required in the iterations of the same
document by the NSW EPA. This document already
referenced these “best practice measures” in the
mitigation measures table in the AQMP and is
therefore directly audited against.
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must:
(a) be conducted by a suitably
qualified,
experienced
and
independent
expert
whose
appointment has been endorsed
by the Secretary;
(b) assess the proposed and/or
implemented
management
measures with respect to dust and
lead management in accordance
with conditions 3, 4, 5 and 8 of
schedule 3 of this consent, and
best practice; and
(c) recommend actions to improve
these measures if required.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

the appointment of Gary Graham by letter of 11 January 2019.

Obs. 21

In relation to paragraphs (b) and (c) of this condition, the
Northstar audit report:

Noted





assessed the proposed and/or implemented management
measures with respect to dust and lead management in
accordance with SSD Consent Schedule 3 conditions 3, 4, 5
and 8, and best practice, as evidenced by the inclusion of
88 entries in the report’s Compliance Table and numerous
recommendations/actions (refer to observations below); and
recommended actions to improve these measures
regardless of compliance status (e.g. “Ref 6” of the audit
report records a compliance for Row 2 in Table 14 of the
AQMP “Undertake daily on-site and off-site inspections for
visible dust...”, but recommends “that the AQMP is updated
to rely on the incident management system for this
purpose”).

Observation No. 21 – The Compliance Table recommendations
column in the Northstar Independent Audit of Air Quality and
Health Management report did not directly refer to ‘best
practice’, although some recommendations (e.g. “Ref 45” in
relation to real-time meteorological monitoring) suggested that
review of current practices (i.e. controls) would be appropriate.
Perilya could consider whether any future audit under this
condition should require the auditor to make specific references
to ‘best practice’ where appropriate.

Obs. 22
Noted.

Obs. 23
Monitoring of the silt on North Mine roads has been
conducted since the completion of the audit and is
consistent with achieving a silt load of less than 2
2
g/m . PBHL does note that this metric is an unsafe
activity given the volume of heavy vehicle traffic on
the sealed haul roads. A review of fugitive dust
emissions generated by this traffic and using the
portable monitor referenced in EPL 2683 will be
commissioned based on the safety risks associated
with performing the current exercise.

Observation No. 22 – Although the first draft (Revision No. A) of
Perilya’s Lead Monitoring and Education Program had been
issued for Agency review on 29 October 2018, the Northstar
Independent Audit of Air Quality and Health Management report
did not assess compliance of the development in relation to the
draft LMEP. Perilya could consider whether any future audit
under this condition should be expanded in scope to include any
proposed (i.e. draft) revision to the Air Quality Management Plan
or LMEP which may exist at that time.
Observation No. 23 – As at 22 January 2019 (the date of the
Northstar site inspection) Perilya had not commenced monitoring
2
of its commitment to: “achieving a silt loading of 2g/m or less on
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

all sealed roads within the Mine Site. Compliance with this
commitment will be demonstrated through a sampling program
at least quarterly” (section 10.9 of the AQMP and noted in row
54 in the Compliance Table in the Northstar Independent Audit
of Air Quality and Health Management report of 19 March 2019,
referred to in SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 12). Perilya
could confirm that this commitment is specifically included in its
air quality monitoring program.
Schedule 3 – Condition 13 –
Independent Audit of Air Quality and
Health Management

Compliant

Perilya submitted the Northstar “Independent Audit of Air Quality
and Health Management” report of 19 March 2019 to the then
DPE under cover of an emailed letter dated 19 April 2019 (i.e.
within 3 months of the North Mine site inspection by Northstar on
22 January 2019).

Compliant

Details and a photograph of the on-site meteorological station
(located at EPL monitoring point 28) are shown in Appendix 1 of
Perilya’s Air Quality Management Plan (see extract below), with
the commissioning date stated to be June 2018.

Within 3 months of undertaking this
audit, unless otherwise agreed with the
Secretary, the Applicant must submit a
copy of the audit report to the
Secretary, together with a response to
any recommendations contained in the
audit report.
The Applicant must implement the
audit
recommendations,
to
the
satisfaction of the Secretary.
Schedule 3 – Condition
Meteorological Monitoring

14

–

Prior to commencing construction, and
for the life of the development, the
Applicant must ensure that there is an
on-site meteorological station that:
(a) complies with the requirements in
the
Approved
Methods
for
Sampling of Air Pollutants in New
South Wales guideline; and
(b) is capable of continuous real-time
measurement
of
temperature
inversions in accordance with the
NSW Industrial Noise Policy,
unless a suitable alternative is

Observation

Obs. 24
This has been rectified in the submitted Rev G
version of the AQMP.

An installation service report by Thomson Environmental
Systems dated 19-20 June 2018 for the North Mine
Meteorological Station (model MMP100) was sighted during this
August 2019 audit.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

approved
by the
Secretary
following consultation with the
EPA.

In field inspections during this August 2019 audit, the
meteorological station was observed at EPL monitoring point 28
(Argent Street Monitoring Station) and real time data from the
hosted Saros website was observed in the Mine Control Centre
(see photo below).
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 13 – Weather station dashboard on screen in Mine Control Centre

The meteorological station
Environmental Services.

is

maintained

by

Thomson

Paragraph (a) of this condition is addressed in Table 3 and
sections 5.5 and 17 of Perilya’s Air Quality Management Plan
(Revision No. F dated 21 December 2018).
Paragraph (b) of this condition is referenced in sections 8, 10.2
and 10.3 of Perilya’s Noise Management Plan (Revision No. D
dated 7 December 2018).
Observation No. 24 – Table 3 in Perilya’s Air Quality
Management Plan (Revision No. F dated 21 December 2018)
refers to a non-existent section 10.5.2 of the AQMP.
Auditor’s Note – The EPA’s Approved Methods for the
Modelling and Assessment of Air Pollutants in New South Wales
(published January 2017) appears to have replaced the
document referred to in paragraph (a) of this condition.
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

Schedule 3 – Condition 15 – Noise –
Noise Criteria

Compliant

The noise criteria in Table 3 of this condition are referred to in
Table 8 of Perilya’s Noise Management Plan (NMP), Revision
No. D dated 7 December 2018.

The Applicant must ensure that the
noise generated by the development
does not exceed the criteria in Table 3.

Noise generated by the development is
to be measured in accordance with the
relevant requirements of the NSW
Industrial Noise Policy. Appendix 5
sets out the meteorological conditions
under which these criteria apply, and
the requirements for evaluating
compliance with these criteria.
However, these noise criteria do not
apply if the Applicant has an
agreement with the owner/s or
leaseholders of the residence to
generate higher noise levels, and the
Applicant has advised the Department
in writing of the terms of this
agreement.
Note: To interpret the locations referred to
in Table 3, see the figure in Appendix 4.

Observation

PBHL Required Actions and Status
Obs. 25
PBHL to action

Table 9 of the NMP describes the following noise management
and mitigation measures (summarised below):


operate a meteorological station capable of real-time
monitoring at EPL monitoring point 28;



operate a real-time noise monitoring terminal at EPL
monitoring point 28;



install frequency modulated reversing alarms to all mobile
equipment;



strictly comply with the approved hours of operation;



regularly service all on-site equipment to ensure each item
remains at or below factory-set values for sound power
levels;



ensure that all truck drivers comply with the Driver’s Code of
Conduct to reduce noise impacts during transportation
within the North Mine site and off site;



maintain an open dialogue with the surrounding community
and neighbours to ensure any concerns over noise or
vibration are addressed;



implement the described complaint management system;



implement
program;

the

described

attended

noise

monitoring



implement the
program; and

described

real-time

noise

monitoring



implement a procedure to proactively and reactively manage
noise emissions under adverse meteorological conditions.

Attended noise monitoring was conducted by Muller Acoustic
Consulting at six receivers (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 and M6) on a
quarterly basis during the audit period, with MAC Noise
Monitoring Assessment reports sighted for the quarters ending
October 2018, January 2019, April 2019 and July 2019.
It was stated that during the audit period no exceedances of the
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

noise criteria in this condition were attributable to the North Mine
operations.
The Muller Acoustic Consulting Noise Monitoring Assessment
reports for the quarters ending October 2018 and January 2019
each concluded (in section 8) that:
“The assessment has identified that noise emissions
generated by BHNM [Broken Hill North Mine] were audible
on several occasions, although remained below relevant
noise criteria at all assessed receivers.
An assessment of low frequency noise was also completed
and identified compliance with the relevant criteria.”
The MAC Noise Monitoring Assessment reports for the quarters
ending April 2019 and July 2019 each concluded (in section 8)
that:
“The assessment has identified that noise emissions
generated by BHNM [Broken Hill North Mine] were inaudible
and remained below relevant noise criteria at all assessed
receivers.
An assessment of low frequency noise was also completed
and identified compliance with the relevant criteria.”
Observation No. 25 – Figure 3 in Perilya’s Noise Management
Plan does not show the location of NC1 as identified in Table 3
of this condition.
Schedule 3 – Condition 16 – Noise –
Operating Conditions
The Applicant must:
(a) minimise
the
construction,
operational and road noise of the
development;
(b) minimise the noise impacts of the
development
during
meteorological conditions when
the noise criteria in this consent do
not apply (see Appendix 5);
(c) carry out regular monitoring to

Compliant
Observation

In relation to the requirements of this condition, this August 2019
audit identified the following:
(a) Minimisation of construction, operational and road noise of
the development is currently managed under Perilya’s Noise
Management Plan (NMP), Revision No. C dated 7
December 2018. As at August 2019, attended noise
monitoring is conducted at six locations in and around the
North Mine site, and a real-time noise logger is located at
EPL monitoring point 28.
(b) Perilya has TARPs in Table 11 of the NMP which would
minimise the noise impacts of the development during
meteorological conditions when the noise criteria in this

Obs. 26
PBHL to action.
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Audit Finding

determine
whether
the
development is complying with the
relevant conditions of this consent;
and
(d) regularly assess noise monitoring
data and modify and/or stop
operations on site to ensure
compliance with the relevant
conditions of this consent.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

consent do not apply (refer to observation below).
(c) Perilya conducts real-time noise monitoring and has
engaged Muller Acoustic Consulting (MAC) to conduct
quarterly attended noise monitoring.
(d) Perilya has access to real-time noise monitoring data and
can modify and/or stop operations on site to ensure
compliance with the relevant conditions of this consent
(refer to TARP No. 3 in Table 11 of the NMP).
Observation No. 26 – Perilya could revise TARP Nos. 4 and 5
in Table 11 of the Noise Management Plan to specifically refer
and respond to all of the meteorological conditions defined in
clause 1 in Appendix 5 of the SSD Consent.

Schedule 3 – Condition 17 – Noise –
Noise Management Plan
Prior to commencing construction,
unless the Secretary agrees otherwise,
the Applicant must prepare a Noise
Management Plan for the development
to the satisfaction of the Secretary.
This plan must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
EPA;
(b) describe the measures that would
be
implemented
to
ensure
compliance with the noise criteria
and operating conditions of this
consent;
(c) describe the proposed noise
management system in detail;
(d) include
a
noise
monitoring
program that:
•
uses a combination of:
o attended and unattended
noise
monitoring
measures; and
o reactive and proactive
mitigation measures;

Compliant

During the construction stage of the project (i.e. from 18 August
2018 to 21 December 2018) Perilya’s Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), Revision No. 3 dated
10 August 2018 addressed noise, water and heritage-related
matters. Revision No. 2 of the CEMP was approved by the
Secretary on 16 August 2018 (letter of approval is on Perilya’s
website).
Section 1 of the CEMP states (in part):
“The document represents a staged approach to the
preparation of the various management plans required for
noise, water and heritage-related matters. This staged
approach was approved by the Department of Planning and
Environment (DPE) in writing on 16/02/18. This document
specifically pertains to Conditions 17, 33, 35 and 37 of
Schedule 3 of SSD 7538. A separate Construction Air
Quality Management Plan has been prepared.”
As at August 2019, Perilya’s current Noise Management Plan
(NMP) is Revision No. D dated 7 December 2018. The NMP
was approved by the Secretary on 21 December 2018 (letter of
approval is on Perilya’s website).
The CEMP was prepared by Perilya in conjunction with R.W.
Corkery.
The NMP was prepared by Perilya in conjunction with R.W.
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•
•

•

•

Audit Finding

monitors noise at the nearest
and/or
most
affected
receptors;
evaluates
and
reports
annually on:
o the effectiveness of the
noise
management
system; and
o compliance
with
the
noise
criteria
and
operating conditions in
this consent;
defines what constitutes a
noise incident, and includes a
protocol for identifying and
notifying the Department and
relevant stakeholders of any
noise incidents; and
outlines
procedures
to
manage responses to any
complaints or issues raised by
the owners of affected
residences.

Schedule 3 – Condition 18 – Noise –
Noise Management Plan
The Applicant must implement the

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Corkery and Muller Acoustic Consulting.
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) The CEMP and NMP were prepared in consultation with the
EPA (section 3 of the CEMP and section 3 of the NMP).
(b) The NMP describes the measures that would be
implemented to ensure compliance with the noise criteria
and operating conditions of this consent (section 9).
(c) Section 9 (Management and Mitigation Measures), section
10 (Monitoring Program) and section 11 (Trigger Action
Response Plan) of the NMP describe the noise
management system in detail.
(d) The NMP includes a noise monitoring program (section 10)
that in conjunction with the NMP:
•
uses a combination of:
o attended and unattended noise monitoring
measures (sections 10.5 and 10.4, respectively);
and
o reactive and proactive mitigation measures (Table
11 and section 10.2, respectively);
•
monitors noise at the nearest and/or most affected
receptors (section 10.5 and Figure 3);
•
evaluates and reports annually on:
o the effectiveness of the noise management system
(section 12.2); and
o compliance with the noise criteria and operating
conditions in this consent (section 12.2);
•
defines what constitutes a noise incident, and includes
a protocol for identifying and notifying the Department
and relevant stakeholders of any noise incidents
(section 13.1); and
•
outlines procedures to manage responses to any
complaints or issues raised by the owners of affected
residences (section 13.3).
Compliant
Observation

During this August 2019 audit there was evidence that Perilya is
implementing the Noise Management Plan including:


real-time monitoring by the meteorological station was
observed in the Mine Control Centre (refer to SSD Consent

Obs. 27
This has been auctioned. Operators name from the
service provider and calibration certificates will be
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Audit Finding

approved Noise Management Plan for
the development.

Supporting Evidence/Comments
Schedule 3 condition 14); and


PBHL Required Actions and Status
incorporated in future monitoring reports.

attended noise monitoring was conducted by Muller
Acoustic Consulting at six receivers (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5
and M6) on a quarterly basis during the audit period.

Noise monitoring equipment is stated to: “carry current NATA
calibration and complies with AW IEC 61672.-10224Electroacoustics” (refer to section 3.1 in the MAC Monitoring
Assessment Reports, e.g. for Quarter 1, ending October 2018).
Observation No. 27 – Perilya could request Muller Acoustic
Consulting to provide copies of relevant instrument calibration
certificates in its quarterly Noise Monitoring Assessment reports.
Schedule 3 – Condition 19 –
Blasting and Vibration – Blasting
Criteria
The Applicant must ensure that basting
[sic] on the site does not cause
exceedances of the criteria in Table 4.

These criteria do not apply if the
Applicant has a written agreement with
the relevant owner to exceed these
criteria, and has advised
the
Department in writing of the terms of
this agreement.
Notes to Table 4:
a The monitoring of airblast overpressure is
only required until such time that the EPA is
satisfied that it is no longer required.
b The allowable exceedance must be
calculated separately for production blasts,
development blasts and cut and fill blasts.

Compliant

The blasting criteria in Table 4 of this condition are referred to in
Table 7 of Perilya’s Blast Management Plan (BMP), Revision
No. E dated 14 December 2018.
Table 8 of the BMP describes the management and mitigation
measures for standard blasting operations (summarised below):


undertake initial detailed monitoring of all blasts using a
mobile blast monitor located at distances less than 700m to
replicate the impacts of close proximity blasting, and review
and revise the site blast law at least quarterly;



develop standard blast design forms taking into account the
revised site blast law and revise those forms as the site
blast law is revised;



ensure that no more than one production blast is
undertaken each day and no more than 6 production blasts
are undertaken each week;



ensure, where practicable, that production blasts are
undertaken at shift-change times, namely between 6:45am
and 7:00am and 6:45pm and 7:00pm;



undertake detailed review of all blast monitoring results and
compare the actual monitoring results with those predicted
at the design stage for each blast, and implement an
adaptive management process to modify future blast
practices where discrepancies are identified;



provide public notification of potential significant blast events
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

via the Perilya website, a noticeboard at the North Mine site
entrance, public notices in the newspaper, newsletter or
letter box drops;


publish the results of blast monitoring at least quarterly on
Perilya’s website;



engage with the Community Consultative Committee,
Council and surrounding residents to determine whether
blasting operations at the Rasp and North Mines are having
an unreasonable cumulative amenity impact and, if so, liaise
with the operators of Rasp Mine to manage those impacts;
and



consult with CBH (operator of the Rasp Mine) in relation to
standard timing of blasting operations to minimise impact on
surrounding residents.

Table 10 of the BMP describes the management and mitigation
measures for close proximity blasting operations (summarised
below):


undertake close proximity blasting operations only once a
robust site blasting law has been established;



reduce maximum instantaneous charge (MIC) for all close
proximity blasts to ensure compliance with the 5mm/s
ground vibration criterion;



provide advanced notice to the closest residences, where
practicable; of “close proximity” blasts; and



ensure that a mobile blast monitor is placed in the vicinity of
items of heritage significance when blasting operations are
being undertaken within 700m of those structures.

It was stated that during the audit period no exceedances have
been recorded against this condition in respect of the North Mine
site.
Schedule 3 – Condition 20 –
Blasting and Vibration – Blast
Frequency
The Applicant must not carry out more
than:

Compliant
Observation
Observation

Table 8 of Perilya’s Blast Management Plan includes references
to ensuring that no more than one production blast is undertaken
each day and no more than 6 production blasts are undertaken
each week.

Obs. 28
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Blast
Management Plan.
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(a) 1 production blast per day; and
(b) 6 production blasts per week,
averaged over a calendar year.

Observation



2 production blasts in the period from 22 December 2018
(i.e. the commencement of mining operations) to 31
December 2018; and
6 production blasts in the period from 1 January 2019 to
12 August 2019.

Observation No. 28 – In relation to the limit of 6 production
blasts per week, Table 8 in the Blast Management Plan could be
revised to also refer to the “averaged over a calendar year”
wording in paragraph (b) of this condition.

Notes:
•
For the purposes of this condition, a
blast refers to a single blast event,
which may involve a number of
individual blasts fired in quick
succession in a discrete area of the
mine.
•
For the avoidance of doubt, should an
additional blast be required after a
blast misfire, this additional blast and
the blast misfire are counted as a
single blast.

The Applicant must:
(a) implement
best
management
practice to protect:
•
the amenity and safety of
people in the surrounding
area; and
•
public
or
private
infrastructure/property
and
heritage
items
on,
or
surrounding the site from any
damage;
(b) operate a suitable system to
enable the public to get up-to-date
information on the proposed

PBHL Required Actions and Status

It was stated that there were:


This condition does not apply to blasts
that generate ground vibration of
0.75mm/s or less at any residence on
privately-owned land, blast misfires or
blasts required to ensure the safety of
the mine or its workers.

Schedule 3 – Condition 21 –
Blasting and Vibration – Operating
Conditions

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Obs. 29
Noted

Obs. 30
Noted

Observation No. 29 – Within the Blasting Results section of
Perilya’s monthly environmental reports for EPL No. 2683, the
total number of blasts could be itemised as ‘development’ and
‘production’ blasts.
Observation No. 30 – Within the Blasting Results section of
Perilya’s monthly environmental reports for EPL No. 2683,
Perilya could provide information regarding to the number of
blasts that generated ground vibration in excess of 0.75mm/s at
any residence on privately-owned land.
Non-compliant
(low risk)
Observation

In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) Best management practices implemented
include:




NC (L)
by

Perilya

the installation of a fixed blast monitor (‘North 3’)
adjacent to the closest residence (617 Argent Street) to
shallow blasting operations; and

the installation of a fixed blast monitor (‘48 Junction
Circle’) in the vicinity of on-site heritage items (see
photo below) and residences.
(b) Refer to ‘non-compliant’ finding below.
(c) It was stated that there is communication between Perilya
and the Rasp Mine to co-ordinate blasting at each site to
minimise cumulative blasting impacts. Since July 2019
Perilya has received emails from Broken Hill Operations Pty
Ltd (as part of the CBH Broken Hill – Firings Distribution
Group) regarding production stope blasts to be fired at the

PBHL production blasting is scheduled between set
periods of the day, action by the inclusion of
blasting period’s information on the public website.
PBHL does note that there have been no
exceedances of any vibration criteria or public
complaints during the past 18 months of operations
as well as the exploration phase in the prior 12
months to that.
Obs. 31
Since the audit PBHL and CBH as operator of the
RASP mine have put an agreement in place about
blasting to avoid cumulative vibration impacts.
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blasting schedule on site; and
(c) use reasonable endeavours to coordinate blasting at the site to
minimise
cumulative
blasting
impacts associated with the
operation of nearby mines.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Rasp Mine. A sample of emails from July 2019 indicates
that email notice is generally sent between 5:00pm to
6:00pm for a production stope blast to be fired at 6:45pm
that day.

Photo 14 – Blast monitor (fenced) at 48 Junction Circle

Non-compliant (low risk) – As at August 2019 Perilya does not
operate a suitable system (e.g. information posted on Perilya’s
website or on roadside signs) to enable the public to get up-todate information on the proposed blasting schedule on site.
Section 6.1 of Perilya’s Environmental Management Strategy
lists “standard blasting schedule/times” as information that is
included on Perilya’s website.
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PBHL Required Actions and Status

Observation No. 31 – Perilya could consider entering into a
formal (i.e. written) agreement with the operator of the Rasp
Mine regarding blasting times, to limit cumulative blasting
impacts from blasting at the same time.
Schedule 3 – Condition 22 –
Blasting and Vibration – Blast
Management Plan
Prior
to
commencing
mining
operations, unless the Secretary
agrees otherwise, the Applicant must
prepare a Blast Management Plan for
the development to the satisfaction of
the Secretary. This plan must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
EPA;
(b) describe the blast management
measures
that
would
be
implemented
to
ensure
compliance with the blast criteria
and operating conditions of this
consent;
(c) include a blast monitoring program
that:
•
monitors
vibration
and
overpressure at the nearest
and/or
most
affected
receptors;
•
evaluates the performance of
the development, including
compliance
with
the
applicable criteria;
•
uses a combination of roving
and fixed blast monitors; and
(d) defines what constitutes a blasting
incident, and includes a protocol
for identifying and notifying the
Department
and
relevant
stakeholders of any incidents;

Compliant
Observation
Observation

As at August 2019, Perilya’s current Blast Management Plan
(BMP) is Revision No. E dated 14 December 2018. The BMP
was approved by the Secretary on 21 December 2018 (letter of
approval is on Perilya’s website).
The BMP was prepared by Perilya in conjunction with R.W.
Corkery and Prism Mining.
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) The BMP was prepared in consultation with the EPA
(section 3).
(b) The BMP describes the blast management measures that
would be implemented to ensure compliance with the blast
criteria and operating conditions of this consent (section 9).
(c) The BMP includes a blast monitoring program (section 10)
that in conjunction with the BMP:
•
monitors vibration and overpressure at the nearest
and/or most affected receptors (section 10);
•
evaluates the performance of the development,
including compliance with the applicable criteria
(section 12.2);
•
uses a combination of roving and fixed blast monitors
(section 10).
(d) The BMP defines what constitutes a blasting incident and
includes a protocol for identifying and notifying the
Department and relevant stakeholders of any blasting
incidents (section 13.1).
(e) The BMP includes a review mechanism and contingency
measures if production blasting causes amenity impacts at
levels below the relevant criteria (TARP Nos. B1 and B3 in
Table 11).
(f) The BMP outlines procedures to manage responses to any
complaints or issues raised by the owners of affected

Obs. 32
The use of explosives is a licensed activity and is
governed on site as one of the PBHL Critical
Hazard Protocols.
PBHL to make reference to relevant licenses and
document in the next revision of the BMP to
demonstrate compliance with the relevant
Australian Standards.

Obs. 33
Noted.
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(e) includes a review mechanism and
contingency
measures
if
production
blasting
causes
amenity impacts at levels below
the relevant criteria; and
(f) outlines procedures to manage
responses to any complaints or
issues raised by the owners of
affected residences.

Schedule 3 – Condition 23 –
Blasting and Vibration – Blast
Management Plan
The Applicant must implement the
approved Blast Management Plan for
the development.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

residences (section 13.3).
Observation No. 32 – Table 2 in section 5.2 of the Blast
Management Plan describes the SSD Consent conditions that
are relevant to the BMP. Table 2 should also include content on
how Perilya will satisfy SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 42 to
ensure that explosives (dangerous goods) are stored and
handled in accordance with the relevant Australian Standards.
Observation No. 33 – Perilya could revise Table 6 in the Blast
Management Plan to clearly link the relevant content in the
‘current controls’ and ‘additional controls required’ columns with
each identified ‘risk description’ (i.e. in each row), to make it
clear how each ‘residual risk level’ has been attained.
Compliant

During this August 2019 audit there was evidence that Perilya is
implementing the Blast Management Plan including:


fixed blast monitors (Instantel Micromates) are installed at
‘North 3’, ‘48 Junction Circle’ and ‘North 56’, as shown in
Figure 3 of Perilya’s Blast Management Plan;



an additional two ‘mobile’ Micromate units were stated to be
available for deployment around the North Mine site (see
photo in supporting/evidence comments for SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 21) and Potosi Mine site, and these
mobile units could temporarily replace the fixed units at EPL
monitoring points as required (e.g. if a fixed unit is offline for
servicing); and



daily blast and vibration monitoring data is emailed from
Saros to environmental personnel (the Auditors sighted an
example of monitoring data (Waveform and Histogram)
downloaded from the Saros website for the Micromate unit
(serial no. UM12183) at ’56 North’ on 6 August 2019).

There was evidence that Perilya has engaged Saros to calibrate
the Micromate units across Perilya’s Southern Operations,
Potosi Mine and North Mine. Several Micromate calibration
certificates issued during the audit period were sighted, with
Saros certification that each calibration was in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and to AS2187.2-2006. Due to the
timing of this August 2019 audit it appears that no calibration
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

certificates were issued for the Micromate units used at the
North Mine site during the audit period.
Schedule 3 – Condition
Transport – Haulage Route

24

–

Compliant
Observation

The Applicant must ensure that ore
laden trucks use the designated
haulage route from the site to South
Mine, and the same route for the return
trip from South Mine to the site (shown
in Appendix 6), unless in exceptional
circumstances as agreed with the
applicable
roads
authority
and
approved by the Secretary.

Since the commencement of mining operations on 22 December
2018, Perilya has used a contractor, Consolidated Mining & Civil
(CMC), to crush and transport ore from the North Mine site to
Perilya’s Southern Operations for processing.

Obs. 34
Noted.

Section 2 in the North Mine Driver’s Code of Conduct (in
Appendix 1 of Perilya’s Transport Management Plan, Revision
No. D dated 20 December 2018) is consistent with this condition.
It was stated that each CMC truck is fitted with a GPS unit and
has an on-board camera with an SD card which records realtime travel, and that data on the SD cards is then downloaded
onto a CMC computer.
Observation No. 34 – If not already included in the applicable
services contract, Perilya could consider the feasibility of
contractually requiring CMC to supply Perilya with copies of
relevant GPS and camera records on request.

Schedule 3 – Condition
Transport – Road Upgrades

25

–

Prior to commencing ore haulage, the
Applicant shall implement the road
upgrade works detailed in Table 5,
unless the Secretary agrees otherwise,
to the satisfaction of the applicable
roads authority.

Not verified

By letter dated 20 December 2018 (a copy is on Perilya’s
website), the Secretary gave “conditional approval” to Perilya’s
request to commence ore haulage prior to implementing the
road upgrades and approved a deferred implementation of road
upgrades (apart from the Potosi-North Mine haulage road and
the Barrier Highway upgrades which had been completed) to 30
June 2019 in accordance with this condition, subject to the
following:


the Perilya Transport Management Plan (TMP)
including details of how road safety will be maintained
prior to the road upgrade;



the TMP detailing a communication protocol for truck
operators approaching intersections to ensure two
haulage vehicles don’t meet at the same time;



Perilya maintaining its commitment to financially
contribute to the upgrades; and



Perilya reporting road maintenance issues to BHSC

N.V.
PBHL notes that the road works associated with the
second and third row of Table 5 have not been
completed.
Completion of the Argent/ Iodide/ Crystal St works
is the responsibility of RMS with PBHL providing
pro rata costs only.
Completion of the South Rd and Gypsum St works
is not able to proceed until registration of the VPA
with Crown Lands occurred. The documentation is
with that department.
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

and RMS as soon as possible.
Not verified – In field inspections during this August 2019 audit
the Auditors observed that the road upgrades in Table 5 of this
condition had been completed. However, the Auditors could not
verify whether the road upgrades in the second and third rows of
Table 5 were completed prior to 30 June 2019.
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Schedule 3 – Condition 26 –
Transport – Operating Conditions

Non-compliant
(low risk)

The Applicant must:
(a) ensure that:
•
ore laden trucks do not
exceed 30 metres in length;
•
ore laden trucks are covered
at all times;
•
all trucks leaving the site pass
through an effective wheel
cleaning facility; and
•
trucks used for ore haulage
pass through an effective
truck washing facility at least
once a week;
(b) ensure the following speed limits
are enforced:
•
20km/h on unsealed roads;
and
•
40km/h on sealed roads.
(c) minimise the traffic impacts of the
development on public roads;
(d) minimise haulage during school
bus times;
(e) schedule haulage movements to
minimise
convoy
length
or
platoons;
(f) ensure there is sufficient parking
on site for all development related
traffic; and
(g) keep records of the amount of ore
transported from the mine site and
the number of daily ore truck
movements and publish these
records
annually
on
the
Applicant’s
website
for
the
development.
(h) [Auditor’s Note: There is no

Observation

In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) under Perilya’s Transport Management Plan, Revision No.
D dated 20 December 2018:
•
ore laden trucks must not exceed 30 metres in length
(this requirement is specified in Table 7 of the TMP;
•
ore laden trucks must be covered at all times (refer to
‘non-compliant’ finding below);
•
all trucks leaving the site must pass through an
effective wheel cleaning facility; and
•
trucks used for ore haulage must pass through an
effective truck washing facility at least once a week (this
requirement is in Table 7 of the TMP);
(b) it was identified during this August 2019 that the following
speed limits are enforced (these are referred to in Table 7 of
the TMP):
•
20km/h on unsealed roads (refer to photo below); and
•
40km/h on sealed roads (refer to photo below).
(c) the traffic impacts of the development on public roads are
minimised (this requirement is addressed in the TMP);
(d) haulage during school bus times is not minimised because
there is stated to be minimal interaction of the ore haulage
route and school bus routes (section 3 of the TMP describes
consultation with Buslink Broken Hill);
(e) haulage movements are scheduled to minimise convoy
length or platoons (Table 7 of the TMP specifies a single
ore-laden vehicle per 10 minutes to prevent convoys
forming);
(f) there is sufficient parking on site for all development related
traffic (on the North Mine site designated parking areas for
light vehicles, ‘go bay’ area for Perilya heavy vehicles and
alongside the ROM shed for CMC haul trucks were sighted);
and
(g) records are kept of the amount of ore transported from the
mine site and the number of daily ore truck movements and
these records will be published annually on the Applicant’s
website for the development (it was stated that CMC keeps
suitable records which Perilya can obtain on request – refer

Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation

PBHL Required Actions and Status
NC (L)
The MSI was issued in response to a single event
where an employee identified incomplete closure of
the hydraulic canopy. Since then implementation of
the ‘authority to proceed’ requirement has not
resulted in a subsequent incident.
Obs. 35
Noted

Obs. 36
Noted

Obs. 37
Noted

Obs. 38
Noted

Obs. 39
Noted
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

to observation below).
Observation No. 35 – The North Mine Crush & Haul Monthly
Reports prepared by CMC from February 2019 to June 2019 do
not contain all of the truck movements information required
under paragraph (g) of this condition. For monitoring purposes
Perilya could request CMC to ensure that all future monthly
reports provide the truck movements information required under
this condition and SSD Consent Schedule 2 condition 8.
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Photos 15 and 16 – Speed limit signs on the North Mine site

Non-compliant (low risk) – During the audit period Perilya did
not fully comply with the second dot point in paragraph (a) of this
condition as follows:


On 27/28 June 2019 Perilya’s North Mine Manager issued a
Manager’s Specific Instruction (Doc No: H02S04MSI0099)
in response to the following:
“Unfortunately, it has been reported that the covers for
the ore haulage trailers were not fully sealing these
trailers at all times.”
The Specific Instruction then states:
“On discussion with CMC Management, it was agreed
that the CMC Loader Operator will provide positive
communication to the Haul Truck Operator confirming
the covers are secured prior to the truck leaving either
the North ROM shed or the Potosi ROM.”
It was stated that the Specific Instruction was in response to
the chance detection of a truck’s cover not being fully
closed, after the truck left the ROM shed but before the
truck left the North Mine site.
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Supporting Evidence/Comments
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Observation No. 36 – Perilya could consider the feasibility of
either: (a) implementing an engineering control to ensure truck
covers fully close; and/or (b) requiring CMC to fit an interlock or
alarm to trucks to ensure the trucks do not depart the ROM shed
without covers being fully closed.
Observation No. 37 – There is no formal record of the ‘incident’
which resulted in the North Mine Manager’s Specific Instruction
of 27/28 June 2019 (Doc No: H02S04MSI0099), which means
the Specific Instruction is not recorded in an Environmental Risk
Register as a control/corrective action for mitigating the
environmental risk of an ore laden truck not being covered.
In field inspections during this August 2019 audit the following
incident occurred:


At around 9:45am on 15 August 2019 the Auditors observed
that the wheel wash station on the approach to the Gypsum
Street exit gate at Southern Operations was not operational.
A CMC truck drove through the wash station, no water spray
was activated, and the truck did not use a back-up hose. It
was stated that the reporting procedure in the event of a
wash station fault is for the CMC driver to report the fault to
the Mine Control Room. At around 8:30am on 16 August
2019 Perilya’s Maintenance Manager called the Mine
Control Room to ask whether this fault had been reported –
it had not. Refer to observations below.

Auditor’s Note – The reason why the above incident regarding
the non-operational wheel wash station at the Gypsum Street
exit gate is not recorded as a ‘non-compliant’ finding against the
third dot point in paragraph (a) of this condition is because the
Gypsum Street exit gate at Perilya’s Southern Operations is not
defined as part of the ‘site’ in Appendix 1 of the SSD Consent.
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Photo 17 – Gypsum Street exit wheel wash station not operational
(around 9:45am on 15 August 2019)

Observation No. 38 – Perilya could review the wheel wash
station fault reporting procedure, not least because the current
procedure depends on the CMC driver reporting the fault. If a
CMC driver faces no consequences for not reporting a wash
station fault or not using a back-up hose, the current reporting
procedure is flawed.
Observation No. 39 – In the scenario that the wheel wash
station fails to operate soon before the 6:00pm daily curfew on
truck movements, would a CMC driver wait even a few minutes
for a back-up hose to arrive at the exit gate, or would the driver
drive off in a truck with dirty wheels? Perilya could permanently
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

install a back-up hose at the wheel wash station at the Gypsum
Street exit gate, so the hose is available for immediate use in the
event of a wheel wash station fault.
Schedule 3 – Condition 27 –
Transport – Transport Management
Plan
Prior
to
commencing
mining
operations, unless the Secretary
agrees otherwise, the Applicant must
prepare a Transport Management Plan
for the development to the satisfaction
of the Secretary. This plan must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
RMS and Council;
(b) include a:
•
driver’s code of conduct for
the development; and
•
traffic management system
for
managing
overdimensional vehicles;
(c) describe the measures that would
be implemented to ensure:
•
compliance with the operating
conditions in this consent;
•
drivers are aware of potential
safety issues along the
haulage route; and
•
drivers
of
developmentrelated vehicles comply with
the driver’s code of conduct;
(d) include
detailed
plans
and
implementation schedules for the
road upgrades specified in Table
5, including funding arrangements
for the upgrade of the Argent
Street/Iodide Street and Iodide
Street/Crystal Street intersections;
(e) include a protocol for undertaking

Compliant

At the time of the Auditors’ on-site attendance during this August
2019 audit, the current version of Perilya’s Transport
Management Plan (TMP) was Revision No. D dated 20
December 2018. (It is noted that Perilya has since reissued the
TMP (Revision No. E dated 22 August 2019) following the MOD
2 approval on 31 July 2019, but Revision No. E was issued after
the end of the audit period.) Revision No. D of the TMP was
approved by the Secretary on 21 December 2018 (letter of
approval is on Perilya’s website).
The TMP was prepared by Perilya in conjunction with R.W.
Corkery.
This audit finding relates to Revision No. D of the TMP (i.e. the
version in force at the end of the audit period).
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition, the TMP:
(a) was prepared in consultation with RMS and Council (section
3);
(b) includes a:
•
driver’s code of conduct for the development (Appendix
1); and
•
traffic management system for managing overdimensional vehicles (Table 7 in section 9.1);
(c) describes the measures that would be implemented to
ensure:
•
compliance with the operating conditions in this consent
(section 9);
•
drivers are aware of potential safety issues along the
haulage route (section 14 and Appendix 1); and
•
drivers of development-related vehicles comply with the
driver’s code of conduct (Appendix 1);
(d) includes detailed plans and implementation schedules for
the road upgrades specified in Table 5, including funding
arrangements for the upgrade of the Argent Street/Iodide
Street and Iodide Street/Crystal Street intersections
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road maintenance of the relevant
section
of
Gypsum
Street
(identified in the terms of the VPA
detailed in Appendix 3);
(f) include a program to monitor and
report
on
the
Applicant’s
cumulative
ore
laden
truck
movements from the site and
Potosi Mine to South Mine; and
(g) include a program to monitor and
report on the effectiveness of the
implementation of the measures in
this plan and compliance with the
operating conditions.
Schedule 3 – Condition 28 –
Transport – Transport Management
Plan
The Applicant must implement the
approved Transport Management Plan
for the development.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

(sections 2.2, 9.2 and 9.3);
(e) includes a protocol for undertaking road maintenance of the
relevant section of Gypsum Street (identified in the terms of
the VPA detailed in Appendix 3) (section 9.3);
(f) includes a program to monitor and report on the Applicant’s
cumulative ore laden truck movements from the site and
Potosi Mine to South Mine (section 10); and
(g) includes a program to monitor and report on the
effectiveness of the implementation of the measures in this
plan and compliance with the operating conditions (section
12.2).

Non-compliant
(low risk)
Observation
Observation

During this August 2019 audit there was only limited evidence
that Perilya is implementing the Transport Management Plan
including:

NC (L)
PBHL has formally advised CMC of their
responsibilities under the TMP (email 1 November
2019).



no complaints had been received by Perilya during the audit
period in relation to CMC trucks not following the designated
haulage route between the North Mine and Southern
Operations;



speed limit signs were observed within the North Mine site;
and

Noted



CMC trucks were observed to have rigid framed covers on
their loads.

Obs. 41

Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit it
was identified that Perilya’s implementation of the Transport
Management Plan was inadequate in the following respects:


Apart from the CMC North Mine Crush & Haul Monthly
Reports, Perilya was unable to provide any CMC-generated
records (e.g. maintenance records) as evidence of CMC’s
performance under the Transport Management Plan (e.g.
compliance with relevant management and mitigation
measures in Table 7 of the TMP).



At around 9:45am on 15 August 2019 on the approach to
the Gypsum Street exit gate at Southern Operations, the

Obs. 40

Noted
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

wheel wash station was observed to be non-operational. A
CMC driver did not comply with section 10 (Departure
Procedures) in the Driver’s Code of Conduct (Appendix 1 of
the Transport Management Plan), which requires all trucks
“to go through the wheel wash systems at either end of the
haulage route before entering onto established road ways. If
either of these facilities are inoperable drivers must report
this and use hoses provided to wash down their truck and
trailer wheels.” Refer to supporting evidence/comments for
SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 26.
Observation No. 40 – To ensure that CMC is complying with
the relevant management and mitigation measures in Table 7 of
the Transport Management Plan, Perilya could establish a
formal contractual requirement for CMC to provide evidence of
compliance of these measures.
Observation No. 41 – Perilya should consider implementing a
program of documented assessments/audits of CMC’s
performance under Perilya’s Transport Management Plan.
Schedule 3 – Condition 29 – Water –
Water Supply
The Applicant must ensure that it has
sufficient water for all stages of the
development, and if necessary, adjust
the scale of mining operations to match
its available water supply.
Note: Under the Water Act 1912 and/or the
Water Management Act 2000, the Applicant
is required to obtain necessary water
licences for the development.

Compliant

Section 10.1 of Perilya’s Water Management Plan (Revision No.
F dated 14 December 2018) describes the principal sources of
water for the development as follows:


rainfall;



produced water sourced from the underground workings
(Water Access Licence WAL40959 and water supply works
approval 60WA583325) or the Evaporation Pond; and



water purchased from off-site sources (Essential Water
Supply).

Section 10.2 of the WMP describes the principal uses for water
for the development as follows:


dust suppression on the mobile crusher;



dust suppression around the Mine site;



underground operations;



mixing with tailings and binder in the Paste Fill Plant; and



ablutions.
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Section 10.4 of the WMP states that the anticipated annual
volumes required to meet the demands of processing activities,
dust suppression and evaporation is 36ML/year, with
evaporation amounting to an additional 34.5ML/year (i.e. a total
of 70.5ML/year).
Section 10.5 of the WMP presents the expected water surplus or
deficit for a range of Annual Exceedance Probability rainfall and
describes the actions that Perilya will take to manage the North
Mine water balance, such as decreasing the export of water or
increasing the rate of dewatering or importation of raw water
when the site balance is negative.
There was no evidence during this August 2019 audit that
insufficient water exists for the current scale of mining operations
at the North Mine site.
Schedule 3 – Condition 30 – Water –
Water Pollution

Compliant

This condition was acknowledged and understood by relevant
Perilya personnel.
Table 12 in Perilya’s Water Management Plan recognises that
the compliance criterion for the ‘discharge of water (generally)’
is: “Not to result in pollution of waters/contrary to Section 120 of
the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997”.

Unless an EPL authorises otherwise,
the Applicant must comply with Section
120 of the POEO Act.

Section 5.2 of the WMP notes: “EPL2683 does not include a
licensed discharge point for surface water.”
Schedule 3 – Condition 31 – Water –
Compensatory Water Supply
The Applicant must provide a
compensatory water supply to anyone
whose basic landholder water rights
(as defined in the Water Management
Act 2000) are adversely and directly
impacted as a result of the
development. This supply must be
provided in consultation with Water
Division, and to the satisfaction of the
Secretary.

Compliant
Observation

The Dictionary in the Water Management Act 2000 defines
“basic landholder rights” (the closest expression to that used in
this condition) as:
basic landholder rights means domestic and stock rights,
harvestable rights or native title rights.

Obs. 42
PBHL to action

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya was not notified
of any adverse and direct impact on basic landholder rights
under this condition. Hence, during the audit period Perilya was
not required to provide a compensatory water supply under this
condition.
Section 11.5 of the Water Management Plan describes Perilya’s
potential response to a request for a compensatory water supply
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The compensatory water supply
measures must provide an alternative
long-term supply of water that is
equivalent to the loss attributable to
the development. Equivalent water
supply must be provided (at least on
an interim basis) as soon as
practicable after the loss was
identified, unless otherwise agreed
with the relevant landholder.
If the Applicant and the landholder
cannot agree on the measures to be
implemented, or there is a dispute
about the implementation of these
measures, then either party may refer
the matter to the Secretary for
resolution.
If the Applicant is unable to provide an
alternative long-term supply of water,
then the Applicant must provide
alternative compensation to the
satisfaction of the Secretary.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

as follows:
“In the event that a surrounding landholder advises PBHL
that their basic landholder water rights have been adversely
impacted by the North Mine, PBHL will:


immediately ensure that adequate water is supplied,
either from the Essential Water raw water supply or
from water sourced from dewatering operations;



implement a suitable investigation to determine if the
North Mine has in fact adversely impacted the
landholder’s basic water rights and, if so, the extent of
that impact; and
if the above investigation determines that basic landholder
water rights have been adversely impacted, ensure that a
suitable long-term compensatory supply is provided or that
adequate compensation is made available.”
Observation No. 42 – Perilya could consider deleting the first
dot point described in section 11.5 of the Water Management
Plan because that point overlaps the end paragraph in that
section and obliges Perilya to supply water before the outcome
of an investigation is known.

Note: The Water Management Plan (see
condition 33 of schedule 3 of this consent)
is required to include trigger levels for
investigating potentially adverse impacts on
water supplies.

Schedule 3 – Condition 32 – Water –
Water Management Performance
Measures

Non-compliant
(low risk)

The Applicant must comply with the
performance measures in Table 6.

Observation

Observation

Observation

The water management performance measures in Table 6 of
this condition are recognised in Table 3 of Perilya’s Water
Management Plan (Revision No. F dated 14 December 2018).
The WMP includes the following examples of how Perilya will
comply with each performance measure:
General
Figure 3 (Mine Site Catchments and Water Storages) of the
Water Management Plan shows the separation of clean water
and dirty water diversion structures. Refer to ‘non-compliant’
finding below.

NC (L)
There have been no rainfall events of significance
to warrant inspections of the storm water storage
facilities.
The primary (McCulloch) storm water diversion
drain was integrity tested by geotechnical engineers
and maintenance of the historic channel was
undertaken.
The Creek A diversion has been reinstated. A work
order has been lodged to connect the 57 Dam
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Under section 9.3.3 of the WMP, Perilya would as a priority,
direct produced water to the Southern Operations for reuse and
recycling so as to reduce demand on the raw water supply from
Essential Water.
In relation to the operation and maintenance of water
management systems in a proper and efficient manner, refer to
the ‘non-compliant’ finding below.

pump to evaporation ponds storage facilities.

Clean water diversion infrastructure
Clean water diversion infrastructure (both covered and
uncovered) is shown in Figure 3 of the WMP. The three clean
water diversion drainage structures on the North Mine site are
the McCulloch Stormwater Drain/Bypass, the Tanks Stormwater
Drain and Creek A (section 9.3.1 of the WMP).

Noted

Sediment dams
Table 12 in the WMP specifies that nil discharges are to occur
from the Wilcannia Road or 57 Dams.

A Waste Management Notice has been developed
by PBHL to action removal of hydrocarbons from
temporary storage in landfill.

Obs. 43

Obs. 44
Noted

Obs. 45
Noted

Mine water storages
Appendix 1 of the WMP describes a surface water monitoring
procedure in the event the TARP Level 3 in section 11.3.1
applies.
Evaporation Pond
TARP Level 3 in section 11.3.1 of the WMP specifies that the
minimum freeboard level (275.0m AHD) is 0.5m below the crest
elevation of Evaporation Pond Cell C.
Section 12.1.1 of the WMP states that alerts will be provided to
the North Mine Manager or their delegate in the event that the
water level triggers (TARP Level 3 of the WMP) are achieved for
the Evaporation Pond (or the Wilcannia Road Dam or 57 Dam).
Appendix 2 of the WMP describes a groundwater monitoring
procedure for the Evaporation Pond in the event that the
Evaporation Pond TARP (in Table 18) applies.
In field inspections during this August 2019 audit the Auditors
observed that the Evaporation Pond was lined with a HDPE
liner.
Chemical and hydrocarbon storage
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Section 9.3.4 of the WMP requires the storage of all
hydrocarbon and chemical products to be stored: “within a
bunded area in accordance with the guidance contained in the
Australian Standard: AS1940 – The storage and handling of
flammable and combustible liquids”.
Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit the
following non-compliances under this condition were identified:


Perilya was unable to provide evidence that it had
conducted regular inspections (e.g. by means of a
completed inspection checklist) of water storages and
diversions and pumping infrastructure as described in
sections 12.5.1 and 12.5.2 of the Water Management Plan.



There was evidence that dirty water is possibly mixing with
diverted clean water in the southern zone of the North Mine
site catchments. A road from the waste rock area appears
to have been constructed across Creek A (Figure 3 of the
Water Management Plan) which has completely blocked the
clean water diversion and could compromise the integrity of
the catchments system which is intended to separate dirty
water from clean water (see photo below).



Waste hydrocarbons in 200 litre drums were observed in the
landfill area, awaiting collection. These drums were not
suitably stored in a bunded area. Small spills/leaks were
observed (see photo below).
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Photo 18 – A road constructed across Creek A
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Photo 19 – Drums in landfill area

Observation No. 43 – In field inspections during this August
2019 audit, the concrete apron in front of the North Mine
workshop appeared to lack a functional drainage system to
divert and capture potentially contaminated water runoff (see
photos below).
Perilya could consider either installing a
separate machinery washdown bay or install an apron drain to
collect and divert degreaser/oily water runoff to the existing
adjacent contaminated water treatment system.
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Photo 20 – Muddy area in front of North Mine workshop apron
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Photos 21, 22, 23 and 24 – Oily water/degreaser runoff from North Mine
workshop

Observation No. 44 – To minimise the use of clean water on
the North Mine site, Perilya could consider the feasibility of
recycling water used at wheel wash stations between washes.
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Observation No. 45 – A poor standard of housekeeping,
including waste disposal, hydrocarbon storage and clean-up of
spills was observed in the mechanical workshop during this
August 2019 audit. Perilya should implement regular workshop
inspections.
Schedule 3 – Condition 33 – Water –
Water Management Plan

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Prior to commencing construction,
unless the Secretary agrees otherwise,
the Applicant must prepare a Water
Management Plan for the development
by a suitably-qualified expert whose
appointment has been endorsed by the
Secretary, in consultation with Water
Division and the EPA, and to the
satisfaction of the Secretary. This plan
must include a:
(a) Site Water Balance, that:
•
includes details of:
o sources and security of
water supply, including
contingency planning for
future reporting periods;
o water
use
and
management
on-site,
including:

prioritisation of onsite water sources
over
raw
water
supplies,
where
practicable; and

details
of
water
sharing between the
Applicant’s
other
mining operations in
Broken Hill;
o any
off-site
water
transfers and discharges;

Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation

During the construction stage of the development (i.e. from 18
August 2018 to 21 December 2018), Perilya managed water
matters under Perilya’s Construction Environment Management
Plan (CEMP), Revision No. 3 dated 10 August 2018. As noted
in section 4 of the CEMP:
“The CEMP has incorporated noise, water, historic heritage
and a chance finds protocol into the single management
plan given a lower risk of these impacts with this project
stage.”
Revision No. 2 of the CEMP was approved by the Secretary on
16 August 2018 (letter of approval is on Perilya’s website).
As at August 2019, Perilya’s current Water Management Plan
(WMP) is Revision No. F dated 14 December 2018.
The WMP was prepared by Perilya in conjunction with R.W.
Corkery.
The WMP was approved by the Secretary on 21 December 2018
(letter of approval is on Perilya’s website) subject to the
following:


further information is provided to the Department
regarding the proposed use of Dam 57A;



a contemporary site water balance, prepared by a
suitably experienced water specialist, approved by the
Secretary, be completed, to the satisfaction of the
Department by 30 February [sic]; and



submission of a revised WMP, prepared by a suitably
experienced water specialist, approved by the
Secretary and in consultation with the relevant agencies
by 30 April 2019.

Non-compliant (low risk) – Notwithstanding that Perilya’s
Water Management Plan satisfies the requirements of this

NC (L)
Revision F of the WMP was approved in December
2018 and subject to a number of conditions, These
conditions were addressed and the updated WMP
(Rev G) was submitted on 4 March 2019. There has
been no response on this document to PBHL.
Obs. 46
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan, to incorporate separate Surface
Water Management Plan and Groundwater
Management Plan as independent sections within
the document.

Obs. 47
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan
Obs. 48
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan
Obs. 49
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan
Obs. 50
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan
Obs. 51
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o

a program to monitor and
report on the split of
water between the site
and South Mine, and the
associated
treatment
requirements to minimise
raw water use at South
Mine;
o reporting
procedures,
including the preparation
of a site water balance
for each calendar year;
o water balance monitoring
of inputs and outputs of
the evaporation pond;
and
•
describes the measures that
would be implemented to
minimise water use on-site;
(b) Surface Water Management Plan,
that includes:
•
baseline data on water flows
and
quality
in
the
watercourses that could be
affected by the development
(if available);
•
a detailed description of the
water management system
on-site, including the:
o clean water diversion
systems, and measures
to ensure these are
maintained;
o erosion and sediment
controls; and
o mine water management
system,
including
detailed
design
and
quality
assurance
procedures
for
the

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

condition, there was no evidence during this August 2019 audit
that Perilya had actioned the conditions of approval within the
required timeframes as noted in the Secretary’s letter of 21
December 2018.

PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan

The following comments relate to the WMP (i.e. not the CEMP).

Noted

Section 1 of the WMP identifies that Mr Paul Ryall (the holder of
a Bachelor of Science (Hydrology and Water Resources) of
R.W. Corkery prepared the draft version of the document, which
was then peer reviewed by Mr Mitchell Bland of R.W. Corkery
with input from Perilya (including technical input into the
calculations and design components prepared by Mr Ryall).
Section 1 of the WMP states that Mr Ryall was endorsed as a
suitably-qualified expert by the Secretary of the Department of
Planning and Environment (as it was then known) on 17
September 2018. It is noted that this requirement regarding a
“suitably-qualified expert” was introduced in the MOD 1 approval
of 7 September 2018 (i.e. after 10 August 2018, when the CEMP
was last revised).

Obs. 52

Obs. 53
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan
Obs. 54
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan
Obs. 55
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan

The WMP does not include a separately defined Surface Water
Management Plan or Groundwater Management Plan. Instead,
surface water management and groundwater management are
incorporated throughout the WMP. Refer to observation below.
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition, the WMP includes:
(a) Site Water Balance, that:
•
includes details of:
o sources and security of water supply, including
contingency planning for future reporting periods
(sections 10.1 and 10.5);
o water use and management on-site, including:

prioritisation of on-site water sources over raw
water supplies, where practicable (section
10.4); and

details of water sharing between the
Applicant’s other mining operations in Broken
Hill (section 10.6);
o any off-site water transfers and discharges
(section 10.6);
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evaporation pond;
objectives and performance
criteria,
including
trigger
levels for investigating any
potential or actual adverse
impacts associated with the
development, including the:
o surface water flows and
quality;
o downstream
surface
water quality; and
o McCulloch
Stormwater
Drain and Creek A;
•
a program to monitor and
report on:
o the effectiveness of the
mine water management
system;
o surface water flows and
quality;
o McCulloch
Stormwater
Drain and Creek A;
o the
performance
measures listed in Table
6;
o potential leakage from
the evaporation pond;
and
•
a plan to respond to any
exceedances of the trigger
levels and/or performance
criteria, and minimise and/or
offset any adverse surface
water
impacts
of
the
development;
(c) Groundwater Management Plan,
that includes:
•
baseline data on groundwater
levels and quality in the
region, and any privately•

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

o

a program to monitor and report on the split of
water between the site and South Mine, and the
associated treatment requirements to minimise raw
water use at South Mine (sections 10.6 and 12.3);
o reporting procedures, including the preparation of a
site water balance for each calendar year (sections
12.3 and 13.3);
o water balance monitoring of inputs and outputs of
the evaporation pond (sections 10.1, 12.3 and
12.4.1); and
•
describes the measures that would be implemented to
minimise water use on-site (sections 10.1 and 10.4);
(b) Surface Water Management Plan, that includes:
•
baseline data on water flows and quality in the
watercourses that could be affected by the
development (if available) (section 7.2);
•
a detailed description of the water management system
on-site, including the:
o clean water diversion systems, and measures to
ensure these are maintained (sections 9.3.1 and
12.5);
o erosion and sediment controls (sections 9.3.2 and
12.5.3 – refer to observation below); and
o mine water management system, including detailed
design and quality assurance procedures for the
evaporation pond (sections 9.1 and 12.1, and
Appendix 2);
•
objectives and performance criteria, including trigger
levels for investigating any potential or actual adverse
impacts associated with the development, including the:
o surface water flows and quality (section 11);
o downstream surface water quality (section 11); and
o McCulloch Stormwater Drain and Creek A
(section 9.3.1 defines these as clean water
diversion drainage structures – refer to observation
below);
•
a program to monitor and report on:
o the effectiveness of the mine water management
system (sections 12.1 and 12.4.1);
o surface water flows and quality (sections 12.1.1
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•

•

•

•

owned groundwater bores
that could be affected by the
development;
groundwater
assessment
criteria,
including
trigger
levels for investigating any
potentially
adverse
groundwater
impacts
associated
with
the
development,
including
perching of water within voids
and backfilled stopes;
a program to monitor and
report on:
o groundwater
take
(reported against water
entitlement across all
relevant operations);
o perching of water within
voids
and
backfilled
stopes;
o the
seepage/leachate
from
mine
water
storages;
o if applicable, the impacts
of the development on
groundwater supply of
any potentially affected
landholders and aquifers;
a plan to respond to any
exceedances of the trigger
levels and/or performance
criteria, and minimise and/or
offset
any
adverse
groundwater impacts of the
development; and
shallow monitoring bores
around the pond perimeter to
monitor potential leakage.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

and 12.1.2 – refer to observation below);
McCulloch Stormwater Drain and Creek A
(section 12.5.1);
o the performance measures listed in Table 6
(sections 9.1, 9.3, 10 and 11);
o potential leakage from the evaporation pond
(section 12.2); and
•
a plan to respond to any exceedances of the trigger
levels and/or performance criteria, and minimise and/or
offset any adverse surface water impacts of the
development (section 11 and Table 18);
(c) Groundwater Management Plan, that includes:
•
baseline data on groundwater levels and quality in the
region, and any privately-owned groundwater bores that
could be affected by the development (section 7.3);
•
groundwater assessment criteria, including trigger
levels for investigating any potentially adverse
groundwater impacts associated with the development,
including perching of water within voids and backfilled
stopes (refer to observation below);
•
a program to monitor and report on:
o groundwater take (reported against water
entitlement across all relevant operations) (section
12.4.3);
o perching of water within voids and backfilled stopes
(refer to observation below);
o the seepage/leachate from mine water storages
(section 12.2);
o if applicable, the impacts of the development on
groundwater supply of any potentially affected
landholders and aquifers (section 12.4);
•
a plan to respond to any exceedances of the trigger
levels and/or performance criteria, and minimise and/or
offset any adverse groundwater impacts of the
development (refer to observation below); and
•
shallow monitoring bores around the pond perimeter to
monitor potential leakage (section 12.2).
o

Observation No. 46 – In the next revision of the Water
Management Plan, Perilya could define a separate Surface
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Water Management Plan and Groundwater Management Plan
(as identified in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this condition) by
reference to the applicable section numbers in the Water
Management Plan (i.e. the listed section numbers together
constitute the separate plan).
Observation No. 47 – Table 12 of the Water Management Plan
contains compliance criteria for Surface Water Quality
(specifically, the McCulloch Storm water Drain). It is unclear
whether Table 12 specifies objectives and performance criteria
for all three clean water diversion drainage structures identified
in section 9.3.1 of the Water Management Plan.
Observation No. 48 – Table 12 of the Water Management Plan
repeats NMSW4 as an upstream and downstream location.
Observation No. 49 – In section 10.3 of the Water Management
Plan the Evaporation Pond is excluded from the Calculated
Runoff Volumes in Table 15. Perilya could consider replacing
the words, “have been excluded from this water balance” with
“have been excluded from Table 15”. Figure 5 of the WMP
identifies the Evaporation Pond in the Water Balance.
Observation No. 50 – In accordance with section 12.1.1 of the
Water Management Plan, Perilya should ensure the automated
water level monitors, and water level posts/boards with trigger
levels prominently marked, are installed in the Evaporation
Pond, Wilcannia Road Dam and 57 Dam.
Observation No. 51 – Section 12.5.3 of the Water Management
Plan does not contain any content after the sentence: “Additional
sediment protection will include the use of one or more of the
following.” Perilya could consider whether the sentence in
section 12.5.3 should instead refer to the four dot points in
section 9.3.2 of the WMP.
Observation No. 52 – In relation to a program to monitor and
report on perching of water within voids and backfilled stopes (a
requirement in paragraph (c) of this condition), Table 3 of the
Water Management Plan states: “Perching of water within voids
and backfilled stopes is a safety-related matter and management
of this issue is addressed within the North Mine Safety
Management System and is not addressed in this document.”
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Perilya could consider reinstating the third paragraph in section
7.2.3 of the Construction Environmental Monitoring Program in
the WMP to address this requirement.
Observation No. 53 – In relation to the second dot point
requirements in paragraph (b) of this condition, in field
inspections during this August 2019 audit an unidentified
stormwater drain was observed which appears to direct rainfall
runoff from a northern external catchment near the Barrier
Highway to the McCulloch Stormwater Drain on the North Mine
site. The location of this drain should be shown in Figure 3,
Table 9 and Table 12 of the Water Management Plan. Perilya
should consider locating a fifth surface water quality sampling
point (e.g. NMSW5) along this drain.
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Photo 25 – An unidentified stormwater drain from an external catchment
through the North Mine site

Observation No. 54 – In relation to the second and forth dot
point requirements in paragraph (c) of this condition, Table 3 of
the Water Management Plan states: “No groundwater
performance or trigger levels are proposed or required because
the standing water level prior to granting of SSD753 [sic] was
579.2m below ground level, well below any surrounding bores
and PBHL holds adequate licences tor [sic] dewatering of the
North Mine.” Perilya could consider restoring Groundwater
TARP No. 10 in Table 20 of the Construction Environmental
Management Plan to address these requirements.
Observation No. 55 – In Table 14 of the Water Management
Plan the ‘timing’ for measuring surface water quality at NMSW1
and NMSW2 is following 137 mm of rain in 24 hours. Perilya
should review and/or justify this trigger, as this scenario has not
been recorded since rainfall records have been recorded at the
Broken Hill Airport AWS and would explain the absence of water
quality data (referred to in section 7.2.2 of the WMP). Similar
timing could be adopted as per NMSW3 and NMSW4 in Table
14 of the WMP or samples could be collected “where possible
when flowing”.
Schedule 3 – Condition 34 – Water –
Water Management Plan

Non-compliant
(low risk)

The Applicant must implement the
approved Water Management Plan for
the development.

Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observation

During this August 2019 audit there was evidence that Perilya
has adequately implemented some aspects of the Water
Management Plan. For example, the dewatering pipeline (in
section 9.2 of the WMP) was in operation and monitoring
equipment (e.g. the three piezometers referred to in section 11.4
of the WMP) was in place.

NC (L)
PBHL to undertake a review of the extent of
potential contamination from the diversion drain
system, noting that Line 2 of Table 6 in the
Development Consent requires PBHL to “maximize”
the diversion of clean water around disturbed areas
on site.
PBHL to undertake an inventory of ground water
extraction volumes in the reporting period across all
operations to demonstrate that it is below 1.46 GL.
Wilcannia Dam and 57 Dam have not received any
rainfall. The accumulated water is from the truck
wheel wash facility which flows to Wilcannia Dam
and is then pumped to 57 Dam for evaporation.
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Wilcannia Dam operates on a float valve system to
trigger pumping of waters to 57 Dam in order to
prevent over topping.
PBHL will monthly inspections after 25 mm in 24
hours to assess dam storage to ensure no impacts
occur on downstream waterways.
Obs. 56
Water chemistry sampling was performed after the
audit and identified the water source was not from
the evaporation ponds but from the wheel wash
facility drain.

Obs. 57
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan

Obs. 58
Noted

Photo 26 – Piezometers installed downstream of the Evaporation Pond

Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit there
was evidence of inadequate implementation of several aspects
of the Water Management Plan in relation to the following:

Section 9.1 of the Water Management Plan – There was
evidence that dirty water is possibly mixing with diverted
clean water in the southern zone of the North Mine site
catchments. Refer to supporting evidence/comments in
SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 32.


Obs. 59
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan

Obs. 60
PBHL to action in the next revision of the Water
Management Plan

Section 9.2 of the Water Management Plan – Perilya holds
WAL40959 (1,466 ML) which is attached to a water supply
works approval at North Mine as well as four other
approvals at company owned mines. At the time of this
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August 2019 audit it was stated that in the year to date, 263
ML had been extracted from the underground workings at
North Mine. However, it could not be verified that the
cumulative annual (Water Year: I July-30 June) extraction
does not exceed the licensed volume.


Section 9.3.2 of the Water Management Plan – This section
states that the Wilcannia Road Dam and 57 Dam will be
maintained such that each storage will be empty within 5
days of a rainfall event greater than 25mm in a 24-hour
period. However, at the time of this August 2019 audit,
these dams were not empty and infrastructure was not in
place to transfer water to the Evaporation Pond as per
Figure 5 of the WMP.

Photo 27 – Wilcannia Road Dam water level during
August 2019 audit field inspection



Section 11.3 of the Water Management Plan (Level 3
TARP) – There is a risk that Perilya cannot implement
responses to every high rainfall event in a timely manner
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because there is no automated recording of freeboard levels
in the water storage facilities.


Section 12.5 of the Water Management Plan – There was
no evidence during this August 2019 audit that Perilya is
maintaining a program of regular inspections (monthly) and
maintenance as a control to mitigate negative impacts on
downstream watercourses as demonstrated by the breach
of the clean water diversion of Creek A (refer to SSD
Consent Schedule 3 condition 32).

Observation No. 56 – Water has been detected below ground
level at all three piezometers since water was introduced into the
Evaporation Pond. On 18 June 2019 the ‘depth to water’ results
were 5.03 metres at MB A, 4.84 metres at MB B and
6.19 metres at MB C. As at August 2019 Perilya has not
sampled water in the piezometers. It was stated that sampling
of water in the piezometers is intended in the future. Perilya
should prioritise the collection and analysis of piezometer water
samples (as per TARP No. 1 in Table 18 of the WMP) to
determine the source and therefore the integrity of the
Evaporation Pond liner.
Observation No. 57 – Perilya should update the Water
Management Plan (e.g. sections 9.2 and 12.4.3, and Table 12)
to include the commitment made in the Response to
Submissions in the response to DPI-Water that Perilya would
ensure that the cumulative annual extraction of groundwater
does not exceed the licensed volume.
Observation No. 58 – In relation to Figure 3 of the Water
Management Plan, Perilya should reinstate markers/signs
denoting surface water quality sampling sites (NMSW1, etc.) as
it was observed during this August 2019 audit that signs/markers
had been dislodged or were non-existent.
Observation No. 59 – Table 8 (Risk Assessment: Water) in the
Water Management Plan contains a risk description
(“Groundwater contamination from hydrocarbon or chemical
spill.”) where “Nil” additional controls are required yet the risk
level has reduced from Moderate (11) to Low (22).
Observation No. 60 – Section 11 (Trigger Action Response
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Plans) of the Water Management Plan significantly differs from
the water-related TARPs in Table 20 of the Construction
Environmental Management Plan in content and presentation.
The WMP does not provide an explanation regarding these
differences. Perilya could check and reconcile the water-related
TARPs in the WMP and CEMP to ensure all relevant TARPs in
the CEMP are carried over into the WMP and consider adopting
a colour-coded table format for consistency with the presentation
of TARPs in Perilya’s other Environmental Management Plans.
Schedule 3 – Condition 35 –
Heritage – Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Chance Finds Protocol
Prior to commencing construction, the
Applicant must prepare a Chance
Finds Protocol to manage any
unexpected Aboriginal cultural heritage
items for the development, to the
satisfaction of Heritage Division and
RAPs.

Compliant

Construction of the development commenced on 18 August
2018.
Perilya’s Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP), Revision No. 3 dated 10 August 2018, includes an
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Chance Finds Protocol in Appendix
1.
Revision No. 2 of the CEMP was approved by the Secretary on
16 August 2018 (letter of approval is on Perilya’s website).
Section 3 of the CEMP provides details of consultation with the
then Office of Environment and Heritage and the Broken Hill
Local Aboriginal Land Council (in lieu of Registered Aboriginal
Parties) and concludes that these agencies were satisfied with
the Chance Finds Protocol in Appendix 1 (inclusive of the
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Chance Finds Protocol and the
Historic Heritage Chance Finds Protocol).
As at August 2019, Perilya’s current Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Chance Finds Protocol (ACHCFP) is Revision No. 0, dated
24 September 2018.
The CEMP and ACHCFP were prepared by Perilya in
conjunction with R.W. Corkery.
Section 3 of the ACHCFP provides details of consultation and
evidence of approval of the ACHCFP by the then Office of
Environment and Heritage and the Broken Hill Local Aboriginal
Land Council (in lieu of Registered Aboriginal Parties).
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Audit Finding

Schedule 3 – Condition 36 –
Heritage – Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Chance Finds Protocol

Compliant

The Applicant must implement the
approved Chance Finds Protocol for
the development.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

It was stated that:


no chance finds have occurred on the North Mine site during
the audit period, which meant section 6 (Chance Finds
Protocol) in Perilya’s Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Chance
Finds Protocol was not activated; and



the likelihood of a chance find is low because there are no
undisturbed areas within the North Mine site as approved in
the Mining Operations Plan.

As part of the EIS (Part 5 of the Specialist Consultant Studies
Compendium) for the North Mine development, OzArk
Environmental and Heritage Management (OzArk) prepared a
“Historic and Aboriginal Heritage Assessment and Statement of
Heritage Impact” report dated 6 January 2017 (version no. V3.1
final). This report concluded (in section 6) that: “No Aboriginal
sites or objects are recorded in the Study Area and no landforms
are assessed as having archaeological potential, therefore no
further archaeological assessment is required.”
Schedule 3 – Condition 37 –
Heritage
–
Historic
Heritage
Management Plan
Prior to commencing construction,
unless the Secretary agrees otherwise,
the Applicant must prepare a Historic
Heritage Management Plan for the
development to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. This plan must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
the Heritage Division and Council;
(b) describe the measures that would
be implemented for the protection,
monitoring and management of all
historic heritage items on site;
(c) include a Chance Finds Protocol;
and
(d) include an action plan for the
implementation
of
the
key

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Construction of the development commenced on 18 August
2018.
Perilya’s Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP), Revision No. 3 dated 10 August 2018, includes a
Historic Heritage Chance Finds Protocol in Appendix 1.
Revision No. 2 of the CEMP was approved by the Secretary on
16 August 2018 (letter of approval is on Perilya’s website).

NC (L)
PBHL acknowledges that specific dates referenced
in the conditional approval of the HHMP were not
met. However, it contends that the later submission
/ occurrence of the heritage condition report, the
revised OHHMP and the required meetings
occurred with full knowledge of the stakeholders
involved.

As at the end of the audit period (16 August 2019), Perilya’s
current Historic Heritage Management Plan (HHMP) is Revision
No. D, dated 7 December 2018.
The CEMP and HHMP were prepared by Perilya in conjunction
with R.W. Corkery.
By letter dated 21 December 2018 (a copy is on Perilya’s
website) the Secretary approved the HHMP subject to the
following:


no works occur within Historic Heritage Management
Zone (HHMP Figure 3) until a revised HHMP is
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plan.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

approved by the Secretary;


a heritage condition report prepared by a suitably
experienced historic heritage specialist, approved by
the Secretary, be completed, to the satisfaction of OEH
by 30 January 2019;



Perilya facilitating a meeting with OEH and the
Department by 30 January 2019; and



submission of a revised HHMP, prepared by a suitably
experienced historic heritage specialist, approved by
the Secretary and in consultation with OEH by 30
March 2019.
In preparing the revised HHMP,
concurrency should be obtained from OEH regarding
references, comments and recommendations prior to
submitting the plan to the Secretary.

In relation to the above first condition of approval in the
Secretary’s letter of 21 December 2018, Perilya has not
disturbed the Historic Heritage Management Zone (an aerial
image of 3 July 2019 was sighted).
In relation to the above second, third and fourth conditions of
approval in the Secretary’s letter of 21 December 2018, by
subsequent letter dated 25 January 2019 the Secretary
approved an extension of time as follows:


submission of the Historic Heritage Condition Report by
28 February 2019;



meeting with the Department and OEH by 14 March
2019;



submission of a revised Historic Heritage Management
Plan by 30 April 2019.

The Secretary by letter dated 1 May 2019 (not sighted but
referred to in Perilya’s letter of 21 August 2019 as noted below)
then approved a further extension of time for submission of a
revised HHMP. The further extension due date could not be
verified during this August 2019 audit.
In response to the Secretary’s letters of 25 January 2019 and 1
May 2019:
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments


Perilya submitted a Historic Heritage Condition Assessment
(OzArk, report version V3.0 Final, dated 3 March 2019) to
the Secretary (date of submission not confirmed).



A meeting between representatives of Perilya, OzArk,
Broken Hill City Council, the DPE and the Heritage Division
was held on 27 May 2019 (noted in section 3 of the Historic
Heritage Management Plan).



Perilya submitted a revised Operational Historic Heritage
Management Plan (OHHMP), Revision No. E dated 20
August 2019, to the Secretary by emailed letter dated 21
August 2019 (after the end of the audit period on 16 August
2019).

PBHL Required Actions and Status

In relation to the paragraphs of this condition, Revision No. D of
the Historic Heritage Management Plan (i.e. the version which
was in effect as at 16 August 2019):
(a) was prepared in consultation with the Heritage Division and
Council (section 3);
(b) describes the measures that would be implemented for the
protection, monitoring and management of all historic
heritage items on site (sections 8 and 9);
(c) includes a Chance Finds Protocol (Appendix 1); and
(d) includes an action plan for the implementation of the key
measures proposed under the plan (sections 8 and 10).
Non-compliant (low risk) – Perilya had not submitted the
Historic Heritage Condition Assessment or held a meeting with
the Department and OEH by the respective due dates of 28
February 2019 and 14 March 2019, and there was no evidence
that Perilya had submitted the revised Historic Heritage
Management Plan by the applicable further extension due date
in the Secretary’s letter of 1 May 2019.
Schedule 3 – Condition 38 –
Heritage
–
Historic
Heritage
Management Plan
The Applicant must implement the
approved Heritage Management Plan

Compliant

During this August 2019 audit there was evidence that Perilya is
implementing the Historic Heritage Management Plan.
An example of restoration work undertaken during the audit
period is the restoration of a trial section of the North Mine
historic stormwater wall. The Auditors sighted an email of 26
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

March 2019 from Perilya’s Projects Engineer to management
personnel with ‘before’ and ‘after’ photos (see below) of this
restoration work.

for the development.

Photos 28 and 29 – ‘Before’ and ‘after’ restoration work to a section of
the historic stormwater wall during audit period (Perilya photos)

Schedule 3 – Condition 39 –
Heritage
–
Historic
Heritage
Management Plan

Not triggered
as at August
2019

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 45.

Within 3 months of the approval of the
Rehabilitation Strategy required by
condition 45 of schedule 3 of this
consent, unless otherwise agreed with
the Secretary, the Applicant must
update
the
Historic
Heritage
Management
Plan
required
by
condition 37 of schedule 3 of this
consent, to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. The updated plan must:
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

In relation to the paragraphs of this condition, it was stated that:
(a) the amenity bund (referred to in the definition of
‘Construction’ in the SSD Consent) reduces the visual (and
noise) impacts of the development (e.g. lights in the area
cannot be seen from off-site);
(b) no fixed outdoor lights shine above the horizontal or above
the building line of any illuminated structure; and
(c) LED lighting is used on the exterior of the ROM shed.

PBHL Required Actions and Status

(a) be prepared in consultation with
the Heritage Division and Council;
and
(b) include the addition of a long-term
strategy for all heritage items on
the site that is consistent with the
rehabilitation objectives defined
under the approved Rehabilitation
Strategy.
Schedule 3 – Condition 40 – Visual
The Applicant must:
(a) minimise the visual and off-site
lighting
impacts
of
the
development;
(b) ensure no fixed outdoor lights
shine above the horizontal or
above the building line or [sic] any
illuminated structure; and
(c) ensure that all external lighting
associated with the development
complies with Australian Standard
AS4282 (INT) 1995 – Control of
Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor
Lighting, or its latest version.

Observation

Obs. 61
Noted.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 30 – Amenity bund (ore dump truck in foreground)

Observation No. 61 – As part of a management of change
process, Perilya could ensure that any changes to external
lighting comply with the requirements of AS/NZS 4282:2019 –
Control of the obtrusive effects of outdoor lighting.
Schedule 3 – Condition
Bushfire Management

41

–

The Applicant must:
(a) ensure that the development is
suitably equipped to respond to
any fires on site; and
(b) assist the RFS and emergency
services as much as practicable in
response to fires in the vicinity of
the site.

Compliant
Observation

In relation to the paragraphs of this condition, it was stated that:
(a) Perilya maintains suitable equipment and personnel to fight
fires including:


Obs. 62
Noted

a fire tender located at Southern Operations, which can
be deployed by ERT personnel at the North Mine site
as required; and



fire-fighting equipment is located around the North Mine
site (see photo below); and
(b) in the event of an uncontrolled fire on the North Mine site,
the Broken Hill Fire Service would be called.

Photo 31 – Fire-fighting equipment near the ROM shed
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Observation No. 62 – Perilya could revise section 17 (Fire
Fighting) in the Northern Operations Induction Manual to
incorporate general information from Perilya’s Emergency
Response and Crisis Management Procedure.
Auditor’s Note – Although the heading of this condition refers to
Bushfire Management, the condition is not limited to bushfires.
Schedule 3 – Condition
Dangerous Goods Storage

42

–

Not verified
Observation

The Applicant must ensure that all
dangerous goods on site are stored
and handed [sic] in accordance with
the relevant Australian Standard,
particularly
Australian
Standard
AS1940 2004 – The Storage and
Handling
of
Flammable
and
Combustible Liquids.

In field inspections during this August 2019 audit the explosives
magazine area used to store ANFO (Class 1 Dangerous Goods)
was observed to be well secured, placarded, bunded and
located well away from other infrastructure.

N.V.

Section 1.1 of Perilya’s 2017/18 AEMR records that Perilya
holds a WorkCover Authority of NSW (now SafeWork NSW)
Licence to Store Explosives (North Mine) No. XSTR100008)
which is due to expire in March 2023.

Obs. 63

Noted

Noted

Not verified – During this August 2019 audit Perilya was unable
to provide evidence that:


on-site fuel storage facilities meet the requirements of
Australian Standard AS 1940 The storage and handling of
flammable and combustible liquids;



the paste fill plant meets the requirements of Australian
Standard AS 3780 – The storage and handling of corrosive
substances;



the explosives magazine area meets the requirements of
Australian Standard AS2187 Explosives – Storage,
transport and use.

Observation No. 63 – Perilya could conduct an internal audit to
ensure that the paste fill plant complies with Australian Standard
AS3780 – The storage and handling of corrosive substances. In
field inspections during this August 2019 audit the spill
containment sump was observed to be partially full (i.e. it may
not have capacity to contain a spill as per the Standard), and
placarding was not evident on the outside of the storage
shipping container.
Schedule 3 – Condition 43 – Waste

Non-compliant

Perilya does not have a Waste Management Plan for the North

NC (L)
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

The Applicant must:
(a) minimise the waste generated by
the development;
(b) classify all waste on site in
accordance with the EPA’s Waste
Classification Guidelines;
(c) appropriately store and handle all
waste on site in accordance with
its classification;
(d) remove all waste from the site as
soon as practicable, and ensure it
is sent to appropriately licensed
waste facilities for disposal, unless
an EPL authorises otherwise; and
(e) monitor and report on the
effectiveness
of
the
waste
minimisation and management
measures implemented on site in
the Annual Review.

(low risk)

Mine site, and it is noted that this condition does not require
Perilya to have a Waste Management Plan.

Observation

PBHL Required Actions and Status
North Mine operations are subjected to monthly
waste removal by a licensed waste management
contractor as are other PBHL operations. PBHL
does acknowledge that the management of waste
associated with the land fill facility and workshop
areas require waste segregation areas to facilitate
removal of the same. Waste Management Notices
have been developed to address this issue.

Observation

It was stated that waste management practices at the North
Mine site include the following:

Observation



in relation to waste rock management, it is intended that the
existing capping on the tailings storage facility will be
crushed and reused underground and eventually in the
backfilling of the void;



solid benign waste (e.g. poly pipe, plastic tarps, IBCs, clean
20 litre drums) is disposed of in the on-site landfill;

Obs. 64



all regulated waste (e.g. hydrocarbons) is removed from site
by Cleanaway;

PBHL to action.



putrescible waste is removed from site by Council for
disposal in Council’s landfill.

Obs. 65

In field inspections during this August 2019 audit, observed
waste management practices under paragraphs (b), (c) and (d)
of this condition appeared to be reasonable with the exception of
the presence of explosives packaging in the landfill.

PBHL to action.

Obs. 66
Noted.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Photo 32 – Explosives packaging in North Mine landfill

Non-compliant (low risk) – In relation to paragraph (a) of this
condition, during this August 2019 audit there was no evidence
that Perilya has implemented a program to minimise waste
generated by the development.
Observation No. 64 – Waste hydrocarbons in 200 litre drums
were observed stored in the licensed landfill area awaiting
collection. These should be stored in a bunded area (refer to
SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 32).
Observation No. 65 – Perilya has a dedicated area/shed for
waste battery storage, however at the time of this August 2019
audit the shed was empty and appeared not to have been used
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

for some time. Perilya should ensure that waste batteries are
being disposed of appropriately.
Observation No. 66 – Evidence of scrap steel
segregation/recycling was observed during this August 2019
audit. However, Perilya could consider implementing further
measures to segregate/recycle waste where possible.
Schedule 3 –
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation

Condition 44 –
–
Progressive

Not triggered
as at August
2019

The Applicant must rehabilitate the site
progressively, that is, as soon as is
practicable following disturbance, to
the satisfaction of the Secretary.

Observation

Schedule 3 – Condition 45 –
Rehabilitation
–
Rehabilitation
Strategy

Not triggered
as at August
2019

This condition is not triggered until 21 December 2019 (i.e. one
year after the commencement of mining operations on 22
December 2018) or later if the Secretary agrees otherwise.

Within one year of commencing mining
operations, unless the Secretary
agrees otherwise, the Applicant must
prepare a Rehabilitation Strategy for
the site to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. This strategy must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
members of the Broken Hill
Rehabilitation
Steering
Committee;
(b) define the rehabilitation objectives
for
the
mine
site,
with
consideration of heritage values,
dust management, water and
leachate management, final voids,
surface
infrastructure,
visual
impacts and the community; and
(c) include a final landform plan which
builds
on
the
rehabilitation

Observation

It was stated that an inter-agency committee under paragraph
(a) of this condition (i.e. the Broken Hill Mining Inter-Agency
Committee, chaired by a representative of the NSW Department
of Premier and Cabinet) has been formed to discuss options for
the future rehabilitation of the entire Line of Lode in Broken Hill.

It is noted that rehabilitation activities are scheduled
commence before 10 December 2019 (i.e. within year 1 of
Mining Operations Plan) under sections 7.2 and 8.2 of
Mining Operations Plan and as referred to in Table 14 of
2017/18 Annual Environmental Management Report.

to
the
the
the

Obs. 67
PBHL to action

Observation No. 67 – If it has not already done so, Perilya
should take steps to ensure the stated rehabilitation objectives in
year 1 of the Mining Operations Plan can be achieved.
Obs. 68
Noted

Observation No. 68 – Given that the first meeting of the Broken
Hill Mining Inter-Agency Committee only occurred on 14 August
2019 (at Perilya’s Southern Operations) Perilya could request
the Secretary to seek an extension of the one year timeframe
referred to in this condition.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Not triggered
as at August
2019

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 45.

Not triggered
as at August
2019

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 45.

PBHL Required Actions and Status

objectives.
Schedule 3 – Condition 46 –
Rehabilitation
–
Rehabilitation
Strategy
The Applicant must implement the
approved Rehabilitation Strategy for
the development.
Schedule 3 – Condition 47 –
Rehabilitation
–
Rehabilitation
Management Plan
Within 6 months of approval of the
Rehabilitation Strategy required by
condition 45 of schedule 3 of this
consent, the Applicant must prepare a
Rehabilitation Management Plan for
the development to the satisfaction of
the Secretary. This plan must:
(a) be prepared in consultation with
RR, EPA, Water Division, the
Heritage Division, NSW Health,
Council and CBH;
(b) be
consistent
with
the
rehabilitation objectives defined
under the Rehabilitation Strategy
required by condition 45(b) of
schedule 3 of this consent;
(c) include detailed performance and
completion criteria for evaluating
the
performance
of
the
rehabilitation of the site, and
triggering remedial action (if
necessary);
(d) describe the measures that would
be
implemented
to
ensure
compliance with the relevant
conditions of this consent, and
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Not triggered
as at August
2019

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 45.

PBHL Required Actions and Status

address
all
aspects
of
rehabilitation including timeframes
for
achieving
specified
rehabilitation objectives;
(e) include interim rehabilitation where
necessary to minimise the area
exposed for dust generation;
(f) include measures to ensure all
mine shafts, vents and accesses
be appropriately sealed with the
surrounding area rehabilitated;
(g) include a mine closure strategy,
that details measures to minimise
the long-term impacts associated
with mine closure, including final
landform and the final void, final
land use and socio-economic
issues; and
(h) include a program to monitor,
independently audit and report on
the effectiveness of the measures,
and progress against the detailed
performance
and
completion
criteria.
Note: The MOP may be used to address the
requirements
of
the
Rehabilitation
Management Plan required under this
condition. However, the MOP must clearly
document how the requirements of this
condition have been met

Schedule 3 – Condition 48 –
Rehabilitation
–
Rehabilitation
Management Plan
The Applicant must implement the
approved Rehabilitation Management
Plan for the development.
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Schedule 4 – Condition 1 –
Environmental Management –
Environmental Management
Strategy
Prior to commencing construction, the
Applicant
must
prepare
an
Environmental Management Strategy
for the development to the satisfaction
of the Secretary. The strategy must:
(a) provide the strategic framework for
environmental management of the
development;
(b) identify the statutory approvals
that apply to the development;
(c) describe the role, responsibility,
authority and accountability of all
key personnel involved in the
environmental management of the
development;
(d) describe the procedures that
would be implemented to:
•
keep the local community and
relevant agencies informed
about the operation and
environmental performance of
the development;
•
receive, handle, respond to,
and record complaints;
•
resolve any disputes that may
arise;
•
respond
to
any
noncompliance;
•
respond to emergencies; and
(e) include:
•
references to any plans
approved
under
the
conditions of this consent;
and
•
a clear plan depicting all the

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

A Construction Environmental Management Strategy (Revision
No. 4 dated 10 August 2018) applied during the construction
stage of the development (i.e. from 18 August 2018 to 21
December 2018). The CEMS was approved by the Secretary on
16 August 2018 (letter of approval is on Perilya’s website).

Observation
Observation

As at August 2019, Perilya’s current Environmental Management
Strategy (EMS) is Revision No. C dated 7 December 2018. The
EMS was approved by the Secretary on 21 December 2018
(letter of approval is on Perilya’s website).

PBHL Required Actions and Status
Obs. 69
Noted

Obs. 70
Noted

The audit finding for this condition relates to the EMS.
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) Section 4 of the EMS describes the strategic framework for
environmental management as consisting of Perilya’s
Environmental Policy (section 4.1), an Environmental
Management
System
including
the
EMS
and
(Environmental) Management Plans (section 4.2), and
Standard Operating Procedures (section 4.3).
It is
considered the EMS as a whole provides a basic strategic
framework for the environmental management of the
development.
(b) Section 3.3 of the EMS includes statutory approvals that
apply to the project.
(c) Table 3 in section 4.4 of the EMS describes the
responsibilities for environmental management of various
positions including: the General Manager; North Mine
Manager; Health, Safety, Environment & Training Manager;
Environment
Superintendent;
Environment
Advisor;
Supervisors; and All Staff and Contractor Personnel.
Section 9 of the EMS states that: “The Manager HSET is
responsible for ensuring that all PBHL employees,
contactors and visitors review [sic] appropriate training in
environmental management of the Mine Site, appropriate to
their role and level of responsibility.” According to Table 3
of the EMS, the North Mine Manager is: “Accountable for
the overall environmental performance of the North Mine.”
(d) The EMS describes the procedures that would be
implemented to:
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status



monitoring to be carried out in
relation to the development.

keep the local community and relevant agencies
informed about the operation and environmental
performance of the project (sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3);

receive, handle, respond to, and record complaints
(section 7.1);

resolve any disputes that may arise regarding
environmental management issues (section 7.2);

respond to any non-compliance (section 8.2); and

respond to emergencies (section 8.3).
(e) The EMS references related plans approved under the
conditions of this consent (section 4.2) and provides details
of the environmental monitoring required to be carried out in
relation to the development (Table 4 and Figures 4, 5 and 6
in section 5.2).
Observation No. 69 – In the next revision of the Environmental
Management Strategy and the other Environmental
Management Plans referred to in the SSD Consent, Perilya
could revise the ‘Summary of Document Revisions’ section to
clearly indicate whether the document has been ‘approved’ by
the Secretary.
Observation No. 70 – Section 4.2 of the Environmental
Management Strategy could include the Lead Monitoring and
Education Program referred to in SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 8 in the list of principal documents.

Schedule 4 – Condition 2 –
Environmental
Management
–
Environmental
Management
Strategy
The Applicant must implement the
approved Environmental Management
Strategy for the development.

Compliant
Observation
Observation
Observation

The Auditors consider that during the audit period Perilya has
adequately implemented the Environmental Management
Strategy in terms of the requirements in SSD Consent Schedule
4 condition 1.

Obs. 71

Observation No. 71 – Perilya could review and update (as
required) Table 4 of the Environmental Management Strategy,
which as at August 2019 includes references to:

Obs. 72



“Automated water level monitors” for surface water level and
groundwater level (fractured rock aquifer);



“Continuous and real time” monitoring for surface water
level and groundwater level (fractured rock aquifer); and

PBHL to action in the next revision of the EMS

Noted

Obs. 73
PBHL to action in the next revision of the EMS
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments


PBHL Required Actions and Status

the linking of water level monitors by “telemetry to the
Honeywell system and the Mine Control Centre” for surface
water level and groundwater level (fractured rock aquifer).

Observation No. 72 – As a proactive measure, Perilya could
consider establishing formal processes (i.e. via internal or
external assessment/audit) to review the adequacy of
‘implementation’ of the Environmental Management Strategy,
rather than relying on outcomes of future compliance inspections
by the DPIE, EPA and Resources Regulator.
Observation No. 73 – The complaints flowchart in Figure 7 of
the Environmental Management Strategy does not require the
HSET Manager to provide information to the Environmental
Superintendent to enable the Complaints Register to be
promptly updated. Perilya could review the flowchart and the
complaints procedure more generally, especially with the
planned introduction of a cloud-based service by the end of
September 2019 and the use of tablets for direct entry of
information in the relevant database (which has the benefit of
removing the need for double data entry under the current
process).
Schedule 4 – Condition 3
Environmental
Management
Adaptive Management

–
–

The Applicant must assess and
manage development-related risks to
ensure that there are no exceedances
of the criteria and/or performance
measures in Schedule 3. Any
exceedance of these criteria and/or
performance measures constitutes a
breach of this consent and may be
subject to penalty or offence provisions
under the EP&A Act or EP&A
Regulation.
Where any exceedance of these
criteria and/or performance measures
has occurred, the Applicant must, at

Compliant
Observation

It was stated that during the audit period there have been no
exceedances of the criteria and/or performance measures in
SSD Consent Schedule 3 in respect of the North Mine
operations.
Development-related risks are identified in each of Perilya’s
Environmental Management Plans, which describe these risks at
a point in time (i.e. the date of issue of the EMP). As at August
2019 there is no ‘live’ (i.e. kept up-to-date) North Mine Site
Environmental Risk Register.

Obs. 74
PBHL notes that adaptive management is best
controlled via the PBHL Management of Change
procedure that would trigger an update of the
relevant risk register within management plan
documents.

During this August 2019 audit it was identified that management
of change in relation to assessing the potential environmental
impacts of a proposed change in plant, equipment or procedure
appears to be carried out on an informal, ad hoc basis.
Observation No. 74 – The lack of an up-to-date North Mine Site
Environmental Risk Register could result in a proposed change
in plant, equipment or procedure being reviewed against a nonPage 93 of 179
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Audit Finding

the earliest opportunity:
(a) take all reasonable and feasible
steps
to
ensure
that
the
exceedance ceases and does not
recur;
(b) consider all reasonable and
feasible options for remediation
(where relevant) and submit a
report
to
the
Department
describing those options and any
preferred remediation measures or
other course of action; and
(c) implement remediation measures
as directed by the Secretary.
Schedule 4 – Condition 4
Environmental
Management
Management Plan Requirements

–
–

The Applicant must ensure that the
management plans required under this
consent are prepared in accordance
with any relevant guidelines, and
include:
(a) detailed baseline data;
(b) a description of:
•
the
relevant
statutory
requirements (including any
relevant approval, licence or
lease conditions);
•
any
relevant
limits
or
performance
measures/criteria;
•
the
specific
performance
indicators that are proposed
to be used to judge the
performance of, or guide the
implementation
of,
the
development
or
any
management measures;

Supporting Evidence/Comments
current risk assessment
Management Plan.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

in

the

relevant

PBHL Required Actions and Status
Environmental

As at August 2019 the Environmental Management Plans
(EMPs) required under this SSD Consent are as follows:


Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP);



Noise Management Plan (NMP);



Blast Management Plan (BMP);



Transport Management Plan (TMP);



Water Management Plan (WMP);



Historic Heritage Management Plan (HHMP); and



Rehabilitation Management Plan (RMP).

Auditor’s Note – The Lead Monitoring and Education Program
(SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 8) and the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Chance Finds Protocol (SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 35) are not defined as management plans
in the SSD Consent.

NC (L)
PBHL contends that specific performance indicators
are detailed in the management plans, as approved
by a variety of agencies.
During the construction and operations of the
development none of these specific performance
indicators have been exceeded.
Further, trigger events which prompt the review of
the plans are documented and include the
Management of Change process as well as the
results incident/exceedance investigations.
PBHL considers that the review triggers detailed in
Schedule 4 Condition 6 are adequate to trigger any
EMP review.

The Auditors consider that the EMPs listed above generally
satisfy the requirements in paragraphs (a), (c), (d), (e) and (g) of
this condition.
Non-compliant (low risk) – In relation to paragraphs (b), (f) and
(h) of this condition, the EMPs do not adequately include:
(b) the specific performance indicators that are proposed to be
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Audit Finding

(c) a description of the measures that
would be implemented to comply
with
the
relevant
statutory
requirements,
limits,
or
performance measures/criteria;
(d) a program to monitor and report
on the:
•
impacts and environmental
performance
of
the
development;
•
effectiveness
of
any
management measures (see
c above);
(e) a contingency plan to manage any
unpredicted impacts and their
consequences and to ensure that
ongoing impacts reduce to levels
below relevant impact assessment
criteria as quickly as possible;
(f) a program to investigate and
implement ways to improve the
environmental performance of the
development over time;
(g) a protocol for managing and
reporting any:
•
incidents;
•
complaints;
•
non-compliances
with
statutory requirements; and
•
exceedances of the impact
assessment criteria and/or
performance criteria; and
(h) a protocol for periodic review of
the plan.
Schedule 4 – Condition 5
Environmental
Management
Annual Review

–
–

By the end of March each year, unless

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

used to judge the performance of, or guide the
implementation of, the development or any management
measures;
(f) information relating to programs to investigate and
implement ways to improve the environmental performance
of the development over time; or
(h) a protocol for periodic review of the plans as distinct from
reviews triggered by SSD Consent Schedule 4 condition 6.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Non-compliant (low risk) – As at the end of the audit period
(16 August 2019) the first Annual Review for the period from
18 August 2018 to 31 December 2018 was overdue (it was
required at the end of March 2019 unless the Secretary agreed

NC (L)
Correspondence was submitted by PBHL to the
Secretary to request integrating the Annual Review
required by the Development Consent with the
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the Secretary agrees otherwise, the
Applicant
must
review
the
environmental performance of the
development for the previous calendar
year to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. This review must:
(a) describe
the
development
(including any rehabilitation) that
was carried out in the past
calendar
year,
and
the
development that is proposed to
be carried out over the current
calendar year;
(b) include a comprehensive review of
the
monitoring
results
and
complaints
records
of
the
development over the past year,
which includes a comparison of
these results against the:
•
relevant
statutory
requirements,
limits
or
performance
measures/criteria;
•
monitoring results of previous
years; and
•
relevant predictions in the
EIS;
(c) identify any non-compliance over
the last year, and describe what
actions were (or are being) taken
to ensure compliance;
(d) identify any trends in the
monitoring data over the life of the
development;
(e) identify
any
discrepancies
between the predicted and actual
impacts of the development, and
analyse the potential cause of any
significant discrepancies; and
(f) describe what measures will be

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
otherwise).

PBHL Required Actions and Status
AEMR reporting commitments as allowed by the
Post Approval Requirements for State Significant
Developments - Annual Review Guideline 2015.
The combined report was submitted in August
2019.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

implemented over the next year to
improve
the
environmental
performance of the development.
Note: The “Post Approval Requirements for
State Significant Developments - Annual
Review Guideline 2015, NSW Government,
October 2015” (or its latest version)
provides a reporting framework to integrate
the reporting requirements of the Annual
Review required by the Department under
the development consent and the Annual
Environment Management Report (AEMR)
required under the Mining Lease.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Schedule 4 – Condition 6 –
Environmental
Management
–
Revision of Strategies, Plans and
Programs

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

PBHL Required Actions and Status

It is noted that SSD Consent MOD 2 was approved on 31 July
2019.

Within 3 months, unless otherwise
agreed with the Secretary, of:
(a) the submission of an annual
review under condition 5 above;
(b) the submission of an incident
report under condition 9 below;
(c) the submission of an audit under
condition 12 below; and
(d) any modification to the conditions
of this consent, (unless the
conditions require otherwise);
the Applicant must review and, if
necessary revise, the strategies, plans,
and programs required under this
consent to the satisfaction of the
Secretary.
Where this review leads to revisions in
any such document, then within 4
weeks of the review the revised
document must be submitted to the
Secretary
for
approval,
unless
otherwise agreed with the Secretary.

Under this condition the Environmental Management Strategy,
Environmental Management Plans and Monitoring Programs are
required to be reviewed within 3 months of 31 July 2019 and
within three months of submission of this audit report.
Auditor’s Note – This condition refers to SSD Consent
Schedule 4 condition 12 but does not refer to SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 12. Condition 12 in Schedule 3 implies
that a revision of the Air Quality Management Plan and Lead
Monitoring and Education Program is required under the
conditions of this consent, yet there is no trigger for these
revisions in the SSD Consent.

Note: This is to ensure the strategies, plans
and programs are updated on a regular
basis, and incorporate any recommended
measures to improve the environmental
performance of the development.

Schedule 4 – Condition 7 –
Environmental
Management
–
Updating and Staging of Strategies,
Plans or Programs
To ensure the strategies, plans and
programs are updated on a regular

Compliant

During the audit period the Secretary approved the following
strategies, plans and protocols on a staged basis:


Construction Environmental Management Strategy (for the
construction stage of the development) and Environmental
Management Strategy (for the mining operations stage of
the development);
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Audit Finding

basis,
and
incorporate
any
recommended measures to improve
the environmental performance of the
development, the Applicant may
submit revised strategies, plans or
programs required under this consent
at any time. With the agreement of the
Secretary, the Applicant may also
submit any strategy, plan or program
required by this consent on a staged
basis.
The Secretary may approve a revised
strategy, plan or program required
under this consent, or the staged
submission of any of these documents,
at any time. With the agreement of the
Secretary, the Applicant may prepare
the revised or staged strategy, plan or
program
without
undertaking
consultation with all parties nominated
under the applicable condition in this
consent.

Supporting Evidence/Comments


Construction Air Quality Management Plan (construction)
and Air Quality Management Plan (mining operations); and



Construction
Environmental
Management
Plan
(construction) and the separate Noise Management Plan,
Water Management Plan, Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Chance Finds Protocol and Historic Heritage Management
Plan (mining operations).

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Notes:
•
While any strategy, plan or program
may be submitted on a progressive
basis, the Applicant must ensure that
all development being carried out on
site is covered by suitable strategies,
plans or programs at all times.
•
If the submission of any strategy, plan
or program is to be staged, then the
relevant strategy, plan or program
must clearly describe the specific
stage to which the strategy, plan or
program applies, the relationship of
this stage to any future stages, and the
trigger for updating the strategy, plan
or program.

Schedule 4 – Condition 8
Environmental
Management

–
–

Compliant

The first meeting of the Perilya North Mine Community
Consultative Committee (CCC) was held on 14 May 2018 from

Obs. 75
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Community Consultative Committee

Observation

5pm to 7pm at Perilya Southern Operations, Wentworth Road,
Broken Hill. This CCC meeting pre-dates the commencement of
construction on 18 August 2018.

Prior to commencing construction, the
Applicant must establish and operate a
CCC for the Development to the
satisfaction of the Secretary. This CCC
must
be
operated
in
general
accordance with the Community
Consultative Committee Guidelines for
State Significant Project (Department
of Planning and Environment, 2016, or
its latest version).

–

The independent Chairperson of the CCC is Margaret Harvie.
As at August 2019 the current version of the NSW Government’s
“Community Consultative Committee Guideline for State
Significant Projects” is dated January 2019. The Auditors
consider the “Meeting Notes” for the six CCC meetings held prior
to this August 2019 audit (available on Perilya’s website)
demonstrate that the CCC is being operated in general
accordance with the Guideline.
Observation No. 75 – Perilya could replace the “Community
Consultative Committee Guideline for State Significant Projects”
on Perilya’s website (version dated November 2016) with the
January 2019 version of the Guideline.

Compliant

The Department must be notified in
writing
to
compliance@planning.nsw.gov.au
immediately
after
the
Applicant
becomes aware of the incident. The
notification
must
identify
the
development
(including
the
development application number and
the name of the development if it has
one), and set out the location and
nature of the incident.
Schedule 4 – Condition 10
Reporting – Regular Reporting

–

Noted

Subsequent meetings of the CCC were held on 20 July 2018,
21 September 2018, 23 November 2018, 1 March 2019 and 17
May 2019.

Notes:
•
The CCC is an advisory committee.
The Department and other relevant
agencies are responsible for ensuring
that the Applicant complies with this
consent.
•
In accordance with the guideline, the
Committee should be comprised of an
independent chair and appropriate
representation from the Applicant,
Council, and the local community.

Schedule 4 – Condition 9
Reporting – Incident Reporting

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition and the expanded definition of “material harm” in the
SSD Consent MOD 2 approval of 31 July 2019.
It was stated that no notifiable incidents under this condition
occurred during the audit period.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

In this August 2019 audit it was identified that Perilya’s website
included monthly reports relation to ore crushing and/or hauling,

NC (L)
PBHL to action changes to the monthly reporting
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Audit Finding

The Applicant must provide regular
reporting
on
the
environmental
performance of the development on its
website, in accordance with the
monitoring and reporting arrangements
in any plans or programs approved
under the conditions of this consent.

Schedule 4 – Condition 11 – NonCompliance Notification
The Department must be notified in
writing
to
compliance@planning.nsw.gov.au
within 7 days after the Applicant
becomes
aware
of
any
noncompliance.
The notification must identify the
development and the application
number for it, set out the condition of
consent that the development is noncompliant with, the way in which it
does not comply and the reasons for
the non-compliance (if known) and
what actions have been done, or will
be, undertaken to address the noncompliance.

Supporting Evidence/Comments
and monitoring results under EPL 2683 (which duplicates many
performance criteria in the SSD Consent).
Non-compliant (low risk) – As at August 2019 Perilya has not
reported on monitoring under Perilya’s Water Management Plan.
Section 13.3 of the WMP states that the results of the ‘above
monitoring’ (i.e. automatically generated data, laboratorygenerated data, and observational data) will be provided as a
monthly summary report for publication on the Perilya website.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

PBHL Required Actions and Status
system that includes dewatering volumes from the
#3 shaft at North Mine and any laboratory
generated data or observational data on it’s
website.

Obs. 76
Noted

It was noted that the SSD Consent MOD 2 approval of 31 July
2019 inserted a new definition of “non-compliance”, where no
definition previously existed.
Observation No. 76 – Perilya should review and if necessary,
update its incident reporting system and procedures to include
the requirement to notify the Department of Planning, Industry
and Environment in writing within 7 days of both ‘noncompliances’ (as referred to in Schedule 4 condition 11 and
defined in the SSD Consent) and ‘incidents’ (as referred to in
Schedule 4 condition 9 and defined in the SSD Consent).
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Schedule 4 – Condition 12 –
Independent Environmental Audit

Compliant

This independent environmental audit (of August 2019) satisfies
the requirements in paragraphs (a) to (e) of this condition as
follows:
(a) The Secretary’s nominee approved the engagement of the
Audit Team by letter of 3 May 2019. Refer to Appendix 1 of
this audit report.
(b) This audit has included consultation with the relevant
agencies. Refer to Appendix 2 of this audit report.
(c) This audit has assessed the environmental performance of
the development and whether it is complying with the
requirements in this SSD Consent, EPL No. 2683, CML4
and CML5. Refer to the audit findings and comments in this
audit report.
(d) This audit has reviewed the adequacy of any approved
strategy, plan or program required under the
abovementioned approvals. Refer to the audit findings and
comments in this audit report.
(e) This audit has recommended measures or actions to
improve the environmental performance of the development,
and/or any strategy, plan or program required under these
approvals. Refer to the observations in this audit report.

Within 1 year of starting the
development of the mine, and every 3
years thereafter, unless the Secretary
directs otherwise, the Applicant must
commission and pay the full cost of an
Independent Environmental Audit of
the development. This audit must:
(a) be conducted by a suitably
qualified,
experienced
and
independent team of experts
whose appointment has been
endorsed by the Secretary;
(b) include consultation with the
relevant agencies;
(c) assess
the
environmental
performance of the development
and assess whether it is
complying with the requirements in
this consent, and any other
relevant approvals (such as EPL/s
and/or mining lease/s);
(d) review the adequacy of any
approved
strategy,
plan
or
program required under the
abovementioned approvals; and
(e) recommend measures or actions
to improve the environmental
performance of the development,
and/or any strategy, plan or
program required under these
approvals.

PBHL Required Actions and Status

Note: The “Post Approval Requirements for
State
Significant
Developments
Independent
Audit
Guideline,
NSW
Government, October 2015” (or its latest
version) provides an audit and reporting
framework for the independent audit that
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Not triggered
as at August
2019

It was noted that it is unclear when the 3 month period actually
commences, as the word ‘commissioning’ is not defined in the
SSD Consent.

Administrative
noncompliance

As at the end of the audit period (16 August 2019) the majority of
documents which this condition requires to be on Perilya’s
website were on Perilya’s website.

Observation

Administrative non-compliance – The following documents
which this condition requires to be on Perilya’s website, were not
on the website as at the end of the audit period (16 August
2019):

PBHL Required Actions and Status

will guide compliance with this condition.

Schedule 4 – Condition 13 –
Independent Environmental Audit
Within 3 months of commissioning this
audit, or as otherwise agreed with the
Secretary, the Applicant must submit a
copy of the audit report to the
Secretary, together with its response to
any recommendations contained in the
audit report. The Applicant must
implement these recommendations, to
the satisfaction of the Secretary.
Schedule 4 – Condition 14 – Access
to Information
From
the
commencement
of
development under this consent, the
Applicant must:
•
make copies of the following
information publicly available on
its website as relevant to the stage
of the development:
•
the EIS;
•
current statutory approvals for
the development;
•
approved strategies, plans or
programs required under the
conditions of this consent;
•
a comprehensive summary of
the monitoring results of the
development, reported in
accordance
with
the
specifications
in
any
conditions of this consent, or
any approved plans and
programs;
•
a summary of complaints,
which is to be updated



the Annual Review for the period from 18 August 2018 to
31 December 2018 (SSD Consent Schedule 5 condition 4) –
the Annual Review had not been prepared as at the end of
the audit period;



the Lead Monitoring and Education Program (SSD Consent
Schedule 3 condition 8);



monthly summary reports of monitoring results under the
Water Management Plan (SSD Consent Schedule 4
condition 10); and



the “Independent Audit of Air Quality and Health
Management” report (Northstar Air Quality Pty Ltd, report
reference: 19.1053.FR1V1) of 19 March 2019 (SSD
Consent Schedule 3 condition 12).

ANC
Perilya to action the inclusion of the required
documents to the public website.

Obs. 77
Noted.

Observation No. 77 – Perilya could consider reviewing its
website to improve access to environmental related information
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•
•

•
•

monthly;
the last five annual reviews;
any
independent
environmental audit, and the
Applicant’s response to the
recommendations
in
any
audit;
any other matter required by
the Secretary; and
keep this information up to
date.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required Actions and Status

and improve its efficiency. For example:


all of the environmental related information for the North
Mine currently located under the major tab “Sustainable
Development/Environment” could be relocated to an
Environment
subsection
in
the
major
“Our
Business/Operations/North Mine” tab together with the
Environmental Management Plans which are currently found
under “Operational Documents”; and



the EPL, CML4 and CML5 could be individually identified
instead of the requiring the reader to search for these
documents in the Appendices to the Mining Operations
Plan.
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1

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

Mining operations at the North Mine commenced on 22 December
2018. Perilya was able to provide evidence that it records processing
activities via the following graph, which shows North Mine Operations
Mill Throughput from January 2019 to June 2019.

Note

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Administrative Conditions

A1 What the licence authorises and regulates
A1.1

This licence authorises the carrying out of the
scheduled activities listed below at the premises
specified in A2. The activities are listed according to
their scheduled activity classification, fee-based
activity classification and the scale of the operation.
Unless otherwise further restricted by a condition of
this licence, the scale at which the activity is carried
out must not exceed the maximum scale specified
in this condition.

A2.1

This licence authorises the carrying out of the
scheduled development work listed below at the
premises listed in A2:
Construction activities associated with
recommencement of mining at the premises.

the
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Note

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Note

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Compliant

It was stated that works and activities are being carried out across the
operation in accordance with the conditions of the EPL.

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

A2 Premises or plant to which this licence applies
A2.1

The licence applies to the following premises:

A3 Other activities
A3.1

This licence applies to all other activities carried on
at the premises, including:

A4 Information supplied to the EPA
A4.1

Works and activities must be carried out in
accordance with the proposal contained in the
licence application, except as expressly provided by
a condition of this licence.
In this condition the reference to "the licence
application" includes a reference to:
a)

In addition to requirements specified in the EPL, Perilya’s North Mine
operates under a Mining Operations Plan (MOP) and commitments
made in other submitted Environmental Management Plans.
The EPA approved this version of the EPL on 6 July 2018.

the applications for any licences (including
former pollution control approvals) which this
licence replaces under the Protection of the
Environment
Operations
(Savings
and
Transitional) Regulation 1998; and
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b)

A4.2

2

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Not verified

In relation to paragraph a) of this condition, in field inspections during
this August 2019 audit the Auditors observed that the Scheduled
Activity in EPL condition A1.1 and the Ancillary Activity in EPL
condition A3.1 were generally being carried out consistent with the
State Significant Development application no. 7538 (a copy of which
is on the DPIE website NSW Planning (Major Projects) portal)
including the Response to Submissions prepared by R.W. Corkery
dated September 2017 (a copy of which is also on the DPIE website
NSW Planning (Major Projects) portal).

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

the licence information form provided by the
licensee to the EPA to assist the EPA in
connection with the issuing of this licence.

Activities at the premises must also be carried out
consistent with:
a) The State Significant Development application
No 7538 lodged by the licensee including the
Response to Submissions prepared by RW
Corkery Pty Limited dated September 2017;
and
b) the additional information provided by or on
behalf of the licensee in relation to the SSD
application kept on EPA file DOC16/121931.

N.V.
Noted

Not verified – In this August 2019 audit the Auditors could not verify
whether Perilya has complied with paragraph b) of this condition
because Perilya does not have access to the EPA file
DOC16/121931.

Discharges to Air and Water and Applications to Land

P1 Location of monitoring/discharge points and areas
P1.1

The following points referred to in the table below
are identified in this licence for the purposes of
monitoring and/or the setting of limits for the
emission of pollutants to the air from the point.

Compliant

It was stated that dust monitoring and air quality monitoring is
conducted at the locations defined in the table in this condition.
It was stated that Perilya carried out an internal ‘siting’ audit on
30 May 2019 which verified the locations of all monitoring points
defined in the table in this condition.
As noted in the Perilya Response/Action Plan table (“Ref 48”) in the
Northstar Air Quality Management Plan Audit report (of 19 March
2019), during the audit period Perilya has relocated the HVAS at EPL
monitoring point 26 from an identified AS 3580 (2016) non-compliant
location to an AS 3580 (2016) compliant location.
Most of the air quality/dust monitoring points were observed in field
inspections during this August 2019 audit (examples in photos below).
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Photo 33 – Rasp Ridge dust deposition gauge (EPL monitoring point 25)

Photo 34 – Westside Drive HVAS (EPL monitoring point 26)
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P1.2

The following points referred to in the table below
are identified in this licence for the purposes of
weather and/or noise monitoring and/or setting
limits for the emission of noise from the premises.

Audit Finding

Compliant

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for EPL condition P1.1.
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P1.3

The following utilisation areas referred to in the
table below are identified in this licence for the
purposes of the monitoring and/or the setting of
limits for any application of solids or liquids to the
utilisation area.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Note

This condition appears to be redundant as there is no table in this
condition.

Observation

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Obs. 78
Noted.

Observation No. 78 – It appears that there is no application of solids
or liquids under the EPL. Perilya could request the EPA to delete this
condition in any future EPL variation application.

[Auditor’s Note: There is no table in this condition.]
3

Limit Conditions

L1 Pollution of waters
L1.1

Except as may be expressly provided in any other
condition of this licence, the licensee must comply
with section 120 of the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act 1997.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition in that it is an offence under section 120 of the Protection of
the Environmental Operations Act 1997 to pollute waters, except as
expressly provided in any other condition of the EPL.
It is noted that there is no other condition in the EPL which provides
for (i.e. authorises) the pollution of waters.

L2 Waste
L2.1

The licensee must not cause, permit or allow any
waste generated outside the premises to be
received at the premises for storage, treatment,
processing, reprocessing or disposal or any waste
generated at the premises to be disposed of at the
premises, except as expressly permitted by the
licence.

Compliant
Observation

The EPL applies to both the North Mine and the Potosi Mine.

Obs. 79

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition in that the North Mine and the Potosi Mine are not
authorised to receive any externally generated waste.

Noted.

Observation No. 79 – The North Mine site and Potosi Mine site are
separated by the Barrier Highway (i.e. the EPL “premises” is not
contiguous).
Perilya could consider obtaining legal or other
independent advice to confirm whether this condition:


permits movement of topsoil between the North Mine and Potosi
Mine sites; and/or



permits Potosi Mine generated non-putrescible waste to be
disposed in the North Mine landfill.
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L2.2

This condition only applies to the storage,
treatment, processing, reprocessing or disposal of
waste if those activities require an environment
protection licence.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Note

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood that EPL
condition L2.2 limits the operation of EPL condition L2.1.

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

L3 Noise Limits
L3.1

Noise from the Potosi mine activities must not
exceed:
a) an LAeq (15 minute) noise emission criteria of
40 dB(A) (7am to 6pm) Monday to Friday; and
b) an LAeq (15 minute) noise emission criterion of
39 dB(A) during the evening (6pm to 10pm)
Monday to Friday; and
c) at all other times an LAeq (15 minute) noise
emission criterion of 35 dB(A),
except as expressly provided by this licence.

Note

This condition relates to the Potosi Mine site and is not applicable to
this August 2019 audit.

L3.2

Noise generated from the premises that is
measured at each monitoring point established
under this licence must not exceed the noise levels
specified in Column 4 of the table below for that
point during the corresponding time periods
specified in Column 1 when measured using the
corresponding measurement parameters listed in
Column 2.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 15.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Definition:
LAeq is the equivalent continuous noise level – the
level equivalent to the energy-average of noise
levels emitted by the premises over the stated
measurement period.
Noise from the premises is to be measured at the
most affected point on or within the residential
boundary or at the most affected point within 30m
of the dwelling (rural situations) where the dwelling
is more than 30m from the boundary to determine
compliance with the LAeq (15 minute) noise limits in
condition L3.1 and L3.2 unless otherwise stated.

Compliant

This condition was acknowledged and understood by relevant Perilya
personnel.

The noise limits set out in condition L3.1 and L3.2
apply under all meteorological conditions except for
the following:
a) Wind speeds greater than 3 metres/second at
10 metres above ground level; or
b) Stability category F temperature inversion
conditions and wind speeds greater than
2 metres/second at 10 metres above ground
level; or
c) Stability category G temperature inversion
conditions.

Compliant

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Note: The limits nominated at condition L3.2 apply to
activities at the North Mine only.
L3.3

L3.4

It was stated that the noise monitoring locations for attended noise
monitoring are as per the EIS.

Observation

This condition was acknowledged and understood by relevant Perilya
personnel.
The quarterly Muller Acoustic Consulting Noise Monitoring
Assessment reports identify the meteorological conditions that were
observed at the time of monitoring at each monitoring location.

Obs. 80
Noted and MAC has
been
advised
to
incorporate the same.

Observation No. 80 – Perilya could request Muller Acoustic
Consulting to amend its Noise Monitoring Assessment reports to state
the source of the identified meteorological conditions. This condition
requires the use of the meteorological station at EPL monitoring
point 28 to determine meteorological conditions.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Ground vibration peak particle velocity from the
blasting operations at the premises must not
exceed 5 millimetres per second at any noise
sensitive locations for more than 5% of the total
number of blasts over each reporting period. Error
margins associated with any monitoring equipment
used to measure this are not to be taken into
account in determining whether or not the limit has
been exceeded.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period no exceedances have been
recorded against this condition in respect of the North Mine site.

Ground vibration peak particle velocity from the
blasting operations at the premises must not
exceed 10 millimetres per second at any time at
any noise sensitive locations. Error margins
associated with any monitoring equipment used to
measure this are not to be taken into account in
determining whether or not the limit has been
exceeded.

Compliant

The airblast overpressure level from blasting
operations at the premises, not including the Potosi
Mine, must not exceed 115db (Lin Peak) for the
period 7am to 7pm at any noise sensitive locations
for more than 5% of the total number of blasts over
the 12 months reporting period. Error margins
associated with any monitoring equipment used to
measure this are not to be taken into account in
determining whether or not the limit has been
exceeded.

Compliant

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

For the purposes of this condition:
Data recorded by the meteorological station
identified as point 28 at condition P1.2 of this
licence must be used to determine meteorological
conditions.
L4 Blasting
L4.1

L4.2

L4.3

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 19.

It was stated that during the audit period no exceedances have been
recorded against this condition in respect of the North Mine site.
Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 19.

It was stated that during the audit period no exceedances have been
recorded against this condition in respect of the North Mine site.
Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 19.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

The airblast overpressure level from blasting
operations at the premises, not including the Potosi
Mine, must not exceed 120db (Lin Peak) for the
period 7am to 7pm at any noise sensitive locations.
Error margins associated with any monitoring
equipment used to measure this are not to be taken
into account in determining whether or not the limit
has been exceeded.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period no exceedances have been
recorded against this condition in respect of the North Mine site.

The airblast overpressure level from blasting
operations at the premises, not including the Potosi
Mine, must not exceed 95dB (Lin Peak) for the
period 7pm to 7am at any noise sensitive locations.
Error margins associated with any monitoring
equipment used to measure this are not to be taken
into account in determining whether or not the limit
has been exceeded.

Compliant

L4.6

Conditions L4.1, L4.2, L4.3, L4.4 and L4.5 apply at
any point within 1 metre of any noise sensitive
location including residential premises, school,
hospital or blast monitoring locations referred to in
condition L4.10 of this licence.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood the
requirements of this condition relating to noise sensitive locations.

L4.7

The airblast overpressure level from blasting
operations at the Potosi Mine at premises must not
exceed 130db (Lin Peak) for the period 7am to 7pm
at any noise sensitive locations for more than 5% of
the total number of blasts over the 12 months
reporting period. Error margins associated with any
monitoring equipment used to measure this are not
to be taken into account in determining whether or
not the limit has been exceeded.

Note

This condition relates to the Potosi Mine site and is not applicable to
this August 2019 audit.

L4.8

The overpressure level from blasting operations at
the Potosi Mine at the premises must not exceed
135dB (Lin Peak) for the period 7am to 7pm. Error
margins associated with any monitoring equipment

Note

This condition relates to the Potosi Mine site and is not applicable to
this August 2019 audit.

L4.4

L4.5

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 19.

It was stated that during the audit period no exceedances have been
recorded against this condition in respect of the North Mine site.
Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 19.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

used to measure this are not to be taken into
account in determining whether or not the limit has
been exceeded.
L4.9

The airblast overpressure level from blasting
operations at the Potosi Mine at the premises must
not exceed 110db (Lin Peak) for the period 7pm to
7am at any noise sensitive locations. Error margins
associated with any monitoring equipment used to
measure this are not to be taken into account in
determining whether or not the limit has been
exceeded.

Note

This condition relates to the Potosi Mine site and is not applicable to
this August 2019 audit.

L4.10

To determine compliance with condition(s) L4.1,
L4.2, L4.3, L4.4 and L4.5:
a) Airblast overpressure and ground vibration
levels must be measured and recorded at:
Blast Monitor rear 56 North mine and Blast
Monitor rear 48 Junction Circle for all blasts
carried out in or on the premises; and
b) Instrumentation used to measure the airblast
overpressure and ground vibration levels must
meet the requirements of Australian Standard
AS 2187.2-2006.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 23.

L4.11

To determine compliance with condition(s) L4.7,
L4.8 and L4.9:
(a) Airblast overpressure must be monitored and
recorded at: Potosi Blast Monitor for all blasts
carried out in or on the Potosi Mine at the
premises; and
(b) Instrumentation used to measure the airblast
overpressure must meet the requirements of
Australian Standard AS 2187.2-2006.

Note

This condition relates to the Potosi Mine site and is not applicable to
this August 2019 audit.

Note:

Definitions:
Residential premises when used in any L4

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this

Obs. 81
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conditions does not include residential premises on
the licensed premises unless that residential
premises is a blast monitoring location specified in
this licence.
The Blast Monitor rear 56 North Mine referred to
in conditions L4.10 of this licence is shown on the
map "North Operations Blast Monitoring Locations"
submitted to the EPA on 12/10/07 and on file
LIC07/2298-02.
The Blast Monitor rear 48 Junction Circle
referred to in conditions L4.10 of this licence is
shown on the map "North Operations Blast
Monitoring Locations" submitted to the EPA on
12/10/07 and on file LIC07/2298-02.
The Potosi Blast Monitor referred to in conditions
L4.11 of this licence is shown as Blast Monitor on
the map "POTOSI" numbered PD00001 submitted
to the EPA on 12/10/07 and on file LIC07/2298-02.
The Potosi Mine referred to in this licence is shown
on the map "POTOSI" numbered PD00001
submitted to the EPA on 12/10/07 and on file
LIC07/2298-02. The term "Potosi Mine" includes
any underground workings that connect to the
Potosi Mine as shown on the said map.

Audit Finding
Observation

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status
Noted

condition.
Observation No. 81 – Perilya could review the locations shown on
the original “North Operations Blast Monitoring Locations” map (as
referred to in this condition) to confirm that these locations correspond
with the GIS coordinates of the blast monitors at rear 56 North Mine
and rear 48 Junction Circle.

Photo 35 – 56 North fixed blast monitor

L5 Hours of Operation
L5.1

Standard construction hours

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 2

Obs. 82
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Unless otherwise specified by any other condition
of this licence, all construction activities are:
a) restricted to between the hours of 7:00am and
6:00pm Monday to Friday;
b) restricted to between the hours of 8:00am and
1:00pm Saturday; and
c) not to be undertaken on Sundays or Public
Holidays.
4

Audit Finding
Observation

Supporting Evidence/Comments
condition 9.

PBHL Required
Actions and Status
PBHL to action

Observation No. 82 – Table 3 (EPL2683 Licence Conditions – Noiserelated) in Perilya’s Noise Management Plan could be revised to refer
to this condition.

Operating Conditions

O1 Activities must be carried out in a competent manner
O1.1

Licensed activities must be carried out in a
competent manner.

Compliant

This includes:
a) the processing, handling, movement and
storage of materials and substances used to
carry out the activity; and
b) the
treatment,
storage,
processing,
reprocessing, transport and disposal of waste
generated by the activity.

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 2
condition 14.
Generally, during this August 2019 audit licensed activities were
observed to be carried out in a competent manner, inclusive of
relevant operating, maintenance and monitoring related activities
defined in the EPL.
The Auditors consider that the ‘non-compliant’ findings identified in
this audit report were not due to Perilya employees or contractors not
being competent to conduct work in their area of responsibility.

O2 Maintenance of plant and equipment
O2.1

All plant and equipment installed at the premises or
used in connection with the licensed activity:
a) must be maintained in a proper and efficient
condition; and
b) must be operated in a proper and efficient
manner.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Non-compliant (low risk) – In field inspections during this August
2019 audit, the Auditors observed several examples of plant and
equipment not being maintained in a proper and efficient condition
(paragraph (a)) or operated in a proper and efficient manner
(paragraph (b)). These examples are described in the supporting
evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 2 condition 14.

NC (L)
Refer to PBHL
comments in SSD
Consent Schedule 2
condition 14 response
above.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

O3 Dust
O3.1

The premises must be maintained in a condition
which minimises or prevents the emission of dust
from the premises.

Compliant

Refer to supporting/evidence comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 4.

O3.2

Trucks entering and leaving the premises that are
carrying loads must be covered at all times, except
during loading and unloading.

Compliant

Refer to evidence/comments in relation to SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 26.

5

Auditor’s Note – The audit finding for this condition differs from the
audit finding for SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 26 because this
condition specifically refers to “trucks entering and leaving the
premises” whereas the second dot point in paragraph (a) of SSD
Consent Schedule 3 condition 26 refers to “ore laden trucks are
covered at all times”.

Monitoring and Recording Conditions

M1 Monitoring records
M1.1

M1.2

The results of any monitoring required to be
conducted by this licence or a load calculation
protocol must be recorded and retained as set out
in this condition.

All records required to be kept by this licence must
be:
a) in a legible form, or in a form that can readily

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for EPL conditions M1.2 and
M1.3.
Perilya records and retains environmental monitoring data in a
number of forms including:

Compliant



Depositional Dust – laboratory reports and site spreadsheets;



HVAS (TSP) – laboratory reports and site spreadsheets;



Noise – external consultant reports;



Blasting – external
spreadsheets;



Weather – online database; and



Internal reporting.

consultant

reports/database

and

site

This condition was acknowledged and understood by relevant Perilya
personnel.
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b)
c)

Audit Finding

be reduced to a legible form;
kept for at least 4 years after the monitoring or
event to which they relate took place; and
produced in a legible form to any authorised
officer of the EPA who asks to see them.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

All records for monitoring under the EPL as retained in electronic
format except for piezometer monitoring which is recorded in a hard
copy field sheet. The three piezometers installed at the North Mine
site have been added to the piezometer monitoring field sheet for
Perilya’s Southern Operations (which has 30 piezometers).
It was stated that Chain of Custody forms record the dates of
sampling etc. and are scanned for HVAS, dust deposition gauges etc.
It was stated that during the audit period the EPA requested via email,
a seismic record (blast monitoring data) electronic daily report from
the North Mine and Potosi Mine sites for a specific day due to it
having received a complaint in relation to the Potosi Mine, and Perilya
provided the requested record.

M1.3

The following records must be kept in respect of
any samples required to be collected for the
purposes of this licence:
a) the date(s) on which the sample was taken;
b) the time(s) at which the sample was collected;
c) the point at which the sample was taken; and
d) the name of the person who collected the
sample.

Administrative The Auditors selected the following records to assess Perilya’s
non-compliance compliance against this condition:
Observation



HVAS field sheets;

Observation



Dust Deposition Gauge field sheets; and



attended noise monitoring assessment reports.

Observation
Observation
Observation

A sample of HVAS field sheets for the period 14 December 2018 to
5 August 2019 were inspected and included all required information
except the time that the sample was collected (which is considered
unnecessary for HVAS).
A sample of Dust Deposition Gauges sampling field sheets for the
period January to August 2019 were inspected and included all
information in respect of samples as required by this condition.
Administrative non-compliance – The quarterly Muller Acoustic
Consulting Noise Monitoring Assessment reports do not identify the
name of the person who collected the attended noise monitoring data.
Observation No. 83 – Perilya should request Muller Acoustic
Consulting to identify the name of the person who conducted the
attended noise monitoring in its Noise Monitoring Assessment reports.
Observation No. 84 – Perilya should consider contingencies for
power supply to environmental monitoring equipment as two months
(January 2019 and February 2019) of HVAS data was not collected

ANC
PBHL to action the
inclusion of the name of
the monitoring
representative.

Obs. 83
PBHL to action the
inclusion of the name of
the monitoring
representative.

Obs. 84
Noted

Obs. 85
Noted
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

due to power issues.

Obs. 86

Observation No. 85 – Dust Deposition Gauges sampling field sheets
are pre-populated with name of sampler and Days Exposed as “”0”.
These should be populated on the day of sampling.

Noted

Observation No. 86 – Perilya could consider updating the Dust
Deposition Gauges sampling field sheet to include observations such
as amount of water collected, presence of insoluble materials, water
turbidity/colour and funnel/stand levelness.

Obs. 87

Observation No. 87 – As at August 2019 the Chain of Custody form
does not identify the name of the person who collected the sample
(only the name of the relinquisher).

PBHL contends that
these
persons
are
always one and the
same.

M2 Requirement to monitor concentration of pollutants discharged
M2.1

For each monitoring/discharge point or utilisation
area specified below (by a point number), the
licensee must monitor (by sampling and obtaining
results by analysis) the concentration of each
pollutant specified in Column 1. The licensee must
use the sampling method, units of measure, and
sample at the frequency, specified opposite in the
other columns:

Compliant
Observation
Observation

To sample Perilya’s compliance against this condition, records of lead
readings by the HVAS units at Argent Street (EPL monitoring
point 30) and North Mine (EPL monitoring point 26) were sighted for
the month of June 2019 to be at the required six day intervals.
Observation No. 88 – Monitoring points infrastructure in place prior
to construction are identified by EPL monitoring point numbers but
newly installed monitoring points infrastructure are not. Perilya could
consider labelling each monitor as a designated monitoring point to
reduce risk of collection data entry errors.
Observation No. 89 – Perilya should update all field data sheets to
include the EPA ID (e.g. the HIVOL ID is recorded on the HVAS field
data sheet instead of the EPA ID). In addition, future monitoring
equipment calibration certificates should include the monitoring point
EPA ID as an identifier (e.g. LSA certificates currently refer to various
LOCATION/IDs).

M2.2

Air Monitoring Requirements

Note

Obs. 88
PBHL to action the
signage associated with
the new monitoring
locations.

Obs. 89
Noted

EPL condition 2.1 refers to this condition.
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M2.3

Analysis of heavy metals in air samples required by
this licence must be done in accordance with:
(a) APHA 3030 for the preparation of the sample;
and
(b) APHA 3111B for the measurement of lead.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

Laboratory analysis (sighted during this August 2019 audit) verified
that analysis of heavy metals is in accordance with USEPA
Method 200.7, which is an equivalent method to APHA 3030 (for
preparation of the sample) and APHA 3111B (measurement of lead)
as per Table 1 of the Approved Methods for the Sampling and
Analysis of Air Pollutants in New South Wales.

Observation

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Obs. 90
Noted

Observation No. 90 – Perilya could obtain written confirmation that
the NATA-accredited laboratory is using these APHA methods
(e.g. by commentary in the reports provided to Perilya).
M2.4

Special frequency at Point 32 referenced in the
table above means air monitoring to be conducted
by the licensee to support the objectives of the
Construction Air Quality Management Plan or as
required by the EPA.

Note

This condition refers to the Construction Air Quality Management Plan
which has been superseded by the Air Quality Management Plan on
22 December 2018 (the date of commencement of mining
operations).

M2.5

Special method at Point 32 referenced in the table
above means sampling is to be conducted in
accordance with the manufacturers specifications.

Compliant

The User Manual for the Aeroqual (portable PM10 monitor) at EPL
monitoring point 32 provides instructions on use of the Aeroqual for
sampling activities.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

The User Manual was sighted during this August 2019 audit.
M3 Testing methods – concentration limits
M3.1

Note:

Monitoring for the concentration of a pollutant
emitted to the air required to be conducted by this
licence must be done in accordance with:
a) any methodology which is required by or under
the Act to be used for the testing of the
concentration of the pollutant; or
b) if no such requirement is imposed by or under
the Act, any methodology which a condition of
this licence requires to be used for that testing;
or
c) if no such requirement is imposed by or under
the Act or by a condition of this licence, any
methodology approved in writing by the EPA
for the purposes of that testing prior to the
testing taking place.
The Protection of the Environment Operations
(Clean Air) Regulation 2010 requires testing for
certain purposes to be conducted in accordance
with test methods contained in the publication
"Approved Methods for the Sampling and Analysis
of Air Pollutants in NSW".

Compliant

Evidence was provided during this August 2019 audit to verify that the
monitoring for the concentration of a pollutant emitted to the air was
conducted in accordance with the required methodology:


Particulates – Deposited Matter and Total Lead (Sampling
Method No: AM-19 using method AS 3580.9.3.1) (Deposition
Dust Monitoring Report – Eurofins; June 2019 sighted);



Total suspended particles HVAS (Sampling Method using
method AS 3580.9.3) (HVAS Report – Eurofins; June 2019
sighted);



Total lead HVAS (Sampling Method using method AS 3580.9.15
which supersedes AS 2800-1985 specified in the EPL) (HVAS
Report – Eurofins; June 2019 sighted);



Evidence was provided (email dated 1 October 2019 from LSA)
to verify that the BAMs sampling methodology are as per
AS 3580.9.11.

As of August 2019, the Eurofins laboratory reports include information
regarding AS Standards which describes the methodology used for
testing (i.e. analysis) of samples.

M4 Weather monitoring
M4.1

At the point(s) identified below, the licensee must
monitor (by sampling and obtaining results by
analysis) the parameters specified in Column 1 of
the table below, using the corresponding sampling
method, units of measure, averaging period and
sampling frequency, specified opposite in the
Columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively.

Not verified

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 14.

N.V.
Noted

The weather station was observed at Point 28 (Argent Street
Monitoring Station) and real time data was observed in the Mine
Control Centre (see photo below).
Not verified – All parameters were confirmed to be continuously
monitored with the units of measure and averaging period specified in
this condition. However, use of the relevant sampling method in the
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

table in this condition was not verified at the time of this August 2019
audit.

M5 Recording of pollution complaints
M5.1

The licensee must keep a legible record of all
complaints made to the licensee or any employee
or agent of the licensee in relation to pollution
arising from any activity to which this licence
applies.

Compliant
Observation
Observation

As noted in Table 11 of the AEMR for 2017/18 there were two public
complaints received in the reporting period (1 August 2017 to 31 July
2018), with both of these complaints (one on 4 October 2017 and the
other on 19 November 2017) relating to noise associated with truck
movements on the surface (during the construction phase of the
development).

Obs. 91

There was evidence that Perilya maintains a legible record of all
complaints made to the licensee or any employee or agent of the
licensee. Excel spreadsheets titled “EnviroComplaintsRegister2018”
and “EnviroComplaintsRegister2019” were sighted.

Noted

Noted

Obs. 92

Observation No. 91 – If not recorded elsewhere, Perilya should
include this environmental obligation (i.e. to record complaints) in the
Northern Operations Induction Manual (e.g. section 25) to ensure that
employees and contractors are aware of this requirement.
Observation No. 92 – There is the chance that complaints could be
made directly to CMC and there is no procedure which
obliges/requires CMC to report these complaints to Perilya. In
addition to preparing a procedure, Perilya could consider requesting
information regarding the number and details of complaints received
directly by CMC in relation to the use of its trucks on the haul route.
M5.2

The record must include details of the following:
a) the date and time of the complaint;
b) the method by which the complaint was made;
c) any personal details of the complainant which

Compliant
Observation
Observation

All environmental complaints are logged, and details recorded in an
Excel spreadsheet.

Obs. 93
Noted

The current spreadsheet is titled “EnviroComplaintsRegister2019” and
includes a tab for the current year and previous year’s complaints.
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d)
e)

f)

Audit Finding

were provided by the complainant or, if no such
details were provided, a note to that effect;
the nature of the complaint;
the action taken by the licensee in relation to
the complaint, including any follow-up contact
with the complainant; and
if no action was taken by the licensee, the
reasons why no action was taken.

Supporting Evidence/Comments
The most recent records of complaints in relation to the North Mine
(20 April 2018 and 3 July 2018, which pre-date the audit period) in the
“EnviroComplaintsRegister2019” were observed to include the details
in paragraphs a) to f) of this condition.

PBHL Required
Actions and Status
Obs. 94
Noted

It was stated that the Mine Control Centre emails and/or phones
details on landline to the HSET Manager or Environmental
Superintendent.
Observation No. 93 – The date format of records in the
“EnviroComplaintsRegister2019” should be consistent. For example,
the complaint made on 1/11/2019 describes the nature of the
complaint as a vibration felt on 10/01/2019 and the complainant
contacted on 1/14/2019. This complaint was determined not to be
attributable to North Mine operations. The inconsistency is possibly
due to chronological order requirements however, this can be done
with date filters in Excel.
Observation No. 94 – Perilya could consider migrating the
complaints register from the current Excel spreadsheet into a
commercial environmental management database that can track
complaints. This would also allow major contractors (e.g. CMC) to
capture any environmental-related complaints.

M5.3

The record of a complaint must be kept for at least
4 years after the complaint was made.

Compliant

It was noted that the North Mine site was inactive for the majority of
the minimum four year period to August 2019.
The earliest complaint sighted during this August 2019 audit was in
the spreadsheet titled “EnviroComplaintsRegister2018” under the
“Complaints Register 2017” tab and dated 6 March 2017.

M5.4

The record must be produced to any authorised
officer of the EPA who asks to see them.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period that Perilya has not received
a request from the EPA under this condition.

Compliant

Perilya operates a contact telephone number as advertised on
Perilya’s website as follows:
“For complaints regarding Perilya Operations, please contact the

M6 Telephone complaints line
M6.1

The licensee must operate during its operating
hours a telephone complaints line for the purpose
of receiving any complaints from members of the
public in relation to activities conducted at the

Observation

Obs. 95
Noted
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premises or by the vehicle or mobile plant, unless
otherwise specified in the licence.

Audit Finding
Observation

Supporting Evidence/Comments
Mine Control Centre (MCC) on the all hours number 8088 8999”
It was stated that the above telephone number is answered 24 hours
a days, every day of the year.

PBHL Required
Actions and Status
Obs. 96
Noted

The Auditors tested the above complaints line (with a test complaint)
at 11:17pm on 14 August 2019. The phone was promptly answered
and relevant details under EPL condition M5.2 were requested before
the test was revealed. The (test) complaint was reported to the
management meeting the following morning and relayed to the
complainant (auditor) by midday of the same day.
Observation No. 95 – Perilya could consider a dedicated complaints
telephone line. The existing nominated telephone line at the Mine
Control Centre is also used for notification of other mine operational
matters and it was apparent during the “test call” that the operator
was not aware that this was a complaints line. Also, depending on
operational priorities at the time (being the Mine Control Centre for the
Southern Operations as well as the North Mine and Potosi Mine), the
complaint may have to be a lower priority. Perilya could also consider
a dedicated complaints telephone line with a recording function.
Observation No. 96 – The telephone complaints number listed under
About Us/Contact details for the Broken Hill Operation (+61 8 8088
8582) on the Perilya website is not consistent with the number (8088
8999) listed under Sustainable Development / Environment /
Environmental Complaints.
Perilya could consider having one
telephone complaints number, and complaints can be categorised
internally according to whether these are community or environmentrelated etc.
M6.2

M6.3

The licensee must notify the public of the
complaints line telephone number and the fact that
it is a complaints line so that the impacted
community knows how to make a complaint.
The preceding two conditions do not apply until
3 months after: the date of the issue of this licence.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for EPL condition M6.1.

Obs. 97

Observation

Observation No. 97 – Perilya could consider making the complaints
line telephone number available by additional means (e.g. a sign at
the front entrance of the North Mine on Argent Street).

Noted

Note

This condition relates to the original EPL, which according to the EPA
website was issued on 20 April 2000.
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6

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

Perilya prepared and lodged the 2017-2018 Annual Return (for the
reporting period from 31 August 2019 to 31 July 2018) via eConnect
EPA on 18 September 2018 (eConnect EPA email confirmation of 18
September 2018 sighted).

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

Reporting Conditions

R1 Annual return documents
R1.1

The licensee must complete and supply to the EPA
an Annual Return in the approved form comprising:
1. a Statement of Compliance,
2. a Monitoring and Complaints Summary,
3. a Statement of Compliance – Licence
Conditions,
4. a Statement of Compliance – Load based Fee,
5. a Statement of Compliance – Requirement to
Prepare
Pollution
Incident
Response
Management Plan,
6. a Statement of Compliance – Requirement to
Publish Pollution Monitoring Data; and
7. a Statement of Compliance – Environmental
Management Systems and Practices.

Observation

Obs. 98
PBHL to action on future
Annual Returns

The 2017-2018 Annual Return was completed on the EPA Annual
Return form which includes the seven sections listed in this condition.
Observation No. 98 – The copy of the 2017-2018 Annual Return
provided during this August 2019 audit had the seven sections
completed but was unsigned and undated. Perilya could review its
records to ensure it retains only signed and dated copies of Annual
Returns as lodged with the EPA.

At the end of each reporting period, the EPA will
provide to the licensee a copy of the form that must
be completed and returned to the EPA.
Compliant

R1.2

An Annual Return must be prepared in respect of
each reporting period, except as provided below.

During the audit period (18 August 2018 to 16 August 2019) Perilya
prepared and lodged the 2017-2018 Annual Return (for the reporting
period from 31 August 2019 to 31 July 2018) via eConnect EPA
(eConnect EPA email confirmation of 18 September 2018 sighted).

Note:

The term “reporting period” is defined in the
dictionary at the end of this licence. Do not
complete the Annual Return until after the end of
the reporting period.

R1.3

Where this licence is transferred from the licensee Not triggered as This condition is not triggered until a transfer of the EPL occurs.
at August 2019
to a new licensee:
a) the transferring licensee must prepare an
Annual Return for the period commencing on
the first day of the reporting period and ending
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Note:

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

on the date the application for the transfer of
the licence to the new licensee is granted; and
b) the new licensee must prepare an Annual
Return for the period commencing on the date
the application for the transfer of the licence is
granted and ending on the last day of the
reporting period.
An application to transfer a licence must be made in
the approved form for this purpose.

R1.4

Where this licence is surrendered by the licensee or Not triggered as This condition is not applicable until a surrender or revocation of the
revoked by the EPA or Minister, the licensee must at August 2019 EPL occurs.
prepare an Annual Return in respect of the period
commencing on the first day of the reporting period
and ending on:
a) in relation to the surrender of a licence – the
date when notice in writing of approval of the
surrender is given; or
b) in relation to the revocation of the licence – the
date from which notice revoking the licence
operates.

R1.5

The Annual Return for the reporting period must be
supplied to the EPA via eConnect EPA or by
registered post not later than 60 days after the end
of each reporting period or in the case of a
transferring licence not later than 60 days after the
date the transfer was granted (the ‘due date’).

Compliant

The licensee must retain a copy of the Annual
Return supplied to the EPA for a period of at least
4 years after the Annual Return was due to be
supplied to the EPA.

Compliant

R1.6

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

During the audit period (18 August 2018 to 16 August 2019) Perilya
prepared and lodged the 2017-2018 Annual Return (for the reporting
period from 31 August 2019 to 31 July 2018) via eConnect EPA
(eConnect EPA email confirmation of 18 September 2018 sighted).
It was stated that Perilya is aware that the deadline for lodgement of
the 2018-2019 Annual Return is 29 September 2019 (i.e. 60 days
after 31 July 2019).

Observation

During this August 2019 audit Perilya was able to retrieve copies of
Annual Returns for 2017-2018, 2016-2017, 2015-2016, 2014-2015
and 2013-2014.

Obs. 99
PBHL to action on future
Annual Returns

Observation No. 99 – The copies of the Annual Returns retrieved
during this August 2019 audit (2013-2014 to 2017-2018) were not
signed and dated. Perilya could review its record-keeping procedure
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

to ensure it retains only signed and dated copies of Annual Returns
as lodged with the EPA.
R1.7

R1.8

Administrative
Within the Annual Return, the Statements of non-compliance Administrative non-compliance – The copy of the 2017-2018
Compliance must be certified and the Monitoring
Annual Return provided during this August 2019 audit had the seven
and Complaints Summary must be signed by:
sections completed but was unsigned and undated.
a) the licence holder; or
b) by a person approved in writing by the EPA to
sign on behalf of the licence holder.
Administrative
The licensee must supply with the Annual Return a non-compliance Administrative non-compliance – In respect of the 2017-2018
report, which provides:
Annual Return, Perilya had not supplied the report required under this
Observation
condition.
a) an analysis and interpretation of monitoring
results; and
Observation No. 100 – Perilya could append monthly EPL monitoring
b) actions to correct identified adverse trends.
reports to the Annual Returns provided the monthly reports include
the requirements in paragraphs a) and b) of this condition.

ANC
PBHL to action on future
Annual Returns

ANC
PBHL to action on future
Annual Returns

Obs. 100
Noted

R1.9

Administrative
The results of the blast monitoring required by non-compliance Perilya has submitted quarterly blast monitoring reports for EPL
condition L4.10 and L4.11 must be submitted to the
No. 2683 to the EPA. Sample reports were sighted as follows:
EPA within six (6) weeks from the end of each

the Quarter 1 2019 report (dated 14 May 2019) was submitted by
calendar quarter.
email on 16 May 2019 (four days late);


ANC
PBHL to action on future
quarterly reports.

the Quarter 2 2019 report (dated 15 August 2019) appears to
have been submitted at least four days late.

Administrative non-compliance – Perilya has submitted at least two
of the quarterly blast monitoring reports a few days after the six week
timeframe specified in this condition.
EPL condition 4.11 relates to the Potosi Mine site and is not
applicable to this August 2019 audit.
R1.10

The report required by condition R1.10 must also
include:
(i) firing details for each blast that results in
ground vibrations or blast overpressure being

Compliant

The sample quarterly blast monitoring reports sighted for Quarter 1
2019 and Quarter 2 2019 include information regarding the details in
paragraphs (i) to (iii) of this condition.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

It was stated that notification to the Environment Line Service can be
made by any personnel with General Manager (or delegate) approval.

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

recorded;
(ii) the dates that any monitoring equipment was
not functioning as designed or not calibrated
according to the manufacturer’s specifications;
and
(iii) the reason why any monitoring equipment was
not functioning as designed or not calibrated
according to the manufacturer’s specifications.
[Auditor’s Note – The reference to condition R1.10 should
instead be condition R1.9.]
R2 Notification of environmental harm
R2.1

Notifications must be made by telephoning the
Environment Line service on 131 555.

Section 8.1 of Perilya’s Environmental Management Strategy
(Revision No. C dated 7 December 2018) states that the
Environmental Superintendent or their delegate would (among other
actions), immediately notify the “Environmental Protection Authority
(using telephone number 131 555)”.
R2.2

The licensee must provide written details of the
notification to the EPA within 7 days of the date on
which the incident occurred.

Note:

The licensee or its employees must notify all
relevant authorities of incidents causing or
threatening material harm to the environment
immediately after the person becomes aware of the
incident in accordance with the requirements of
Part 5.7 of the Act.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period no notifications to the EPA
were made in relation to the North Mine site.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not received a
written request from an authorised officer of the EPA under this

R3 Written report
R3.1

Where an authorised officer of the EPA suspects on
reasonable grounds that:
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a)
b)

Audit Finding

where this licence applies to premises, an
event has occurred at the premises; or
where this licence applies to vehicles or mobile
plant, an event has occurred in connection with
the carrying out of the activities authorised by
this licence,
and the event has caused, is causing or is
likely to cause material harm to the
environment (whether the harm occurs on or
off premises to which the licence applies), the
authorised officer may request a written report
of the event.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

condition.

R3.2

The licensee must make all reasonable inquiries in
relation to the event and supply the report to the
EPA within such time as may be specified in the
request.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for EPL condition R3.1.

R3.3

The request may require a report which includes
any or all of the following information:
a) the cause, time and duration of the event;
b) the type, volume and concentration of every
pollutant discharged as a result of the event;
c) the name, address and business hours
telephone number of employees or agents of
the licensee, or a specified class of them, who
witnessed the event;
d) the name, address and business hours
telephone number of every other person (of
whom the licensee is aware) who witnessed
the event, unless the licensee has been unable
to obtain that information after making
reasonable effort;
e) action taken by the licensee in relation to the
event, including any follow-up contact with any
complainants;

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for EPL condition R3.1.
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f)

g)
R3.4

7

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

details of any measure taken or proposed to be
taken to prevent or mitigate against a
recurrence of such an event; and
any other relevant matters.

The EPA may make a written request for further
details in relation to any of the above matters if it is
not satisfied with the report provided by the
licensee. The licensee must provide such further
details to the EPA within the time specified in the
request.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for EPL condition R3.1.

General Conditions

G1 Copy of licence kept at the premises or plant
G1.1

A copy of this licence must be kept at the premises
to which the licence applies.

Compliant

Perilya’s Environmental Superintendent retains a copy of the EPL in
his office. In addition, a copy of the EPL is stored electronically in the
“Vault” database.

G1.2

The licence must be produced to any authorised
officer of the EPA who asks to see it.

Compliant

This condition was acknowledged and understood by relevant Perilya
personnel.
It was stated that a copy of the EPL is readily available for provision to
an authorised officer of the EPA if requested.

G1.3

The licence must be available for inspection by any
employee or agent of the licensee working at the
premises.

Compliant
Observation

A copy of the EPL is stored electronically in the “Vault” database. It
was stated that the Deputy General Manager, HSET Manager and
General Manager’s Assistant have full access to the Vault database.

Obs. 101
Noted

During this August 2019 audit a copy of the EPL was requested from
Perilya’s WHS Advisor who was able to easily locate and provide the
electronic copy in the “Vault” database.
Observation No. 101 – Perilya could consider making a hard copy of
the current version of the EPL (along with the SSD Consent and
Mining Leases) available for inspection by personnel in some suitable
centralised work areas (if any) where computer or internet access is
not readily available. If this occurs, Perilya should consider identifying
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

the location of these hard copies in a register to allow these to be
withdrawn and replaced with updated copies as required.
G2 Signage
G2.1

Administrative
Each monitoring and discharge point must be non-compliance Administrative non-compliance – In field inspections during this
August 2019 audit, a selection of monitoring points were observed not
clearly marked by a sign that indicates the EPA
to be marked with a point identification number. These unmarked
Observation
point identification number.
points included monitoring points 29, 31 and 32.
Observation
Observation No. 102 – Perilya should inspect all monitoring points
Observation
and mark all monitoring points with signs where required.
Observation No. 103 – Perilya could consider replacing the existing
signs on the Depositional Dust Gauges (e.g. EPL point identification
numbers 17, 23, 25 etc.) as they were observed to be severely
weathered due to sun exposure.
Observation No. 104 – Although not required by this condition,
Perilya could consider marking the surface water monitoring locations
as shown in Figure 3 of the Water Management Plan (i.e. NMSW1,
NMSW2, NMSW3 and NMSW4) with signs.

ANC
PBHL to action the
upgrade of signage
associated with the new
monitoring equipment.
Obs. 102
Noted

Obs. 103
Noted

Obs. 104
Noted

8

Special Conditions

E1 Potosi Mine Operation
E1.1

The mobile rock crusher at the Potosi Mine must
not operate outside the period 7am to 6pm Monday
to Saturday and 8am to 6pm Sundays.

Note

This condition relates to the Potosi Mine and is not applicable to this
August 2019 audit.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

PBHL Required
Actions and Status

E2 Requirements prior to operational mining activities
E2.1

E2.2

Prior to the recommencement of operational mining Administrative Administrative non-compliance – During this August 2019 audit
activities at the premises the licensee must provide non-compliance Perilya was unable to provide evidence that the ‘approved’
the EPA with the following management plans
Environmental Management Plans and Environmental Management
Observation
approved by the Department of Planning and
Strategy identified in this condition had been provided to the EPA.
Environment and required by the development
Observation No. 105 – Perilya could provide the EPA with the
consent issued for the premises (SSD 7538).
approved Environmental Management Plans and Environmental
1) Air Quality Management Plan
Management Strategy as required under this condition.
2) Noise Management Plan
3) Blast Management Plan
4) Water Management Plan, and
5) The Environmental Management Strategy.
Prior to operational mining activities the licensee
must complete the infrastructure construction works
identified at Condition 3 of Schedule 3 of the
development consent issued for SSD 7538.

Compliant

ANC
PBHL to action the
provision of the
documents to the NSW
EPA.

Obs. 105
Noted

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 3.
It is noted that the ‘non-compliant’ finding in SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 3 related to the application of chemical dust suppressant
(i.e. not an item of infrastructure).
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1.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Notice to Landholders

Within a period of three months from the date of Administrative CML4 is currently renewed to 23 June 2024.
grant/renewal of this lease or within such further time as the non-compliance
Administrative non-compliance – During this August 2019 audit
Minister may allow, the lease holder must serve on each
Observation
Perilya was unable to provide evidence that it had notified affected
landholder of the land a notice in writing indicating that this
landholders in writing of the grant/renewal of CML4 either by service
lease has been granted/renewed and whether the lease
of a notice on each landholder, or service by means of publication in a
includes the surface. An adequate plan and description of the
newspaper circulating in the lease area.
lease area must accompany the notice.
The Auditors note as evidence of potential future compliance with this
If there are ten or more landholders affected, the lease holder
condition (i.e. on the next renewal of CML4) that Perilya was able to
may serve the notice by publication in a newspaper
provide evidence of written notification (via Hetherington Exploration
circulating in the region where the lease area is situated. The
and Mining Title Services Pty Ltd) of affected landholders for the
notice must indicate that this lease has been
renewal of Consolidated Mining Lease No. 9 (1973) on
granted/renewed; state whether the lease includes the
13 August 2018.
surface and must contain an adequate plan and description
of the lease area.
Observation No. 106 – The giving of late notice to the relevant
landholders would address the non-compliance. This condition also
allows Perilya to request approval from the Minister for an extension
of the three month period.
2.

Perilya Response

ANC
PBHL notes that the
requirement for CML 4
renewal was outside of
the audit period.

Obs. 106
Noted

Environmental Harm

The proponent shall implement all practicable measures to
prevent and/or minimise any harm to the environment that
may result from the construction, operation or rehabilitation of
the development.

Not verified

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 2
condition 1.
Not verified – In respect of the audit period (18 August 2018 to
16 August 2019) the Auditors could not verify that Perilya has
implemented ‘all’ practicable measures to prevent and/or minimise
any harm to the environment that may result from the construction,
operation or rehabilitation of the development. This audit finding
takes the following matters into account:


the majority of the ‘non-compliant’ and ‘not verified’ findings in
this audit report relate to Perilya being unable to provide
evidence of implementation of mitigation measures;



during the audit period no exceedances of environmental
performance criteria in the SSD Consent, EPL No. 2683, CML4
or CML5 were attributable to the North Mine operations; and

N.V.
PBHL recognises its
responsibilities under
Schedule 2, Condition 1
of the Development
Consent. PBHL also
notes that there have
been no exceedances of
any of the monitoring
criteria, no community
complaints and no
formal concerns from
regulatory agencies that
have inspected and
audited the
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments


3.

during the audit period none of the environmental complaints that
Perilya received were attributable to the North Mine operations.

Perilya Response
development during the
period.

Mining Operations Plan

(a) Mining operations must not be carried out otherwise than Administrative Perilya’s current Mining Operations Plan (MOP) for the Broken Hill
in accordance with a Mining Operations Plan (MOP) non-compliance North Mine is “Mining Operations Plan – Amendment 1” dated
which has been approved by the Director-General of the
10 December 2018 (prepared by R.W. Corkery, report no. 938/08).
Observation
Department of Primary Industries.
The current MOP covers the period from 1 March 2018 to
(b) The MOP must:
28 February 2021.
Observation
•
identify areas that will be disturbed by mining
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
Observation
operations;
(a) There was no evidence during this August 2019 audit to suggest
•
detail the staging of specific mining operations;
that mining operations were being carried out otherwise than in
•
identify how the mine will be managed to allow mine
accordance with the MOP (section 2 of the MOP describes the
closure;
approved operations under SSD Consent 7538 as modified on
9 September 2018). Refer to administrative non-compliance
•
identify how mining operations will be carried out on
below.
site in order to prevent and or minimise harm to the
environment;
(b) In relation to each dot point in this paragraph (b), the MOP:
•
reflect the conditions of approval under:

identifies “that as the Mine is an underground mine, surface
infrastructure and disturbance areas will not change on an
•
the Environmental Planning and Assessment
annual basis” (section 1.1.2) and that “Domain 5” is the
Act 1979
Mining Disturbance Area (section 5.1.2);
•
the Protection of the Environment Operations

details the staging of specific mining operations by defining
Act 1997
three “phases” (Phase 1: Remediation and Restoration,
•
and any other approvals relevant to the
Phase 2: North Mine Uppers, Phase 3: North Mine Deeps)
development including the conditions of this
(section 2.3);
lease; and

refer to administrative non-compliance below;
•
have regard to any relevant guidelines adopted by

partly identifies how mining operations will be carried out on
the Director-General.
site in order to prevent and/or minimise harm to the
(c) The titleholder may apply to the Director-General to
environment by including references to relevant
amend an approved MOP at any time.
management plans (e.g. section 3.10 in relation to air quality
(d) It is not a breach of this condition if:
management, and section 3.15 in relation to blasting) and a
i) the operations constituting the breach were
summary of environmental risks to rehabilitation (Table 6).
necessary to comply with a lawful order or direction
Refer to observation below;
given under the Mining Act 1992, the Environmental

generally reflects the conditions of approval of the
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, Protection of
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, the
the Environment Operations Act 1997 or the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 and other

ANC
Approval for amendment
1 of the MOP was
received from the
Resources Regulator on
24/1/2019
(DOC19/57836)
PBHL contends that the
path to mine closure is
inextricably linked to the
workings and
resolutions of the interagency Broken Hill
Rehabilitation Steering
Committee.
In the interim a
Rehabilitation Strategy
is required within 12
months of
commencement of
mining and a
rehabilitation plan is
required to be submitted
to the Secretary for
approval subsequent to
that. Both documents
require review by the
abovementioned
steering committee.
Revisions of the MOP
will incorporate
reference to the
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Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000; and
the Director-General had been notified of the terms
of the order or direction prior to the operations
constituting the breach being carried out.
(e) A MOP ceases to have affect 7 years after date of
approval or other such period as identified by the
Director-General. An approved amendment to the MOP
under Condition 4(b) does not constitute an approval for
the purpose of this paragraph unless otherwise identified
by the Director-General.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
approvals relevant to the development including the
conditions of CML4 and CML5 (e.g. section 1.1.1 and
Table 7). Refer to observation below;

ii)



has regard to relevant Guidelines (e.g. section 1.1.2 and
Table 9 refer to the MOP Guideline (ESG3: Mining
Operations Plan Guidelines, September 2013)).
(c) In the audit period Perilya has applied to the Resources
Regulator to amend the MOP. Section 1.1 of the current MOP
states: “This is the first amendment of the MOP which was
originally approved on 9 March 2018. This Amended MOP has
been prepared to take into account minor adjustments associated
with MOD1 of SSD7538 which was approved on 9 September
2018.”
(d) It was stated that during the audit period there have been no
orders or directions received from the Resources Regulator in the
audit period which would have caused a breach of this condition.
(e) The current MOP will cease to have effect on 28 February 2021
(i.e. less than 7 years after the date of original approval by the
Resources Regulator on 9 September 2018).
Administrative non-compliance – In relation to paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this condition:
(a) During this August 2019 audit Perilya was unable to provide
evidence of the Resources Regulator’s approval of the current
“Amendment 1” version (i.e. dated 10 December 2018) of the
MOP (though it is noted the current MOP is on Perilya’s website);
and
(b) The current MOP does not identify how the mine will be
specifically managed to allow mine closure, due to ongoing
uncertainty regarding an agreed end land use. The current MOP
notes (in section 4.1) that the NSW Government has established
an inter-agency Broken Hill Rehabilitation Steering Committee to
identify the “final land use strategy for the Line of Lode as a
whole” and that the closure strategy will be “further refined and
developed in consultation with the Broken Hill Rehabilitation
Steering Committee and the community”.
The Steering
Committee met for the first time in Broken Hill during this August
2019 audit. Section 4.1 of the current MOP also notes that:

Perilya Response
approved strategy and
plan.

Obs. 107
PBHL to indicate the
approval status of the
MOP on the cover page
of the MOP (i.e. ‘draft’,
‘submitted’ or
‘approved’).

Obs. 108
PBHL contends that the
initial and amended
MOP has been
approved to the
satisfaction of the
ResourcesRregulator.

Obs. 109
Noted
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

“As a result, the term of this MOP has been limited to
3 years. However, in the event that there are delays in
determining a final land use strategy or in approval of the
Rehabilitation Strategy or Rehabilitation Management Plan,
the Company will apply to extend the term of this MOP
accordingly.”
Observation No. 107 – Perilya could consider indicating the approval
status of the MOP on the cover page of the MOP (i.e. ‘draft’,
‘submitted’ or ‘approved’).
Observation No. 108 – In relation to the fourth dot point in
paragraph (b) of this condition (which relates to mining operations
prior to rehabilitation), Perilya could consider revising section 3 of the
MOP to broaden the environmental risk assessment beyond the
current limited scope of “anticipated risks to rehabilitation of a range
of environmental issues” (section 3.1). At present, the MOP does not
provide sufficient information “to demonstrate the environmental risks
associated with the operations within the Mine Site are being
appropriately managed and mitigated” (section 1.1.2).
Observation No. 109 – In relation to the sixth dot point in
paragraph (b) of this condition, when preparing a new or amended
MOP, Perilya could have regard to relevant updated environmental
guidelines adopted by the Resources Regulator (e.g. in relation to
rehabilitation).
4.

Environment Management Reporting

(a) The lease holder must lodge Environmental
Management Reports (EMR) with The Director-General
annually or at dates otherwise directed by the DirectorGeneral.
(b) The EMR must:
report against compliance with the MOP;
report on progress in respect of rehabilitation
completion criteria;
report on the extent of compliance with regulatory
requirements; and
have regard to any relevant guidelines adopted by

Non-compliant
(low risk)

During the audit period Perilya prepared an Annual Environmental
Management Report (AEMR) for 2017/18, covering the reporting
period from 1 August 2017 to 31 July 2018. The 2017/18 AEMR is
dated 12 September 2018.
An undated and unaddressed extract from a Perilya email was
sighted, which stated (in part): “Please find attached our Annual
Environmental Management Report for Perilya Broken Hill Limited –
North Mine Operation.” The Auditors consider this email extract is
insufficient evidence of lodgement, but have no reason to believe this
AEMR has not been lodged (though the lodgement date is uncertain).

PBHL Update – The
2017/18 North Mine
AEMR was submitted
via electronic mail to the
“minres” mail box as
well as Mr Mark Greally
on the 12/09/2018.
Receipt number
MCV18/1081 was
provided by the
Department on
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the Director-General;
(c) Additional environmental reports may be required on
specific surface disturbing operations or environmental
incidents from time to time as directed in writing by the
Director-General and must be lodged as instructed.

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
As noted in section 2 of the 2017/18 AEMR:
“North Mine moved from Care & Maintenance to an Exploration
phase in March 2016 under a new Mining Exploration Operations
Plan (MEOP), approved on April 2016 and expiring June 2018.
In March 2018, a further Mining Operations Plan (MOP) was
approved (expiring February 2021) to allow for exploration,
construction and mining activities to occur at North Mine, pending
various approvals from the Department of Planning and
Environmental and pertaining to SSD 7538. As of the end of the
reporting period activities under the latest approved MOP had not
been initiated.”

Perilya Response
20/09/2018.

NC (L)
PBHL to action in all
AEMR’s reference to
compliance with the
MOP and that it has
regard to relevant
guidelines adopted by
the Director-General.

In relation to paragraph (b) of this condition, the 2017/18 AEMR
reports on progress in respect of rehabilitation completion criteria (in
section 6) and reports on the extent of compliance with regulatory
requirements (in section 3). The Auditors consider that because
construction of the North Mine project commenced on 18 August 2018
(i.e. after the 2017/18 AEMR reporting period) that the 2017/18 could
not report against compliance with the MOP as approved in March
2018 and amended in December 2018.
As at the end of the audit period (16 August 2019) the AEMR for
2018/19 (reporting period 1 August 2018 to 31 July 2019) had not yet
been lodged.
Non-compliant (low risk) – In relation to paragraph (b) of this
condition, the 2017/18 AEMR does not:


report against compliance with the Mining Exploration Operations
Plan; or



state that it has regard to relevant guidelines adopted by the
Director-General (e.g. the NSW Government’s Post-approval
requirements for State significant mining developments - Annual
Review Guideline, October 2015).

It was stated that during the audit period the Resources Regulator (or
its predecessor) has not directed Perilya to provide additional
environmental reports.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

Auditor’s Note: There are no condition numbers 5 or 6 in CML4
7.

Rehabilitation

Disturbed land must be rehabilitated to a sustainable/agreed Not triggered as Section 6 and Table 11 in the December 2018 MOP provide details of
at August 2019 rehabilitation performance indicators and completion criteria.
land use to the satisfaction of the Director-General.
Observation
Observation

Table 13 in Perilya’s 2017/18 AEMR indicates that no rehabilitation on
CML4 or CML5 occurred in the reporting period (1 August 2017 to
31 July 2018) and no rehabilitation was planned on CML4 or CML5 in
the next reporting period (1 August 2018 to 31 July 2019).

Obs. 110
Noted

Obs. 111
Noted

Section 5.4 in the 2017/18 AEMR refers to the following rehabilitation
research projects being carried out in the reporting period:
1. Geotechnical assessment of historic drainage channel
2. Wind erosion potential of exposed surfaces
3. Soils analysis of waste rock emplacements
4. Soils analysis of potential topsoil and subsoil
5. Data review of historic rehabilitation and soils analysis.
Section 8.2 in the current MOP states that Perilya “will undertake a
range of rehabilitation trials during the MOP term, commencing in
Year 1, to identify the preferred methodology for implementation
during rehabilitation operations.”
It was stated that current rehabilitation trials on disused and active
Tailings Storage Facilities at Perilya’s Southern Operations are being
evaluated for potential use at the North Mine and the Potosi Mine.
Appendix 4 of the December 2018 provides a Total Rehabilitation
Cost Estimate of $3,375,193 (item 6.1 in the Department’s Form
ESF2 – Rehabilitation Completion and/or Review of Rehabilitation
Cost Estimate) against the current security of $3,880,279 held by the
Department (item 6.2 in Form ESF2).
Observation No. 110 – Section 7.2 and Table 12 in the current MOP
identify that proposed rehabilitation activities within Domain 5 –
Mining Disturbance Area (i.e. final shaping of landform prior to growth
medium establishment, establishment of growth medium and
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

establishment of vegetation communities) of 4ha per year would
commence in year 2 of the MOP (i.e. from 1 March 2019). It would be
expected that the AEMRs and the next version of the MOP would
track Perilya’s progress in relation to these rehabilitation activities.
Observation No. 111 – Perilya could consider the legal effect of this
condition (and the corresponding condition in CML5) regarding
whether the words, “disturbed land” mean:


land which only Perilya has disturbed; or



land which Perilya and previous lessees have disturbed.

Auditor’s Note: There is no condition number 8 in CML4
9.

Working Requirement

Not triggered as
The lease holder must:
(a) ensure that at least 182 competent people are efficiently at August 2019
employed on the lease area on each week except
Sunday or any week day that is a public holiday,
OR
(b) expend on operations carried out in the course of
prospecting or mining the lease area, an amount of not
less than $3,185,000 per annum whilst the lease is in
force.
OR
(c) comply with any conditions as set out in accordance with
Clause 17(1) of the Mining Regulation 2003, in relation
to an aggregation of this lease and others to be a single
mining lease for the purpose or labour and expenditure.
The Minister may at any time or times, by instrument in
writing served on the lease holder, increase or decrease the
expenditure required or the number of people to be
employed.

By letter dated 16 July 2018 (reference: 18/493165) the Department
of Planning and Environment (Division of Resources and Geoscience)
notified Perilya that this condition 9 was proposed to be omitted from
CML4. A letter dated 10 September 2018 (reference: 18/643660)
from the DPE (DRG) confirmed that this condition 9 would be omitted
from CML4 effective from 8 October 2018.
By an Instrument of Variation dated 8 October 2018 and signed by a
Delegate for the Minister for Resources, this condition 9 was omitted
from the conditions of CML4.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not received a
directive under this condition from the Resources Regulator to cease
workings at the North Mine site.

Perilya Response

10. Control of Operations
(a) If an Environmental Officer of the Department believes
that the lease holder is not complying with any provision
of the Act or any condition of this lease relating to the
working of the lease, he may direct the lease holder to:(i) cease working the lease; or
(ii) cease that part of the operation not complying with
the Act or conditions;
until in the opinion of the Environmental Officer the
situation is rectified.
(b) The lease holder must comply with any direction given.
The Director-General may confirm, vary or revoke any
such direction.
(c) A direction referred to in this condition may be served on
the Mine Manager.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

11. Reports
The lease holder must provide an exploration report, within a Not triggered as
period of twenty-eight days after each anniversary of the date at August 2019
this lease has effect or at such other date as the DirectorGeneral may stipulate, of each year. The report must be to
the satisfaction of the Director-General and contain the
following:
(a) Full particulars, including results, interpretation and
conclusions, of all exploration conducted during the
twelve months period;
(b) Details of expenditure incurred in conducting that
exploration;
(c) A summary of all geological findings acquired through
mining or development evaluation activities;
(d) Particulars of exploration proposed to be conducted in
the next twelve months period;
(e) All plans, maps, sections and other data necessary to
satisfactorily interpret the report.

As noted in Endorsement Schedule 11/3349 (above), the operation of
this condition has been suspended for the current term of CML4.
11A.

Reports

The lease holder must provide an exploration report, within a
period of thirty days after each anniversary of the date these
leases have effect or at such other date as the Department
may stipulate, (ie group reporting date). Reports are to be
prepared in accordance with Section 163C of the Mining Act
1992 and Clause 57 of the Mining Regulation 2010. The

Not verified

For the period from 9 July 2018 to 8 July 2019 Perilya prepared a
“Combined Annual Exploration Report” for Northern Leases CML4,
CML5 and CML6 and Southern Leases CML8, CML9, CML10,
CML11, CML12, CML13, and ML1249 (“Exploration Report”).
The Exploration Report includes information regarding production

N.V.
A screen shot of the
DPIE website
“Exploration and
Environmental
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Audit Finding

report must be to the satisfaction of the Department and
contain the information required by Exploration Reporting:
A guide for reporting on exploration and prospecting in New
South Wales (Department of Trade and Investment; Regional
Infrastructure and Services 2010).

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

activities (including drilling) during the reporting period (section 6 and
Table 2), proposed exploration planned for the period July 2019 to
July 2020 (section 8) and exploration expenditure (section 9 and
Appendix 1). Information specific to CML4 and CML5 is adequately
identified within the Exploration Report.

Reporting Lodgement”
(EROL) and dated
Thursday 8 August 2019
shows the submission of
the Annual Report for
CML’s 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13 and ML 1249

In relation to the North Mine site, section 1 of the Exploration Report
states that during the 2018-2019 period, 169 holes totalling 18,239m
were drilled at North Mine (CML4 and CML5) with 94 holes for 11,856
as Resource-extension and 74 holes for 6,268m as Resource-infill
drilling.
Not verified – The Combined Annual Exploration Report dated
8 August 2019 was stated to have been submitted (a confirmation
message from an unidentified source reads: “You have submitted
report RP0021213: Annual Exploration Report on Town CMLs
Project, Covering Period 9 July 2018 to 8 July 2019).” The Auditors
have no reason to believe the Exploration Report was not submitted
to the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE), but
consider that the confirmation message is inconclusive evidence of
submission.
12. Licence to use Reports
(a) The lease holder grants to the Minister, by way of a
non-exclusive licence, the right in copyright to publish,
print, adapt and reproduce all exploration reports lodged
in any form and for the full duration of copyright.
(b) The non-exclusive licence will operate as a consent for
the purposes of section 365 of the Mining Act 1992.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
This condition relates to the grant of a non-exclusive licence by
Perilya to the Minister to publish, print, adapt and reproduce all
exploration reports lodged.

13. Confidentiality
(a) All exploration reports submitted in accordance with the
conditions of this lease will be kept confidential while the
lease is in force, except in cases where:
(i) the lease holder has agreed that specified reports
may be made non-confidential.
(ii) reports deal with exploration conducted exclusively

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
This condition requires the DPIE to keep all exploration reports
confidential subject to the described exceptions.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Perilya Response

on areas that have ceased to be part of the lease.
(b) Confidentiality will be continued beyond the termination
of a lease where an application for a flow-on title was
lodged during the currency of the lease. The
confidentiality will last until that flow-on title or any
subsequent flow-on title, has terminated.
(c) The Director-General may extend the period of
confidentiality.
14. Terms of the non-exclusive licence
The terms of the non-exclusive copyright licence granted
under condition 12 are:
(a) the Minister may sub-licence others to publish, print,
adapt and reproduce but not on-licence reports.
(b) the Minister and any sub-licensee will acknowledge the
lease holder's and any identifiable consultant's
ownership of copyright in any reproduction of the
reports, including storage of reports onto an electronic
database.
(c) the lease holder does not warrant ownership of all
copyright works in any report and, the lease holder will
use best endeavours to identify those parts of the report
for which the lease holder owns the copyright.
(d) there is no royalty payable by the Minister for the
licence.
(e) if the lease holder has reasonable grounds to believe
that the Minister has exercised his rights under the
non-exclusive copyright licence in a manner which
adversely affects the operations of the lease holder, that
licence is revocable on the giving of a period of not less
than three months notice.

Refer to the supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 12.
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 19.

Perilya Response

15. Blasting
(a) Ground Vibration
The lease holder must ensure that the ground vibration
peak particle velocity generated by any blasting within
the lease area does not exceed 10 mm/second and does
not exceed 5 mm/second in more than 5% of the total
number of blasts over a period of 12 months at any
dwelling or occupied premises as the case may be,
unless determined otherwise by the Department of
Environment and Climate Change.
Blast Overpressure
The lease holder must ensure that the blast
overpressure noise level generated by any blasting
within the lease area does not exceed 120 dB (linear)
and does not exceed 115 dB (linear) in more than 5% of
the total number of blasts over a period of 12 months, at
any dwelling or occupied premises, as the case may be,
unless determined otherwise by the Department of
Environment and Climate Change.

Observation
Observation

It is noted that this condition applies “at any dwelling or occupied
premises” compared with Table 4 in SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 19, which refers to “residence on privately-owned land”.
Observation No. 112 – Table 4 in section 5.4 of Perilya’s Blast
Management Plan (Revision No. E dated 14 December 2018) could
be revised to refer to condition 15 in CML4 and CML5.
Observation No. 113 – Perilya should review the Blast Management
Plan to ensure it is consistent with managing ground vibration and
blast overpressure “at any dwelling or occupied premises” as referred
to in this condition.

Obs. 112
PBHL to update the
BMP based on this
observation

Obs. 113
PBHL contends that the
locations associated
with the blast
monitoring system are
approved by the NSW
EPA and approved
locations as a result are
representative of
ground vibration and
blast overpressure “at
any dwelling or
occupied premises”

16. Safety
Operations must be carried out in a manner that ensures the
safety of persons or stock in the vicinity of the operations. All
drill holes shafts and excavations must be appropriately
protected, to the satisfaction of the Director-General, to
ensure that access to them by persons and stock is
restricted. Abandoned shafts and excavations opened up or
used by the lease holder must be filled in or otherwise
rendered safe to a standard acceptable to the DirectorGeneral.

Compliant

During the audit period relevant it was stated that Perilya personnel
have not identified any drill hole, shaft or excavation that presents a
risk to people or stock on the North Mine site.
All known excavation holes are plotted on a map in Perilya’s GIS
database. It was stated that the likelihood of there being unknown
exploration holes on the North Mine site is remote.
The perimeter of the North Mine site is fenced (see photo below) and
access to operational areas within the North Mine site is by electronic
tag.
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

It was stated that during the audit period no surface exploration
drilling has been conducted on the North Mine site. The last known
surface exploration drilling on the North Mine site (on CML5) occurred
circa November 2011.

Photo 36 – North Mine site perimeter fence

17. Exploratory Drilling
(1) At least twenty eight days prior to commencement of
drilling operations the lease holder must notify the
relevant Department of Water and Energy regional
hydrologist of the intention to drill exploratory drill holes
together with information on the location of the proposed

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition as applying to surface drilling operations.
In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(1) It was stated that Perilya has no intention to resume surface
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Audit Finding

holes.
(2) If the lease holder drills exploratory drill holes he must
satisfy the Director-General that:(a) all cored holes are accurately surveyed and
permanently
marked
in
accordance
with
Departmental guidelines so that their location can
be easily established;
b) all holes cored or otherwise are sealed to prevent
the collapse of the surrounding surface;
(c) all drill holes are permanently sealed with cement
plugs to prevent surface discharge of groundwaters;
(d) if any drill hole meets natural or noxious gases it is
plugged or sealed to prevent their escape;
(e) if any drill hole meets an artesian or sub-artesian
flow it is effectively sealed to prevent contamination
of aquifers.
(f) once any drill hole ceases to be used the hole must
be sealed in accordance with Departmental
guidelines. Alternatively, the hole must be sealed as
instructed by the Director-General.
(g) once any drill hole ceases to be used the land and
its immediate vicinity is left in a clean, tidy and
stable condition.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

exploration drilling on the North Mine site for at least the
remainder of 2019.
(2) It was stated that in conducting surface exploration drilling Perilya
would have due regard to the relevant guideline, which as at
August 2019 is the “Guideline for mineral exploration drilling;
drilling and integrity of petroleum exploration and production
wells” (published in August 2016 by the then NSW Department of
Industry, Skills and Regional Development, Division of Resources
and Energy).

18. Prevention of Soil Erosion and Pollution
Operations must be carried out in a manner that does not
cause or aggravate air pollution, water pollution (including
sedimentation) or soil contamination or erosion, unless
otherwise authorised by a relevant approval, and in
accordance with an accepted Mining Operations Plan. For
the purpose of this condition, water shall be taken to include
any watercourse, waterbody or groundwaters. The lease
holder must observe and perform any instructions given by
the Director-General in this regard.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Mining operations on the North Mine site within CML4 are authorised
by SSD Consent No. 7538 (MOD 2) and EPL No. 2683.
Perilya’s current Mining Operations Plan (MOP) for the Broken Hill
North Mine is “Mining Operations Plan – Amendment 1” dated
10 December 2018 (prepared by R.W. Corkery, report no. 938/08).
The current MOP covers the period from 1 March 2018 to
28 February 2021.
It was stated that during the audit period the Resources Regulator has
not given any instructions under this condition to Perilya.

NC (L)
PBHL to action by
measuring the before
and after fugitive dust
emissions associated
with the application of
dust suppressant
product using the
portable dust monitor
referred to in EPL 2683.

Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit the
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Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

following examples of unauthorised air pollution and water pollution
were identified:

PBHL to undertake an
event warranted
inspection and reporting
order on the site
maintenance system to
ensure no impacts occur
on downstream
waterways.



Perilya was unable to provide evidence that the application of
chemical dust suppressant achieved an emission control factor of
99.3% or better (refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 3);



Perilya was unable to provide evidence that it had conducted
regular inspections (e.g. by means of a completed inspection
checklist) of water storages and diversions and pumping
infrastructure as described in sections 12.5.1 and 12.5.2 of the
Water Management Plan (refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 32);



There was evidence that dirty water is possibly mixing with
diverted clean water in the southern zone of the North Mine site
catchments. A road from the waste rock area appears to have
been constructed across Creek A (Figure 3 of the Water
Management Plan) which has completely blocked the clean water
diversion and could compromise the integrity of the catchments
system which is intended to separate dirty water from clean water
(refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 32); and



Waste hydrocarbons in 200 litre drums were observed in the
landfill area, awaiting collection. These drums were not suitably
stored in a bunded area. Small spills/leaks were observed (refer
to SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 32).

PBHL to action the
removal of waste
hydrocarbon from
temporary storage in the
landfill facility.

19. Transmission lines, Communication lines and
Pipelines
Operations must not interfere with or impair the stability or
efficiency of any transmission line, communication line,
pipeline or any other utility on the lease area without the prior
written approval of the Director-General and subject to any
conditions he may stipulate.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period no operations at the North
Mine site interfered with or impaired the stability of transmission line,
communication line, pipeline or any other utility on the lease area.

Compliant

In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) It was stated that during the audit period no activities on CML4

20. Fences, Gates
(a) Activities on the lease must not interfere with or damage
fences without the prior written approval of the owner
thereof or the Minister and subject to any conditions the
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Audit Finding

Minister may stipulate.
(b) Gates within the lease area must be closed or left open
in accordance with the requirements of the landholder.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

interfered with or damaged any fences owned by landowners
other than Perilya. Wilson Security conducts security patrols of
Perilya’s Southern Operations, the North Mine and the Potosi
Mine. A copy of a Security Incident Report (I/R No. 63537) dated
22 June 2019 was sighted. This report described a “boundary
breach” (cutting of the fence) at the North Mine Menindee Road
boundary fence, and describes the response of next-day
installation of two mobile surveillance cameras along the
boundary area.
(b) It was stated that there are no privately-owned gates within
CML4.

21. Roads and Tracks
(a) Operations must not affect any road unless in
accordance with an accepted Mining Operations Plan or
with the prior written approval of the Director-General
and subject to any conditions he may stipulate.
(b) The lease holder must pay to the designated authority in
control of the road (generally the local council or the
Roads and Traffic Authority) the cost incurred in fixing
any damage to roads caused by operations carried out
under the lease, less any amount paid or payable from
the Mine Subsidence Compensation Fund.
(c) Access tracks must be kept to a minimum and be
positioned so that they do not cause any unnecessary
damage to the land. Temporary access tracks must be
ripped, topsoiled and revegetated as soon as possible
after they are no longer required for mining operations.
The design and construction of access tracks must be in
accordance with specifications fixed by the Department
of Environment and Climate Change.

Non-compliant
(low risk)
Observation
Observation

In relation to the paragraphs of this condition:
(a) SSD Consent No. 7538 (MOD 1) is reproduced in Appendix 2 of
Perilya’s Mining Operations Plan. Appendix 6 of the SSD
Consent shows the approved haulage route on public roads for
the North Mine operations.
(b) SSD Consent Schedule 2 condition 15 requires Perilya to
financially contribute to road upgrades and maintenance under a
Voluntary Planning Agreement.
(c) Refer to ‘non-compliant’ finding below. It was stated that during
the audit period no new access tracks (either on or around the
North Mine site) have been constructed for exploration fieldwork.
Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit a road
from the waste rock area appears to have been constructed across
Creek A (Figure 3 of the Water Management Plan) which has
completely blocked the clean water diversion and could compromise
the integrity of the catchments system which is intended to separate
dirty water from clean water (refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 32).

NC (L)
PBHL notes that
ephemeral creek line
has now been reinstated subsequent to
the audit.

Obs. 114
Noted

Obs. 115
Noted

Observation No. 114 – Existing access tracks should be mapped,
communicated (e.g. in inductions) and signposted to help ensure
undisturbed areas are not impacted by vehicles (e.g. access tracks to
monitoring locations).
Observation No. 115 – Perilya could update existing plans in the
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

Mining Operations Plan (e.g. Plan 3 of the MOP) to show additional
infrastructure areas with their existing tracks (e.g. boundary tracks).
Auditor’s Note: There is no condition number 22 in CML4
23. Trees and Timber
(a) The lease holder must not fell trees, strip bark or cut
timber on the lease without the consent of the landholder
who is entitled to the use of the timber, or if such a
landholder refuses consent or attaches unreasonable
conditions to the consent, without the approval of a
warden.
(b) The lease holder must not cut, destroy, ringbark or
remove any timber or other vegetative cover on the
lease area except such as directly obstructs or prevents
the carrying on of operations. Any clearing not
authorised under the Mining Act 1992 must comply with
the provisions of the Native Vegetation Act 2003.
(c) The lease holder must obtain all necessary approvals or
licences before using timber from any Crown land within
the lease area.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
It was stated that during the audit period no felling or clearing on
CML4 has occurred except as required (and stated to be not
extensive) for North Mine operations.

24. Use of Mercury or Cyanide
The lease holder must not use mercury or cyanide or any
solution containing cyanide for the recovery of minerals on
the lease area without the prior written approval of the
Minister and subject to any conditions he may stipulate.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not used mercury
or cyanide or any solution containing cyanide for the recovery of
minerals on the North Mine site (within CML4).

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

25. Resource Recovery
(a) Notwithstanding any description of mining methods and
their sequence or of proposed resource recovery
contained within the Mining Operations Plan, if at any
time the Director-General is of the opinion that minerals
which the lease entitles the lease holder to mine and
which are economically recoverable at the time are not

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not received any
notice in writing from the Resources Regulator (or its predecessor)
under paragraph (a) of this condition.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Perilya Response

being recovered from the lease area, or that any such
minerals which are being recovered are not being
recovered to the extent which should be economically
possible or which for environmental reasons are
necessary to be recovered, he may give notice in writing
to the lease holder requiring the holder to recover such
minerals.
The notice shall specify the minerals to be recovered
and the extent to which they are to be recovered, or the
objectives in regard to resource recovery, but shall not
specify the processes the lease holder shall use to
achieve the specified recovery.
The lease holder must, when requested by the DirectorGeneral, provide such information as the DirectorGeneral may specify about the recovery of the mineral
resources of the lease area.
The Director-General shall issue no such notice unless
the matter has firstly been thoroughly discussed with and
a report to the Director-General has incorporated the
views of the lease holder.
The lease holder may object to the requirements of any
notice issued under this condition and on receipt of such
an objection the Minister shall refer it to a Warden for
inquiry and report under Section 334 of the Mining Act,
1992.
After considering the Warden's report the Minister shall
decide whether to withdraw, modify or maintain the
requirements specified in the original notice and shall
give the lease holder written notice of the decision. The
lease holder must comply with the requirements of this
notice.

26. Indemnity
The lease holder must indemnify and keep indemnified the
Crown from and against all actions, suits, claims and
demands of whatsoever nature and all costs, charges and
expenses which may be brought against the lease holder or
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Compliant

A printout provided by Perilya and dated 15 August 2019 (from Trade
& Investment NSW – Resources & Energy Division) stated that a
security is held by Trade & Investment NSW for the 11 titles referred
to in this condition and in the sum of $23,893,742 consisting of:

Perilya Response

which the lease holder may incur in respect of any accident
or injury to any person or property which may arise out of the
construction, maintenance or working of any workings now
existing or to be made by the lease holder within the lease
area or in connection with any of the operations
notwithstanding that all other conditions of this lease shall in
all respects have been observed by the lease holder or that
any such accident or injury shall arise from any act or thing
which the lease holder may be licensed or compelled to do.
27. Security
(a) A security in the sum of $23,893,742 must be given and
maintained with the Minister by the lease holder for the
purpose of ensuring the fulfilment by the lease holder of
obligations under Consolidated Mining Lease Nos 4, 5,
6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 (Act 1973), Mineral Lease
No 5585 (Act 1906) and Mining Lease No 1249 (Act
1973). If the lease holder fails to fulfil any one or more of
such obligations the said sum may be applied at the
discretion of the Minister towards the cost of fulfilling
such obligations. For the purpose of this clause the
lease holder shall be deemed to have failed to fulfil the
obligations of this lease if the lease holder fails to comply
with any condition or provision hereof, any provision of
the Act or regulations made thereunder or any condition
or direction imposed or given pursuant to a condition or
provision hereof or of any provision of the Act or
regulations made thereunder.
(b) The lease holder must provide the security required by
sub-clause (a) in one of the following forms:
(i) cash,
(ii) a security certificate in a form approved by the
Minister and issued by an authorised deposit-taking
institution.
[Auditor’s Note: An Endorsement Schedule dated
4 December 2018, and stated to be in accordance with the
provisions of Section 261B(3) of the Mining Act 1992, varied



a $13,893,742 deed of security deposit bond (copy sighted)
issued on 27 February 2015 by China Construction Bank
(Sydney Branch); and



a $10,000,000 deed of security deposit bond (copy sighted)
issued on 9 February 2015 by China Construction Bank (Sydney
Branch).
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Perilya Response

the amount of the required security to be $23,893,742.00
effective on 4 December 2018.]
Auditor’s Note: There are no condition numbers 28 or 29 in CML4
30. Suspension of Mining Operations
The holder of a consolidated mining lease may not suspend
mining operations in the mining area other than in
accordance with the consent of the Minister.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
31. Assets of Country Energy
(a) All operations under this licence must be conducted in a
manner that does not interfere with or cause damage to
the assets of Country Energy situated on or around the
lease area.
(b) When undertaking operations, including operating
mobile drilling plant, under the lease, the lease holder
must:
(i) exercise appropriate caution near Country Energy
high voltage overhead power lines in the lease area;
(ii) ensure that a minimum of ten metres horizontal
clearance is maintained between the site of any
operations and any Country Energy high voltage
overhead power lines;
(iii) contact Country Energy immediately on telephone
number 132 080 following an incident during
operations which affects the assets of Country
Energy.
(c) The registered holder shall not conduct any mining
operations on those parts forming the Stephen’s Creek
Reservoir unless with the consent of the Minister first
had and obtained and subject to any conditions as he
may stipulate.

It was stated that no mobile drilling plant has been operated on the
North Mine site during the audit period.
It was stated that the transmission lines in the service corridor (i.e. for
the water pipeline between the North Mine site and Perilya’s Southern
Operations) are owned by Perilya.
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Photo 37 – Transmission line and water pipeline in the
services corridor

32. The registered holder shall permit the free and
uninterrupted passage of stock travelling through that
part of the subject area covered by Travelling Stock and
Cattle Reserve No 38893 from sale and shall conduct
operations in such a manner as not to cause any
damage to travelling stock. The term “Travelling Stock
Reserve” is as defined in the Pastures Protection Act,
1934.

Compliant

33. The registered holder shall as far as may be practicable

Compliant

“Reserve for Travelling Stock (R38893)” is identifiable in Perilya’s GIS
database.
th

Reserve No. 38893 was reserved from sale on 4 February 1905.
This Reserve (of approximately 1.56 ha) is located outside of the
approved North Mine site.
This Reserve is outlined in orange in the Summary shown in the
supporting evidence/comments for CML5 condition 29.
It is noted that these Temporary Commons completely overlap CML4
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so conduct operations as not to interfere in any way with
the public use and enjoyment of Reserve No 2421 for
Temporary Common, Reserve No 23158 from Licence
and Lease for Extension to Temporary Common.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

and CML5.

34. In respect of the area shown on Catalogued Plan
No D2319 the registered holder shall
(a) Take adequate measures to ensure the safety of
road traffic on any roads in the event of repair work
being required (within road reserves) to railway lines
or pipelines.
(b) Comply with any requirements of State Rail in
respect of electrical services traversing the said
Authority’s property.
(c) Observe and comply with the “Railways of Australia
Code for the installation of other parties’ services
and pipelines within railway boundaries”.

Compliant

35. (a) Notwithstanding that the registered holder shall
have complied with condition No 34 the registered
holder shall pay to the public authority the cost
incurred by such public authority of making good
any damage caused by operations carried on by or
under the authority of the registered holder or any
person claiming through or under the registered
holder.
(b) The registered holder hereby covenants with the
said public authority that the registered holder will
pay to the said public authority the cost incurred by
the public authority of making good any such
damage caused as aforesaid and the registered
holder hereby covenants with the said public
authority that the registered holder will pay to the
said public authority the cost incurred by the public
authority of making good any such damage caused
as aforesaid.
[Auditor’s Note: The words in paragraph (b) are repeated.]
It is hereby agreed and declared that the amount to be

Compliant

Catalogued Plan No. D2319 is identifiable in Perilya’s GIS database.
Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not received any
correspondence from a public authority either to request or demand
payment for the cost of the public authority making good any damage
caused by Perilya’s operations on CML4.
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Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition including the depth restrictions.

Perilya Response

paid by the registered holder under the provisions of this
clause shall include in addition to the cost of all
necessary labour and materials all costs and expenses
reasonably incurred in and about the making of surveys
the preparation of plans and specifications and
estimates the supervision and inspection of the works
and all administrative and overhead costs and expenses
to the public authority related or attributable to the works
undertaken to make good any damage caused. A
certificate under the hand of the public authority as to the
amount of the cost of making good any damage shall in
all respects and for all purposes be conclusive evidence
of the amount of such cost and of the due determination
thereof.
[Auditor’s Note: The text in italics (inserted by the Auditors) is
missing from the original printed version of CML4.]
36. Subject to the requirements of any order issued pursuant
to Section 75 of the Mining Act 1992
(a) The registered holder shall not, unless with the
written approval of the Minister and subject to such
conditions as he may impose, carry out a mining
purpose on the lands described in Column 1 of
Schedule 2 annexed hereto other than mining
purpose specified opposite the description in
Column 2 of the schedule and to a depth specified
in Column 3
(b) The registered holder shall not carry out a mining
purpose specified in Column 2 of schedule 2 except
in accordance with the conditions of this lease.

The areas are marked on surface plans held in Perilya’s GIS
database but it was stated that the lack of surface survey pins makes
it difficult to precisely identify the locations in the field.
The current mining operations at the North Mine site are conducted
underground at depths greater than the depths referred to the table to
this condition.
The CML4 surface area exclusion is Proprietary Square and Junction
Circle. The CML7 lease is 15m below the surface of these areas in
CML4.

Schedule No 2
The registered holder shall not prospect or mine any
mineral on the surface or below to a depth specified in
the table below:
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

Notice to Landholders

Administrative
Within a period of three months from the date of non-compliance CML5 is currently renewed to 21 June 2021.
grant/renewal of this lease or within such further time as the
Administrative non-compliance – During this August 2019 audit
Minister may allow, the lease holder must serve on each
Perilya was unable to provide evidence that it had notified affected
landholder of the land a notice in writing indicating that this
landholders in writing of the grant/renewal of CML5 either by service
lease has been granted/renewed and whether the lease
of a notice on each landholder, or service by means of publication in a
includes the surface. An adequate plan and description of the
newspaper circulating in the lease area.
lease area must accompany the notice.
The Auditors note as evidence of potential future compliance with this
If there are ten or more landholders affected, the lease holder
condition (i.e. on the next renewal of CML5) that Perilya was able to
may serve the notice by publication in a newspaper
provide evidence of written notification (via Hetherington Exploration
circulating in the region where the lease area is situated. The
and Mining Title Services Pty Ltd) of affected landholders for the
notice must indicate that this lease has been
renewal of Consolidated Mining Lease No. 9 (1973) on
granted/renewed; state whether the lease includes the
13 August 2018.
surface and must contain an adequate plan and description
of the lease area.
2.

Perilya Response

ANC
PBHL notes that the
requirement for CML 5
renewal was outside of
the audit period.

Environmental Harm

The proponent shall implement all practicable measures to
prevent and/or minimise any harm to the environment that
may result from the construction, operation or rehabilitation of
the development.

Not verified

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for SSD Consent Schedule 2
condition 1.
16 August 2019) the Auditors could not verify that Perilya has
implemented ‘all’ practicable measures to prevent and/or minimise
any harm to the environment that may result from the construction,
operation or rehabilitation of the development. This audit finding
takes the following matters into account:


the majority of the ‘non-compliant’ and ‘not verified’ findings in
this audit report relate to Perilya being unable to provide
evidence of implementation of mitigation measures;



during the audit period no exceedances of environmental
performance criteria in the SSD Consent, EPL No. 2683, CML4
or CML5 were attributable to the North Mine operations; and



during the audit period none of the environmental complaints that
Perilya received were attributable to the North Mine operations.

N.V.
PBHL recognises its
responsibilities under
Schedule 2, Condition 1
of the Development
Consent. PBHL also
notes that there have
been no exceedances of
any of the monitoring
criteria, no community
complaints and no
formal concerns from
regulatory agencies that
have inspected and
audited the
development during the
period.
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Mining Operations Plan

(a) Mining operations must not be carried out otherwise than Administrative Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 3.
in accordance with a Mining Operations Plan (MOP) non-compliance
Administrative non-compliance – In relation to paragraphs (a) and
which has been approved by the Director-General of the
(b) of this condition:
Department of Primary Industries.
(a) During this August 2019 audit Perilya was unable to provide
(b) The MOP must:
evidence of the Resources Regulator’s approval of the current
•
identify areas that will be disturbed by mining
“Amendment 1” version (i.e. dated 10 December 2018) of the
operations;
MOP) though it is noted the current MOP is on Perilya’s website);
•
detail the staging of specific mining operations;
and
•
identify how the mine will be managed to allow mine
(b) The current MOP does not identify how the mine will be
closure;
specifically managed to allow mine closure, due to ongoing
•
identify how mining operations will be carried out on
uncertainty regarding an agreed end land use. The current MOP
site in order to prevent and or minimise harm to the
notes (in section 4.1) that the NSW Government has established
environment;
an inter-agency Broken Hill Rehabilitation Steering Committee to
identify the “final land use strategy for the Line of Lode as a
•
reflect the conditions of approval under:
whole” and that the closure strategy will be “further refined and
•
the Environmental Planning and Assessment
developed in consultation with the Broken Hill Rehabilitation
Act 1979
Steering Committee and the community”.
The Steering
•
the Protection of the Environment Operations
Committee met for the first time in Broken Hill during this August
Act 1997
2019 audit. Section 4.1 of the current MOP also notes that:
•
and any other approvals relevant to the
“As a result, the term of this MOP has been limited to
development including the conditions of this
3 years. However, in the event that there are delays in
lease; and
determining a final land use strategy or in approval of the
Rehabilitation Strategy or Rehabilitation Management Plan,
•
have regard to any relevant guidelines adopted by
the Company will apply to extend the term of this MOP
the Director-General.
accordingly.”
(c) The titleholder may apply to the Director-General to
amend an approved MOP at any time.
(d) It is not a breach of this condition if:
i) the operations constituting the breach were
necessary to comply with a lawful order or direction
given under the Mining Act 1992, the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, Protection of
the Environment Operations Act 1997 or the
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000; and
ii) the Director-General had been notified of the terms

ANC
Approval for amendment
1 of the MOP was
received from the
Resources Regulator on
24/1/2019
(DOC19/57836)
PBHL contends that the
path to mine closure is
inextricably linked to the
workings and
resolutions of the interagency Broken Hill
Rehabilitation Steering
Committee.
In the interim a
Rehabilitation Strategy
is required within 12
months of
commencement of
mining and a
rehabilitation plan is
required to be submitted
to the Secretary for
approval subsequent to
that. Both documents
require review by the
abovementioned
steering committee.
Revisions of the MOP
will incorporate
reference to the
approved strategy and
plan.
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Perilya Response

of the order or direction prior to the operations
constituting the breach being carried out.
(e) A MOP ceases to have affect 7 years after date of
approval or other such period as identified by the
Director-General. An approved amendment to the MOP
under Condition 4(b) does not constitute an approval for
the purpose of this paragraph unless otherwise identified
by the Director-General.
4.

Environment Management Reporting

(a) The lease holder must lodge Environmental
Management Reports (EMR) with The Director-General
annually or at dates otherwise directed by the DirectorGeneral.
(b) The EMR must:
report against compliance with the MOP;
report on progress in respect of rehabilitation
completion criteria;
report on the extent of compliance with regulatory
requirements; and
have regard to any relevant guidelines adopted by
the Director-General;
(c) Additional environmental reports may be required on
specific surface disturbing operations or environmental
incidents from time to time as directed in writing by the
Director-General and must be lodged as instructed.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 4.

NC (L)

Non-compliant (low risk) – In relation to paragraph (b) of this
condition, the 2017/18 AEMR does not:

PBHL to action in all
AEMR’s reference to
compliance with the
MOP and that it has
regard to relevant
guidelines adopted by
the Director-General.



report against compliance with the Mining Exploration Operations
Plan; or



state that it has regard to relevant guidelines adopted by the
Director-General (e.g. the NSW Government’s Post-approval
requirements for State significant mining developments - Annual
Review Guideline, October 2015).

Auditor’s Note: There are no condition numbers 5 or 6 in CML5
7.

Rehabilitation

Disturbed land must be rehabilitated to a sustainable/agreed Not triggered as Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 7.
at August 2019
land use to the satisfaction of the Director-General.
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Auditor’s Note: There is no condition number 8 in CML5
9.

Working Requirement

Not triggered as Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 9.
The lease holder must:
(a) ensure that at least 133 competent people are efficiently at August 2019
employed on the lease area on each week except
Sunday or any week day that is a public holiday,
OR
(b) expend on operations carried out in the course of
prospecting or mining the lease area, an amount of not
less than $2,327,000 per annum whilst the lease is in
force.
OR
(c) comply with any conditions as set out in accordance with
Clause 17(1) of the Mining Regulation 2003, in relation
to an aggregation of this lease and others to be a single
mining lease for the purpose or labour and expenditure.
The Minister may at any time or times, by instrument in
writing served on the lease holder, increase or decrease the
expenditure required or the number of people to be
employed.
10. Control of Operations
(a) If an Environmental Officer of the Department believes
that the lease holder is not complying with any provision
of the Act or any condition of this lease relating to the
working of the lease, he may direct the lease holder to:(i) cease working the lease; or
(ii) cease that part of the operation not complying with
the Act or conditions;
until in the opinion of the Environmental Officer the
situation is rectified.
(b) The lease holder must comply with any direction given.
The Director-General may confirm, vary or revoke any

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not received a
directive under this condition from the Resources Regulator to cease
workings at the North Mine site.
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such direction.
(c) A direction referred to in this condition may be served on
the Mine Manager.
11. Reports
The lease holder must provide an exploration report, within a Not triggered as
period of twenty-eight days after each anniversary of the date at August 2019
this lease has effect or at such other date as the DirectorGeneral may stipulate, of each year. The report must be to
the satisfaction of the Director-General and contain the
following:
(a) Full particulars, including results, interpretation and
conclusions, of all exploration conducted during the
twelve months period;
(b) Details of expenditure incurred in conducting that
exploration;
(c) A summary of all geological findings acquired through
mining or development evaluation activities;
(d) Particulars of exploration proposed to be conducted in
the next twelve months period;
(e) All plans, maps, sections and other data necessary to
satisfactorily interpret the report.

N.V.
A screen shot of the
DPIE website
“Exploration and
Environmental
Reporting Lodgement”
(EROL) and dated
Thursday 8 August 2019
shows the submission of
the Annual Report for
CML’s 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13 and ML 1249

As noted in Endorsement Schedule 11/3349 (above), the operation of
this condition has been suspended for the current term of CML5.
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Reports

The lease holder must provide an exploration report, within a
period of thirty days after each anniversary of the date these
leases have effect or at such other date as the Department
may stipulate, (ie group reporting date). Reports are to be
prepared in accordance with Section 163C of the Mining Act
1992 and Clause 57 of the Mining Regulation 2010. The
report must be to the satisfaction of the Department and
contain the information required by Exploration Reporting:
A guide for reporting on exploration and prospecting in New
South Wales (Department of Trade and Investment; Regional
Infrastructure and Services 2010).

Not verified

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 11A.
Not verified – The Combined Annual Exploration Report dated
8 August 2019 was stated to have been submitted (a confirmation
message from an unidentified source reads: “You have submitted
report RP0021213: Annual Exploration Report on Town CMLs
Project, Covering Period 9 July 2018 to 8 July 2019).” The Auditors
have no reason to believe the Exploration Report was not submitted
to the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE), but
consider that the confirmation message is inconclusive evidence of
submission.

12. Licence to use Reports
(a) The lease holder grants to the Minister, by way of a
non-exclusive licence, the right in copyright to publish,
print, adapt and reproduce all exploration reports lodged
in any form and for the full duration of copyright.
(b) The non-exclusive licence will operate as a consent for
the purposes of section 365 of the Mining Act 1992.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
This condition relates to the grant of a non-exclusive licence by
Perilya to the Minister to publish, print, adapt and reproduce all
exploration reports lodged.

13. Confidentiality
(a) All exploration reports submitted in accordance with the
conditions of this lease will be kept confidential while the
lease is in force, except in cases where:
(i) the lease holder has agreed that specified reports
may be made non-confidential.
(ii) reports deal with exploration conducted exclusively
on areas that have ceased to be part of the lease.
(b) Confidentiality will be continued beyond the termination
of a lease where an application for a flow-on title was
lodged during the currency of the lease. The
confidentiality will last until that flow-on title or any
subsequent flow-on title, has terminated.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
This condition requires the DPIE to keep all exploration reports
confidential subject to the described exceptions.
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Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Perilya Response

of

14. Terms of the non-exclusive licence
The terms of the non-exclusive copyright licence granted
under condition 12 are:
(a) the Minister may sub-licence others to publish, print,
adapt and reproduce but not on-licence reports.
(b) the Minister and any sub-licensee will acknowledge the
lease holder's and any identifiable consultant's
ownership of copyright in any reproduction of the
reports, including storage of reports onto an electronic
database.
(c) the lease holder does not warrant ownership of all
copyright works in any report and, the lease holder will
use best endeavours to identify those parts of the report
for which the lease holder owns the copyright.
(d) there is no royalty payable by the Minister for the
licence.
(e) if the lease holder has reasonable grounds to believe
that the Minister has exercised his rights under the
non-exclusive copyright licence in a manner which
adversely affects the operations of the lease holder, that
licence is revocable on the giving of a period of not less
than three months notice.

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML5 condition 12.

15. Blasting
(a) Ground Vibration
The lease holder must ensure that the ground vibration
peak particle velocity generated by any blasting within
the lease area does not exceed 10 mm/second and does
not exceed 5 mm/second in more than 5% of the total
number of blasts over a period of 12 months at any
dwelling or occupied premises as the case may be,
unless determined otherwise by the Department of

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 15.
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Environment and Climate Change.
Blast Overpressure
The lease holder must ensure that the blast
overpressure noise level generated by any blasting
within the lease area does not exceed 120 dB (linear)
and does not exceed 115 dB (linear) in more than 5% of
the total number of blasts over a period of 12 months, at
any dwelling or occupied premises, as the case may be,
unless determined otherwise by the Department of
Environment and Climate Change.
16. Safety
Operations must be carried out in a manner that ensures the
safety of persons or stock in the vicinity of the operations. All
drill holes shafts and excavations must be appropriately
protected, to the satisfaction of the Director-General, to
ensure that access to them by persons and stock is
restricted. Abandoned shafts and excavations opened up or
used by the lease holder must be filled in or otherwise
rendered safe to a standard acceptable to the DirectorGeneral.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 16.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 17.

17. Exploratory Drilling
(1) At least twenty eight days prior to commencement of
drilling operations the lease holder must notify the
relevant Department of Water and Energy regional
hydrologist of the intention to drill exploratory drill holes
together with information on the location of the proposed
holes.
(2) If the lease holder drills exploratory drill holes he must
satisfy the Director-General that:(a) all cored holes are accurately surveyed and
permanently
marked
in
accordance
with
Departmental guidelines so that their location can
be easily established;
b) all holes cored or otherwise are sealed to prevent
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the collapse of the surrounding surface;
(c) all drill holes are permanently sealed with cement
plugs to prevent surface discharge of groundwaters;
(d) if any drill hole meets natural or noxious gases it is
plugged or sealed to prevent their escape;
(e) if any drill hole meets an artesian or sub-artesian
flow it is effectively sealed to prevent contamination
of aquifers.
(f) once any drill hole ceases to be used the hole must
be sealed in accordance with Departmental
guidelines. Alternatively, the hole must be sealed as
instructed by the Director-General.
(g) once any drill hole ceases to be used the land and
its immediate vicinity is left in a clean, tidy and
stable condition.
18. Prevention of Soil Erosion and Pollution
Operations must be carried out in a manner that does not
cause or aggravate air pollution, water pollution (including
sedimentation) or soil contamination or erosion, unless
otherwise authorised by a relevant approval, and in
accordance with an accepted Mining Operations Plan. For
the purpose of this condition, water shall be taken to include
any watercourse, waterbody or groundwaters. The lease
holder must observe and perform any instructions given by
the Director-General in this regard.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Mining operations on the North Mine site within CML5 are authorised
by SSD Consent No. 7538 (MOD 2) and EPL No. 2683.
Perilya’s current Mining Operations Plan (MOP) for the Broken Hill
North Mine is “Mining Operations Plan – Amendment 1” dated
10 December 2018 (prepared by R.W. Corkery, report no. 938/08).
The current MOP covers the period from 1 March 2018 to
28 February 2021.
It was stated that during the audit period the Resources Regulator has
not given any instructions under this condition to Perilya.
Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit the
following examples of unauthorised air pollution and water pollution
were identified:


Perilya was unable to provide evidence that the application of
chemical dust suppressant achieved an emission control factor of
99.3% or better (refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 3);



Perilya was unable to provide evidence that it had conducted
regular inspections (e.g. by means of a completed inspection
checklist) of water storages and diversions and pumping

NC (L)
PBHL to action by
measuring the before
and after fugitive dust
emissions associated
with the application of
dust suppressant
product using the
portable dust monitor
referred to in EPL 2683.
PBHL will include a
event based inspection
and reporting order on
the site maintenance
system to ensure no
impacts occur on
downstream waterways.
PBHL does note that the
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infrastructure as described in sections 12.5.1 and 12.5.2 of the
Water Management Plan (refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 32);

ephemeral creek line
has now been reinstated.



There was evidence that dirty water is possibly mixing with
diverted clean water in the southern zone of the North Mine site
catchments. A road from the waste rock area appears to have
been constructed across Creek A (Figure 3 of the Water
Management Plan) which has completely blocked the clean water
diversion and could compromise the integrity of the catchments
system which is intended to separate dirty water from clean water
(refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 32); and

PBHL to action the
removal of waste
hydrocarbon from
temporary storage in the
landfill facility.



Waste hydrocarbons in 200 litre drums were observed in the
landfill area, awaiting collection. These drums were not suitably
stored in a bunded area. Small spills/leaks were observed (refer
to SSD Consent Schedule 3 condition 32).

19. Transmission lines, Communication lines and
Pipelines
Operations must not interfere with or impair the stability or
efficiency of any transmission line, communication line,
pipeline or any other utility on the lease area without the prior
written approval of the Director-General and subject to any
conditions he may stipulate.

Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period no operations at the North
Mine site interfered with or impaired the stability of transmission line,
communication line, pipeline or any other utility on the lease area.

Compliant

Refer to supporting evidence/comments for CML4 condition 20.

Non-compliant
(low risk)

Refer to supporting/evidence comments for CML4 condition 21.

20. Fences, Gates
(a) Activities on the lease must not interfere with or damage
fences without the prior written approval of the owner
thereof or the Minister and subject to any conditions the
Minister may stipulate.
(b) Gates within the lease area must be closed or left open
in accordance with the requirements of the landholder.
21. Roads and Tracks
(a) Operations must not affect any road unless in
accordance with an accepted Mining Operations Plan or

PBHL does note that the
ephemeral creek line
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Non-compliant (low risk) – During this August 2019 audit a road
from the waste rock area appears to have been constructed across
Creek A (Figure 3 of the Water Management Plan) which has
completely blocked the clean water diversion and could compromise
the integrity of the catchments system which is intended to separate
dirty water from clean water (refer to SSD Consent Schedule 3
condition 32).

with the prior written approval of the Director-General
and subject to any conditions he may stipulate.
(b) The lease holder must pay to the designated authority in
control of the road (generally the local council or the
Roads and Traffic Authority) the cost incurred in fixing
any damage to roads caused by operations carried out
under the lease, less any amount paid or payable from
the Mine Subsidence Compensation Fund.
(c) Access tracks must be kept to a minimum and be
positioned so that they do not cause any unnecessary
damage to the land. Temporary access tracks must be
ripped, topsoiled and revegetated as soon as possible
after they are no longer required for mining operations.
The design and construction of access tracks must be in
accordance with specifications fixed by the Department
of Environment and Climate Change.

Perilya Response
has now been reinstated.

Auditor’s Note: There is no condition number 22 in CML5
23. Trees and Timber
(a) The lease holder must not fell trees, strip bark or cut
timber on the lease without the consent of the landholder
who is entitled to the use of the timber, or if such a
landholder refuses consent or attaches unreasonable
conditions to the consent, without the approval of a
warden.
(b) The lease holder must not cut, destroy, ringbark or
remove any timber or other vegetative cover on the
lease area except such as directly obstructs or prevents
the carrying on of operations. Any clearing not
authorised under the Mining Act 1992 must comply with
the provisions of the Native Vegetation Act 2003.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
It was stated that during the audit period no felling or clearing on
CML5 has occurred except as required (and stated to be not
extensive) for North Mine operations.

(c) The lease holder must obtain all necessary approvals or
licences before using timber from any Crown land within
the lease area.
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Compliant

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not used mercury
or cyanide or any solution containing cyanide for the recovery of
minerals on the North Mine site (within CML5).

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Perilya Response

24. Use of Mercury or Cyanide
The lease holder must not use mercury or cyanide or any
solution containing cyanide for the recovery of minerals on
the lease area without the prior written approval of the
Minister and subject to any conditions he may stipulate.
25. Resource Recovery
(a) Notwithstanding any description of mining methods and
their sequence or of proposed resource recovery
contained within the Mining Operations Plan, if at any
time the Director-General is of the opinion that minerals
which the lease entitles the lease holder to mine and
which are economically recoverable at the time are not
being recovered from the lease area, or that any such
minerals which are being recovered are not being
recovered to the extent which should be economically
possible or which for environmental reasons are
necessary to be recovered, he may give notice in writing
to the lease holder requiring the holder to recover such
minerals.
(b) The notice shall specify the minerals to be recovered
and the extent to which they are to be recovered, or the
objectives in regard to resource recovery, but shall not
specify the processes the lease holder shall use to
achieve the specified recovery.
(c) The lease holder must, when requested by the DirectorGeneral, provide such information as the DirectorGeneral may specify about the recovery of the mineral
resources of the lease area.
(d) The Director-General shall issue no such notice unless
the matter has firstly been thoroughly discussed with and
a report to the Director-General has incorporated the
views of the lease holder.
(e) The lease holder may object to the requirements of any
notice issued under this condition and on receipt of such
an objection the Minister shall refer it to a Warden for

It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not received any
notice in writing from the Resources Regulator (or predecessor) under
paragraph (a) of this condition.
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Supporting Evidence/Comments

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Compliant

A printout provided by Perilya and dated 15 August 2019 (from Trade
& Investment NSW – Resources & Energy Division) stated that a
security is held by Trade & Investment NSW for the 11 titles referred
to in this condition and in the sum of $23,893,742 consisting of:

Perilya Response

inquiry and report under Section 334 of the Mining Act,
1992.
After considering the Warden's report the Minister shall
decide whether to withdraw, modify or maintain the
requirements specified in the original notice and shall
give the lease holder written notice of the decision. The
lease holder must comply with the requirements of this
notice.

26. Indemnity
The lease holder must indemnify and keep indemnified the
Crown from and against all actions, suits, claims and
demands of whatsoever nature and all costs, charges and
expenses which may be brought against the lease holder or
which the lease holder may incur in respect of any accident
or injury to any person or property which may arise out of the
construction, maintenance or working of any workings now
existing or to be made by the lease holder within the lease
area or in connection with any of the operations
notwithstanding that all other conditions of this lease shall in
all respects have been observed by the lease holder or that
any such accident or injury shall arise from any act or thing
which the lease holder may be licensed or compelled to do.
27. Security
(a) A security in the sum of $23,893,742 must be given and
maintained with the Minister by the lease holder for the
purpose of ensuring the fulfilment by the lease holder of
obligations under Consolidated Mining Lease Nos 4, 5,
6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 (Act 1973), Mineral Lease
No 5585 (Act 1906) and Mining Lease No 1249 (Act
1973). If the lease holder fails to fulfil any one or more of
such obligations the said sum may be applied at the
discretion of the Minister towards the cost of fulfilling
such obligations. For the purpose of this clause the
lease holder shall be deemed to have failed to fulfil the
obligations of this lease if the lease holder fails to comply



a $13,893,742 deed of security deposit bond (copy sighted)
issued on 27 February 2015 by China Construction Bank
(Sydney Branch); and



a $10,000,000 deed of security deposit bond (copy sighted)
issued on 9 February 2015 by China Construction Bank (Sydney
Branch).
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Compliant

The Imperial Lake Notification Area was published in the NSW
Government Gazette No. 26 of 29 February 2008 and in that Gazette
is described as follows.
The area bounded by straight lines joining the following
14 ordered points on map Broken Hill 7134 1:100,000; the points
are specified by Map Grid of Australia 1994 coordinates in
Zone 54:

Perilya Response

with any condition or provision hereof, any provision of
the Act or regulations made thereunder or any condition
or direction imposed or given pursuant to a condition or
provision hereof or of any provision of the Act or
regulations made thereunder.
(b) The lease holder must provide the security required by
sub-clause (a) in one of the following forms:
(i) cash,
(ii) a security certificate in a form approved by the
Minister and issued by an authorised deposit-taking
institution.
[Auditor’s Note: An Endorsement Schedule dated
4 December 2018, and stated to be in accordance with the
provisions of Section 261B(3) of the Mining Act 1992, varied
the amount of the required security to be $23,893,742.00
effective on 4 December 2018.]
Auditor’s Note: There is no condition number 28 in CML5
29. Prescribed Dam
(a) Notwithstanding any Mining Operations Plan, the lease
holder must not mine within any part of the lease area
which is within the notification area of the Imperial Lake
Dam (dam owner: Country Energy, P O Box 8000,
Broken Hill NSW 2880) without the prior written approval
of the Minister and subject to any conditions he may
stipulate.
(b) Where the lease holder desires to mine within the
notification area he must:
(i) at least twelve (12) months before mining is to
commence or such lesser time as the Minister may
permit, notify the Minister of the desire to do so. A
plan of the mining system to be implemented must
accompany the notice; and
(ii) provide such information as the Minister may direct.
(c) The Minister must not, except in the circumstances set

Point

MGA94 East

MGA94 North

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

546900
547400
547900
548100
548200
547900
547500

6466700
6466700
6466300
6465900
6465500
6464900
6464500
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out in sub-paragraph (ii), grant approval unless
sub-paragraph (i) of this paragraph has been complied
with.
(i) This sub-paragraph is complied with if:
(a) the Dams Safety Committee as constituted by
Section 7 of the Dams Safety Act 1978 and the
owner of the dam have been notified in writing
of the desire to mine referred to in
paragraph (B).
(b) the notifications referred to in clause (a) are
accompanied by a description or plan of the
area to be mined.
(c) the Director-General has complied with any
reasonable request made by the Dams Safety
Committee or the owner of the dam for further
information in connection with the mining
proposal.
(d) the Dams Safety Committee has made its
recommendations concerning the mining
proposal or has informed the Minister in writing
that it does not propose to make any such
recommendations; and
(e) where the Dams Safety Committee has made
recommendation the approval is in terms that
are:
(i) in
accordance
with
those
recommendations; or
(ii) where the Minister does not accept those
recommendations or any of them – in
accordance with a determination under
sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph.
(ii) Where the Minister does not accept the
recommendations of the Dams Safety Committee or
where the Dams Safety Committee has failed to
make any recommendations and has not informed
the Minister in writing that it does not propose to
make any recommendations, the approval shall be

Audit Finding

Supporting Evidence/Comments
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

547100
546600
546100
545900
545900
546100
546700

Perilya Response

6464400
6464400
6464700
6465100
6465700
6466100
6466500

The outline of the “Imperial Lake Dam Notification Area” is shown
marked in blue on a Perilya-prepared “CML4 & CML5 Reserves &
Special Condition Summary” shown below. The outline of the
Imperial Lake Dam Notification Area in the Summary below appears
to be consistent with the outline of the Imperial Lake Notification Area
as shown in the Government Gazette.
It is noted that a significant part of the approved North Mine site is
within the Imperial Lake Notification Area.
It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not mined within
the Imperial Lake Notification Area.
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Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.

Perilya Response

in terms that are, in relation to matters dealing with
the safety of the dam:
(a) as determined by agreement between the
Minister and the Minister administering the
Dams Safety Act 1978; or
(b) in the event of failure to reach such agreement
– as determined by the Premier.
(d) The Minister, on notice from the Dams Safety
Committee, may at any time or times:
(i) cancel any approval given where a notice pursuant
to Section 18 of the Dams Safety Act 1978 is given.
(ii) suspend for a period of time, alter, omit from or add
to any approval given or conditions imposed.

30. Suspension of Mining Operations
The holder of a consolidated mining lease may not suspend
mining operations in the mining area other than in
accordance with the consent of the Minister.
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31. In respect of the area shown on Catalogued Plan
No M25303R the registered holder shall not cut, destroy,
ringbark or remove any timber or other vegetative cover
on that part which is affected by the Broken Hill City
Council’s regeneration area unless with the consent of
the Minister first had and obtained and subject to such
conditions as he may stipulate.

Compliant

Catalogued Plan No. M25303R is identifiable on Perilya’s GIS
database. The area in this Plan appears to be on north-western
boundary of CML5 (closer to the Potosi Mine than the North Mine).

32. (a) Notwithstanding that the registered holder shall
have complied with condition No 31 the registered
holder shall pay to the public authority the cost
incurred by such public authority of making good
any damage caused by operations carried on by or
under the authority of the registered holder or any
person claiming through or under the registered
holder.
(b) The registered holder hereby covenants with the
said public authority that the registered holder will
pay to the said public authority the cost incurred by
the public authority of making good any such
damage caused as aforesaid and the registered
holder hereby covenants with the said public
authority that the registered holder will pay to the
said public authority the cost incurred by the public
authority of making good any such damage caused
as aforesaid.
[Auditor’s Note: The words in paragraph (b) are repeated.]
It is hereby agreed and declared that the amount to be
paid by the registered holder under the provisions of this
clause shall include in addition to the cost of all
necessary labour and materials all costs and expenses
reasonably incurred in and about the making of surveys
the preparation of plans and specifications and
estimates the supervision and inspection of the works

Compliant

Perilya Response

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
General

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood the
restrictions in this condition which apply to the area shown on
Catalogued Plan No. M25303R.
Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition.
It was stated that during the audit period Perilya has not received any
correspondence from a public authority either to request or demand
payment for the cost of the public authority making good any damage
caused by Perilya’s operations on CML5.
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Compliant

The area shown on Catalogued Plan No. D4668 is located on the
north-western boundary of CML5, and is closer to the Potosi Mine site
than the North Mine site.

Perilya Response

and all administrative and overhead costs and expenses
to the public authority related or attributable to the works
undertaken to make good any damage caused. A
certificate under the hand of the public authority as to the
amount of the cost of making good any damage shall in
all respects and for all purposes be conclusive evidence
of the amount of such cost and of the due determination
thereof.
[Auditor’s Note: The text in italics (inserted by the Auditors) is
missing from the original printed version of CML5.]
33. In respect of the area shown on Catalogued Plan
No D4668:
(a) The registered holder shall only conduct operations
within the Silver City Rifle Range between Mondays
and Fridays (both days inclusive) when such days
are not gazetted public holidays and shall ensure
that no operations which may be required by the
registered holder either prior to or during or after
any such operations occur on the land in question
on either Saturday and Sunday or gazetted public
holiday.
(b) The registered holder shall completely clear the land
subject of the Silver City rifle Range and restore it to
the satisfaction of the Minister to the condition it was
in immediately prior to the operations hereby
authorised or any associated activity as and so
often as is necessary to ensure that the land is able
to be used for small arms shooting on any Saturday,
Sunday or gazetted public holiday.
(c) In the event that the land is required for small arms
shooting on any day other than a Saturday, Sunday
or gazetted public holiday then on the
Commonwealth giving the registered holder one
clear calendar month’s notice of such requirement
the provisions of the foregoing clause shall come
into effect provided that any such shooting shall be
limited to a period of seven successive days in any

Relevant Perilya personnel were aware of and understood the
restrictions in this condition which apply to the area shown on
Catalogued Plan No. D4668.
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Compliant

In relation to paragraphs (a) and (b) of this condition, according to
Perilya’s GIS database there are no assets of Essential Energy

Perilya Response

one year.
(d) The registered holder shall indemnify the
Commonwealth and any authorised users of the
Silver city Rifle Range, both jointly and severally,
against any damage or death or injury caused to the
property or personnel of the registered holder, its
servants agents and invitees whilst they are present
on the land in question.
(e) The registered holder shall not:
(i) interfere in any way with rifle practice by
members of duly constituted rifle clubs or the
Australian Military Forces; or
(ii) be entitled to charge rent for the use of the rifle
range on the subject area or any part thereof.
(f) The registered holder shall save harmless and
indemnify the Crown, the Minister and the Australian
Government from and against any and all loss,
damage and injury whatsoever whether negligently
or otherwise occasioned to the registered holder or
to his agents or employees by reason of the
discharge of firearms on the Silver City Rifle Range
and shall save harmless and indemnify persons
lawfully using the said range from and against any
and all loss, damage and injury whatsoever
occasioned to the registered holder or to his agents
or employees by the discharge of firearms on the
said range except such loss, damage or injury as is
occasioned by wilful recklessness or negligence in
the discharge of such firearms.
(g) The registered holder shall ensure that members of
rifle clubs or the Australian Military Forces retain the
privileges of taking riding horses and vehicles on to
the rifle range.
34. Assets of Country Energy
(a) All operations under this licence must be conducted in a
manner that does not interfere with or cause damage to
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the assets of Country Energy situated on or around the
lease area.
(b) When undertaking operations, including operating
mobile drilling plant, under the lease, the lease holder
must:
(i) exercise appropriate caution near Country Energy
high voltage overhead power lines in the lease area;
(ii) ensure that a minimum of ten metres horizontal
clearance is maintained between the site of any
operations and any Country Energy high voltage
overhead power lines;
(iii) contact Country Energy immediately on telephone
number 132 080 following an incident during
operations which affects the assets of Country
Energy.
(c) The registered holder shall not conduct any mining
operations on those parts forming the Stephen’s Creek
Reservoir unless with the consent of the Minister first
had and obtained and subject to any conditions as he
may stipulate.

Supporting Evidence/Comments

Perilya Response

(formerly Country Energy) located on CML5 within the approved North
Mine site.
In relation to paragraph (c) of this condition, it is noted that the
Stephen’s Creek Reservoir is not located within the North Mine site.

35. The registered holder shall permit the free and
uninterrupted passage of stock travelling through that
part of the subject area covered by Travelling Stock and
Cattle Reserve No 38893 from sale and shall conduct
operations in such a manner as not to cause any
damage to travelling stock. The term “Travelling Stock
Reserve” is as defined in the Pastures Protection Act,
1934.

Compliant

36. The registered holder shall as far as may be practicable
so conduct operations as not to interfere in any way with
the public use and enjoyment of Reserve No 2421 for
Temporary Common, Reserve No 23158 from Licence
and Lease, reserve No 75968-69 for Plantation and
Water Reserve No 53094.

Not verified

“Reserve for Travelling Stock (R38893)” is identifiable in Perilya’s GIS
database.
th

Reserve No. 38893 was reserved from sale on 4 February 1905.
This Reserve (of approximately 1.56 ha) is located outside of the
approved North Mine site.
This Reserve is outlined in orange in the Summary shown in the
supporting evidence/comments for CML5 condition 29.

Observation

Reserve No 2421 for Temporary Common and Reserve No 23158
from Licence and Lease are identifiable in Perilya’s GIS database.
These Reserves are located outside of the approved North Mine site.
Not verified – During this August 2019 audit Reserve No. 75968-69
for Plantation and Water Reserve No. 53094 could not be identified in
Perilya’s GIS database. It is considered that the apparent absence of
public information about the location of these Reserves makes it

N.V.
Noted

Obs. 116
A search of a variety of
government databases
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Perilya Response

unlikely that these Reserves are known to the public.

by PBHL tenement
consultants failed to
provide further
identification of these
Reserves.

Observation No. 116 – Perilya could contact the appropriate
government agency to confirm the locations of Reserve No. 75968-69
for Plantation and Water Reserve No. 53094.
37. Subject to the requirements of any order issued pursuant
to Section 75 of the Mining Act 1992
(a) the registered holder shall not, unless with the
written approval of the Minister and subject to such
conditions as he may impose, carry out a mining
purpose on the lands described in Column 1 of
Schedule 2 annexed hereto other than mining
purpose specified opposite the description in
Column 2 of the schedule and to a depth specified
in Column 3
(b) the registered holder shall not carry out a mining
purpose specified in Column 2 of schedule 2 except
in accordance with the conditions of this lease.

Compliant

Relevant Perilya personnel acknowledged and understood this
condition including the depth restriction.
The areas are marked on surface plans held in Perilya’s GIS
database but it was stated that the lack of surface survey pins makes
it difficult to precisely identify the locations in the field.
The current mining operations at the North Mine site are conducted
underground at depths greater than the depths referred to the table in
this condition.
The CML5 surface area exclusion is the Barrier Highway.

Schedule No 2
The registered holder shall not prospect or mine any
mineral on the surface or below to a depth specified in
the table below:
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